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ABSTRACT
Linear n-ports are examined, at a single frequency, in the light of a 
method based on invariance principles, with regard to various physical 
properties including activity, non-reciprocity, transfer activity and 
absolute stability. For each particular property, the method leads to 
characteristic invariants, which form the basis for appropriate equivalent 
circuits.
The method rests on the construction of an equivalence class of 
n-ports, which are all equivalent with respect to the physical property 
chosen for consideration. Provided the physical operations (2n-port 
imbeddings) inter-relating the n-ports form a group, invariants of the 
n-port descriptions can be determined. If the invariants form a necessary 
and sufficient set for equivalence, then they will represent measures, 
discrete or continuous, of the physical properties held in common by the 
n-ports. The chosen property will therefore be describable in terms of 
one or more of the invariants.
The use' of the method allows n-ports to be partitioned into separate 
equivalence sub-classes by arithmetic invariants, and ordered within the 
classes by algebraic invariants. It is thus shown that activity and non­
reciprocity are essentially discontinuous properties, while transfer 
activity and absolute stability admit continuous measures. Other properties 
of lesser engineering interest are treated briefly.
The general results are applied specifically to two-ports, and a 
systematic account of two-port invariants is given, illustrated by logic 
diagrams. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of 
two-ports under lossless reciprocal imbedding are found, corresponding to 
transfer activity, and canonical equivalent circuits are discussed. A 
similar treatment is given for absolute stability, and the invariant 
absolute stability factor is derived in a generalized form. Measurement 
methods for the more important two-port invariants are described, and 
applied to high-frequency transistors.
The work as a whole shows that the invariance method is a valuable 
technique in the fundamental study of n-ports.
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The formulation of [nature's] laws requires the use of the mathematics 
of transformations. The important things in the world appear as the 
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P.A.M. Dirac (1930)
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physical results - that if anything physical comes out of mathematics it 
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Introduction
This work is concerned with certain properties of a restricted class 
of electrical circuits, considered at a single frequency under steady- 
state conditions. The circuits are linear, constant ’n-ports', which are 
accessible only at n specified ports or pairs of terminals. It is assumed 
that no information is available about their internal construction; they 
are 'black boxes'. The properties investigated are qualified by the 
adjective 'invariant'. The simple meaning of 'invariant' is 'constant', 
and since the n-ports have already been restricted to be constant, it would 
seem that all the properties of a constant n-port must be invariant. How­
ever, the word 'invariant' carries a special significance, at least 
throughout the present work: it implies the quality of remaining constant 
when specified conditions of some kind or other are altered, in such a way 
as to change some properties but not others.
Invariance is an aspect of symmetry. As an illustration, one may 
imagine a regular hexagon ruled into strips of equal width by lines parallel 
to one side. A rotation of l80° will leave the appearance of the figure 
unchanged; a rotation of 60° will leave the outline of the figure unchanged. 
It may be said that the appearance of the figure is invariant under 180° 
rotation, and its outline invariant under 60° rotation. Different 
properties of the figure are revealed by different operations, and there 
is an abstract association, rather simple in this example, between the 
invariant properties and the symmetry operations.
In the present work the basic operation consists of imbedding the 
n-port under consideration in 2n-ports, drawn from a specified class, to 
create new n-ports. We then enquire what properties the new n-ports have 
in common with the original n-port. There is again an abstract association 
between the n-port properties and the properties held in common by the
class of 2n-ports. The mathematical formulation of these qualitative 
operations leads to the isolation of specific mathematical quantities, 
which are characteristic of the n-port properties. In many cases the 
mathematical quantities are unknown and their existence unsuspected, and 
this is why the method is of particular interest.
As an example to give an immediate insight into the method, suppose 
an arbitrary n-port N is imbedded in a reciprocal 2n-port, to give a new 
n-port N’. It is apparent, at least intuitively, that if N is reciprocal, 
then so is N’, and if N is non-reciprocal, so also is N*. Thus the 
property of being reciprocal or non-reciprocal is preserved under reciprocal 
imbedding. The mathematical formulation of this reveals that a certain 
integer g, characteristic of N, is preserved, where 2g ^  n; if g = 0, then 
N is reciprocal, and if g =£ 0, N is non-reciprocal. Hence in place of a 
qualitative observation, it becomes possible to make a quantitative assess­
ment of non-reciprocity, in terms of the integer g. It turns out that g is 
the minimum number of gyrators required, together with a reciprocal 2n-port, 
to synthesize N, and a canonical equivalent circuit, under reciprocal 
imbedding, is simply a collection of g gyrators.
The objective of the present work, then, is to apply the method of 
invariance to n-ports, in a wide variety of fields, and to find the 
appropriate invariants and canonical equivalent circuits.
1.2 Motivation
Although much of the present work may appear somewhat sophisticated, 
its origins lay in a simple observation, and in a few related questions to 
which no satisfactory answers could be found. If "science is always most 
completely assimilated when it is in the nascent state" (Maxwell, 1873, 
p. xiii), then perhaps the following account of the original motivation of 
the work will help the reader to understand how it came to be written, and 
to appreciate some of the results.
The starting-point was the observation that there appeared to be, at 
least for two-ports, a parallel between the criterion for passivity and the 
criterion for absolute stability. The criterion for passivity, due to 
Tellegen (l9*+8) and Raisbeck (195*0, can be written in terms of impedance 
matrix parameters as
ril ’ r22 >  0 ...(1.2.1)
- K  + * J  >  0 ... (1-2.2)
where rJ7 = Re(z^) e t c and the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. The
criterion for absolute stability, due to Llewellyn (1952), can be written
rj j 9 ^22 ^  ^ ...(l.2.3)
2 r r  - Re (z z ) - z z 1 ^ 0   ^1 \
11 22 V 12 21 ' 1 12 21 ' ...(1.2.4)
Already a parallel is evident.
The idea of invariance was introduced by Mason (195*0, who found that
the unilateral power gain U, given by
• u = , ^ 2I ■ .V-j---  ...(1.2.5)
U(rH rM  ■ ri2 rn \
was invariant under lossless reciprocal imbedding. In terms of U, the 
criterion for passivity can be written-
T j i , r2 2 ^  0 ...(1.2.6)
1/U > 1 ...(1.2.7)
unless U = 0, when the original form of the criterion must be used. The 
new form of the criterion suggest s'* - erroneously, as it turns out - that 
activity-passivity can be characterized quantitatively, by a parameter 
whose value allows two-ports to be ordered on a continuous scale.
(Superscript numbers refer to notes at the end of each chapter.)
The second form of the passivity criterion stimulated the present author 
(Rollett, I960, 1962a) to define a stability factor k, given by
which is invariant in the sense that y, h or g matrix parameters may he 
substituted for z parameters, without altering the value of k. In terms 
of k, the criterion for absolute stability can be written
ril ’ *22 >  ° ...(1.2.9)
k > 1 ...(1.2.10)
This suggests that k is a parameter whose value indicates whether one 
two-port is more or less absolutely stable than another, a suggestion which 
turns out to be correct. It is worth noting that k is also closely assoc­
iated with power gain, since the maximum available power gain of a two- 
port, G , is given by
IZ [ 2
G.„ = j:— r [k - V(k -1)1 ...(1.2.11)
• 2 2 *
This brief outline of two-port passivity and absolute stability is 
sufficient to indicate the analogy between the formulations of the two 
concepts. At the same time, it raises a number of questions, for example:
Question 1.1 The passivity conditions are the conditions for a certain
Hermitian form to be positive semi-definite. The absolute 
stability conditions look very much as if they too are positive
semi-definite conditions. Yet the criterion has never been
. 2 . .derived m  such a way . What is the missing quadratic form?
Question 1.2 The U-function is invariant under a particular range of
physical imbeddings. The only invariance of k.so far known Is
under change of one set of matrix parameters for another, which
. . 3 .
is not apparently of physical importance , though it may be
mathematically convenient (Singhakowinta, 1966). Is there a 
range of physical imbeddings which leaves k invariant?
Question 1.3 The value of the U-function remains unchanged if the z 
parameters are replaced by y parameters, but not by h or g 
parameters. But k and remain invariant if any of the y, h 
or g parameters are substituted for the z parameters. Why are 
some functions invariant under substitutions among z and y 
parameters, and others under substitutions among z, y, h and g 
parameters?
Any of these questions considered in isolation might seem unimportant; 
together, they present a challenge. To provide an answer, it is necessary 
to consider the meaning of invariance, both as a mathematical concept, and 
as an aid to the understanding of the physical world. The solutions to the 
questions, and others raised throughout the work, will be given in terms of 
equivalence classes of n-ports, and invariant properties of representations 
of these classes.
1.3 'Historical Background
The mathematical study of invariance was initiated by George Boole,
in an 'epoch-making1 paper (Turnbull, i960, p. 128) published in 18Hl.
4
Before long the 'algebra of invariants' became established as one of the 
major branches of mathematics in the second half of the nineteenth century; 
it was also known as the 'algebra of quantics' or simply, 'higher algebra'. 
The idea of invariance as a unifying principle in geometry was introduced 
by Felix Klein in his famous 'Erlanger Program' of 1872, which will be 
briefly described later. The earliest applications of invariance principles 
to the physical world were perhaps in classical mechanics (Pais, 19&3) by 
Hamel [l90*i] and in the relativity theories (Pauli, 1921) of Lorentz 
[ 190*+], Poincare [ 19051 and Einstein [ 1905] . Subsequently invariance prin­
ciples have been widely used in quantum mechanics, especially in 
contemporary work on elementary particles. The role of invariance in
modern physics has been discussed by Melvin (1951* i960), Wigner (19^99 
196^ ), and Pais (1963).
Very little of the algebraic theory of invariants is relevant to the 
present work, and none of the physical applications of invariance principles. 
It is, however, interesting to introduce some of the terms used later in the 
work by means of examples from Boole’s paper of 18 1^, especially as they 
provide as close a parallel as can be found in the literature.
It had already been pointed out by Lagrange in 1773 (Salmon, 1876, 
p. 29*0 that if x + h is substituted for x in the quadratic expression
ax2 + 2bx + c ...(1.3.1)
so as to produce a new expression
a'x2 + 2b’x + c1 = ax2 + 2(ah + b)x + (ah2 + 2bh + c) ...(1.3.2)
then a certain function of the coefficients of the new expression is equal
to the same function of the coefficients of the original expression. This
. . 2 . .function is the discriminant, ac - b , and it may be verified that
a’c' - b'2 = ac - b2 ... (1.3.3)
Since, the discriminant is a simple function of the difference between the 
roots of the quadratic, the fact that it remains constant when a constant 
is added to both roots is perhaps not surprising.
Boole (l8^ l) writes the quadratic as a homogeneous ’form1, or ’quantic', 
in x and y,
2 2 
ax + 2bxy + cy . ..(l.3.*0
The variables x and y are then transformed by substituting
x = mix' + n ^ ’ ...(1.3.5)
y = m2x’ + n2y' ...(1.3.6)
To avoid singular results it is necessary to impose the condition on mj9 
etc. j that
min2 - m2ni =£ 0 ...(1.3.7)
The result of such a transformation is to yield a new quadratic form
a’x’2 + 2b'x’y’ + c'y'2 ...(1.3.8)
where
2 2
a' = omj + 2\mJm2 + cm^  ...(1.3.9)
b’ = amini + b(m n + m n ) + cm n ...(1.3.10)
2 2
c' = oiiJ + 2bn n - + cn^  ...(1.3.11)
Boole now observed that the discriminant of the new quadratic form was
equal to the product of the original discriminant and a factor depending
only on the coefficients of the transformation. That is,
a’c1 - b’2 = (mjn2 *" m2ni^ a^c “ ^   ^ ...(1.3.12)
2 .The function ac - b is called, m  terms introduced later, a relative 
invariant, since its structure emerges unchanged, but its value is 
multiplied by a constant depending on the transformation.
As another example, Boole considers two independent quadratic forms, 
each of which undergoes the same transformation,
ax2 + 2bxy + cy2 = a'x’2 +'2b,xly' + cy'2 ...(1.3.13)
‘ Ax2 + 2Bxy + Cy2 = A’x’2 + 2Bfx'y’ + C’y'2 ...(1.3.1*0
He then finds
AC - B2 A’C1 - B'2
ac - b2 a'c' - b’2
and,
aC - 2bB + cA = a’C’ - 2b’B’ + c’A’ 
ac - b2 a'c1 - b|2
...(1.3.15)
...(1.3.16)
These two functions are absolute invariants, since their structures are 
unchanged, and their values are unchanged; there is no multiplier deriving
from the determinant of the transformation. In fact, these two absolute
. . . .  2 2invariants are ratios of three relative invariants, ac - b , AC - B , and
the mixed relative invariant aC - 2bB + cA.
In algebra, absolute invariants are of minor interest compared with 
relative invariants, but in the applications considered in the present 
work, it is generally the absolute invariants which correspond to physical 
properties5. .
Relative and absolute invariants may be described as 'algebraic' 
invariants, since they are continuous functions of the coefficients of a 
form. Another type of invariant is an integer, characterizing a property 
such as the rank or positive index of a quadratic form, and these invariants 
■will be called 'arithmetic'. For example, Sylvester in 18^2 propounded the 
'Law of Inertia' of quadratic forms, which may be stated as follows 
(Turnbull and Aitken, 1961, p.89):
Theorem 1.1 In whatever way a real quadratic form of rank r is reduced by 
real non-singular linear transformations to a sum of positive and 
negative squares, the numbers p of positive terms and (r - p) of 
negative terms remain the same, provided that the squares are 
real and independent.
Thus two real quadratic forms are equivalent under non-singular real 
transformations if and only if they have the same rank and index (so* 
positive); the rank and index form a complete set of invariants for equiv­
alence under real transformations.
A general definition of an invariant property, taken from a standard 
dictionary of mathematics (James and James, 1968), will serve as a summary 
of these introductory remarks..
Definition 1.1 An invariant property is a property of a function,
configuration, or equation that is not altered by a particular 
transformation. The invariant property is used with reference 
to a particular transformation or type of transformation.
There is often a relationship between the two types of invariant, 
arithmetic and algebraic, in any particular case. For example, a 
precondition for the existence of the two independent absolute invariants
of lines 1.3.15# 16 is that the rank of each of the quadratic forms of
» ■ m 2  2 
lines 1.3.13, 1^ be two, I.e. ac - b =£ 0, AC - B =£ 0. If one form is of
less than maximum rank, then only one absolute invariant exists, and if 
both forms have less than maximum rank, no absolute invariant exists.
This kind of association has many parallels in later parts of the present 
work.
Of great historical importance, and with some relevance to the present 
work, is the 'Erlanger Program* of Felix Klein (1872). The idea of 
invariance was employed by Klein as a unifying approach to the several 
branches of geometry. A 'geometry* is defined as the system of definitions 
and theorems invariant under an appropriate group of transformations. Thus 
metric geometry is defined by a group of transformations comprising 
displacements, rotations, reflections and similarity transformations, while 
projective geometry is defined by the group of collineations. Klein's 
scheme involves hierarchies of groups, where groups of transformations, 
each of which includes the earlier ones, are successively adjoined; 
similar hierarchies of groups are exhibited in the present work. Of 
considerable interest is the principle that by adding appropriate special 
elements to the set of elements of a given geometry, a new geometry may 
be generated with the same group of transformations. Thus metric geometry 
can be regarded as a particular case of projective geometry, by first 
adjoining to the figures under consideration the plane at infinity and 
the imaginary spherical circle which lies in’it. The statements of metric 
geometry then become statements concerning the projective relationships 
of figures with these special elements. For example, the statement of 
metric geometry that two straight lines are parallel (which has no - 
immediate meaning in projective geometry) becomes the projective statement 
that the two lines intersect in the plane at infinity (Klein, 1939# p.13^ ).
There are similarities between the general procedure suggested by 
Klein's Erlanger Program and the method used in the present work, but 
they are not very illuminating. In particular, the choice of transformat­
ion group appears somewhat arbitrary. The difficulty of finding a useful
parallel from physics, which might indicate how best to employ invariance 
principles in circuit theory, is illustrated by a few quotations assembled 
in note (6) at the end of the chapter.
1.1+ Invariance and Circuit Theory
Historically, the first introduction of transformation groups and 
hence invariance into circuit theory, in any general sense, was by Cauer 
(1929)5 according to Newcomb (1966, p.3***0« He employed linear transform­
ations in network synthesis, in order to generate two-element-kind networks 
equivalent to one already synthesized (Cauer, 1958# Chapter 10). These 
transformations, which have the property of keeping selected driving-point 
or transfer impedances constant, were considered at greater length by 
Howitt (1931). The problem of equivalence was studied by Burington (1935)» 
and in a subsequent treatment he examined the equivalence problem when 
ideal transformers are not admitted (Burington, 1937).
The first use of the concept of invariance in the way it is employed 
in the present work was by Mason (1953# 195*0 • In a search for a figure
of merit for a transistor or any active two-port , he looked for a property
which would remain invariant if the device were imbedded in a lossless 
reciprocal network. This imbedding may be regarded as a generalization of 
the art of applying feedback to and then matching an amplifier, using 
lossless elements such as transformers, inductors, capacitors in order to 
obtain maximum power gain. He found that a certain quantity, called by 
him the unilateral power gain, remained invariant. A generalization of 
this quantity, for n-ports with n even, was obtained by Meadows and 
Dasher (1957)V for n odd, the quantity vanishes.
A similar use of invariance was employed by Haus and Adler (1956) in
a search for a figure of merit for the noise performance of an amplifier. 
Such a figure of merit should be invariant under lossless imbedding (not 
necessarily reciprocal), which does not appear to change the essential
"noisy" character of the amplifier. They found that the lowest bound of 
the quantity
M F - 1
M " 1 - 1/G *
where F is the noise figure and G is the maximum available gain, was the 
required figure of merit for a two-port. A series of publications deve­
loped the theory (Haus. and Adler, 1957 9 1958a, b, 1959; Adler and Haus, 
1958), and in passing suggested a canonical circuit for an n-port under 
lossless imbedding (Haus and Adler, 1958a).
Schaug-Petterson and Tonning (1959) discussed from a common point of 
view the determination of a figure of merit for a material used in a non­
reciprocal two-port (e.g. a microwave isolator), and for a reciprocal two- 
port having two states {e,g, a microwave switch employing diodes forward or 
reverse biased). The method was to investigate invariants under lossless 
reciprocal imbedding; the figure of merit obtained was closely related to 
the unilateral gain (Mason, 1953, 195*0 * although the interpretations were 
different.
Schaug-Petterson (1961) subsequently attempted to determine the 
invariants of n-ports under lossless reciprocal imbedding, and found can­
onical forms for a restricted class of n-ports. Youla, Kaplan and Stock 
(1962) also tried to obtain canonical forms under lossless reciprocal 
imbedding, and were successful in the case of reciprocal n-ports.
In 196*1 Youla considered in depth the problem of finding invariants 
and canonical forms of n-ports under the three types of imbedding - 
lossless, reciprocal, and lossless reciprocal. His treatment extended to 
singular or 'pathological' n-ports, which have infinite sensitivity. He 
solved the problem of equivalence for a restricted class of n-ports, but 
the problem of the general equivalence of n-ports under lossless reciprocal 
imbedding remained unsolved, even for the case n = 2. Apart from the 
results given in the present work, no further progress on this problem 
has been reported; it may be regarded as the 'classical unsolved problem1 
of single-frequency circuit theory. .
A few later studies employing the imbedding technique may be briefly 
mentioned. Garg and Carlin (1965) made use of lossless reciprocal 
imbeddings in the consideration of semi-conductor Hall-plate circuits. 
Kawakami (1965a, b, 1966) considered one-port and n-port two-state networks 
under lossless reciprocal imbeddings, and determined invariants and 
canonical forms; the invariants are regarded as figures of merit. Lee and 
Daniels (1966) proposed a non-reciprocity figure of merit, for n-terminal 
passive resistive devices, which is invariant under imbedding in networks 
of transformers. Prabhu (1966) considered the invariants of multifrequency 
noisy networks under both lossless and lossless reciprocal imbeddings, and 
attempted to give them physical interpretations.
A theme which runs through many of these studies is the search for a 
figure of merit - some basic property of a device which remains unaltered 
throughout an environment which changes in a controlled manner. Another 
theme is the search for a canonical equivalent circuit, which shall display 
openly the separately conserved properties. It is apparent that different 
imbeddings reveal different properties.
1.5 Synopsis of the Present Work
The first chapter is devoted to leading the reader gently into a 
somewhat specialized field, by suggesting what invariance is about, 
describing the original motivation, giving a brief account of the histori­
cal background both of algebraic invariance and of invariance in circuit 
theory, and describing the content and special contribution of the work.
The second chapter contains a very general discussion a priori of 
invariance, from which one may deduce, if nothing else, the metaphysical 
perils which appear to surround all abstract discussions of invariance, 
when applied to the physical world. The particular method of using 
invariance principles employed in the present work, referred to as the 
PMI, is then described. It deals only with classes of physical objects -
n-ports, and is therefore free from metaphysical overtones; it is, or it
. . 7is intended to be a purely obgecfove method .
In Chapter 3 the mathematical representations of n-ports to be used 
are introduced, and the general procedure of imbedding in a 2n-port is 
illustrated. The correspondence between the description of an n-port 
imbedded'in a 2n-port, and the description arising from a change of 
reference frame is indicated.
Chapter U applies the PMI in the field of active - lossless - passive 
n-ports, and shows that it is possible to partition n-ports into §(n + l)
(n + 2) classes rather than just three classes, on the basis of the 
invariants revealed by the appropriate- imbedding. The application of the 
PMI is spelled out in considerable detail, in order to illustrate the 
method. Necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence are given, 
and a canonical equivalent circuit is derived. Chapter 5 repeats the 
procedure of Chapter in the field of reciprocal - non-reciprocal n-ports, 
and shows that the number of classes is §n or J(n - l), according as n is 
even or odd.
Chapter 6 is devoted to the problem of equivalence under lossless 
reciprocal imbedding, corresponding to transfer-active n-ports. Methods 
for obtaining invariants are outlined, and it is shown that, in general, 
both arithmetic and algebraic invariants exist for all n ^  2. The problem 
of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence is discussed. 
Sets of necessary, but not sufficient, conditions are given, and sets of 
sufficient, but not necessary, conditions are also given. With the help 
of certain theorems concerning the arithmetic invariants, it is indicated 
that necessary and sufficient conditions can be found for the case n = 2, 
the detailed discussion being postponed to Chapter 9* The general case 
for n > 2 remains unsolved.
In Chapter 7 the PMI is applied to the classification of n-ports 
according to their absolute stability, that is their performance when 
terminated on n passive one-ports. It is shown that both arithmetic and 
algebraic invariants exist. The problem of equivalence within the discrete
classes defined by the arithmetic invariants is solved, but the problem 
of equivalence in general is not; however, a solution for the case n = 2 
is given in Chapter 9« Canonical equivalent circuits for the discrete 
classes are suggested.
Chapter 8 is devoted to the systematic exploration of groups and 
invariants analogous to those already considered, but which are only in a 
few cases associated with physical properties of interest. The chapter 
demonstrates that only where the imbedding group has a physical inter­
pretation of special significance will the associated invariants have an 
interesting interpretation. Some of the material of this chapter is 
needed to fill in the background of Chapters 6 and 7»
The general results of Chapters  ^to 8 are applied specifically to 
the two-port in Chapter 9• Invariants are found for all the imbedding 
groups considered, althoug*h only a proportion of the invariants have so 
far been associated with a physical property of interest. In two cases 
of engineering importance, concerning transfer activity and absolute 
stability, necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence are given, 
and canonical equivalent circuits are found. In most of the other cases 
it is only possible to give plausible suggestions. The relationships among 
the groups and invariants are illustrated with the help of logic diagrams.
Chapter 10 describes methods of measurement for those two-port 
algebraic invariants of engineering interest, and results of experiments 
on high-frequency transistors are given. The material of the chapter lends 
weight to the hypothesis that invariant properties can be measured directly, 
rather than indirectly through detailed measurement of matrix parameters 
and substitution in an algebraic expression.
Finally,-in Chapter 11 answers are given to the three questions raised 
in Chapter 1 during the discussion of the motivation of the work. A brief 
account is given of the paradoxes of form invariance, and the circumstances 
under which frame transformations may be associated with physically
meaningful properties. Although form invariance under frame transformations 
may provide a useful clue to the existence of appropriate system transform­
ations, it is suggested in conclusion that only through system 
transformations can invariance provide reliable information about the 
physical world.
1.6 Contribution of the Present Work
The present work is a unified survey of a field where others have 
laboured, and in which much new ground has been broken. The points of 
special novelty are now briefly mentioned.
The particular method of using invariance principles outlined in the 
later part of Chapter 2 is new, although it arises quite naturally as a 
generalization from the intuitive approach of Mason (195*0* Without the 
concentration on classes of physical objects and of physical transform­
ations, invariance is unlikely to be a useful guide to the physical world, 
as the earlier part of the chapter suggests.
In Chapter 3, the algorithm relating the ’AB1 and ’PQ1 representations 
is novel, and the relationship between frame transformations and system 
transformations, or imbeddings, has not been pointed out before in this 
field.
Although the set of invariants and the canonical equivalent circuit 
found in Chapter *+ are not new, the detailed application of the systematic 
method, and the proof of sufficiency given in the Appendices, are both 
new. A similar comment is valid for Chapter 5*
In Chapter 6, the discussion of methods of obtaining invariants under 
lossless reciprocal imbedding breaks fresh ground, with the result that 
algebraic invariants are obtained for the first time for n-ports with n 
odd. More importantly, a hitherto unknown arithmetic invariant is 
discovered, with far-reaching consequences. Sets of necessary conditions 
and of sufficient conditions are found, and with the help of theorems inter­
relating the arithmetic invariants, it is found that the six sets of
sufficient conditions cover all possible discrete classes of two-ports.
Thus the problem of the equivalence of two-ports under lossless reciprocal 
imbedding is solved, for the first time. For n > 2, few fresh results are 
given, and Youla's (196^ ) canonical equivalent circuit for n-ports which 
are strictly active or strictly passive .remains the best result in this 
field.
The generation of imbeddings appropriate to absolute stability, and 
the application of the method of invariance to determine invariants 
describing absolute stability are completely new. Chapter 7 shows that 
absolute stability is amenable to the same techniques that have been 
applied to activity, non-reciprocity, and transfer activity. A close 
connection between absolute stability and activity (or rather passivity) 
is revealed.
In Chapter 8, groups of transformations are considered systematically, 
and appropriate invariants found, without regard to the interest or 
importance of the associated physical properties. This approach allows a 
general pattern to emerge, and the overall picture is illustrated by a 
logic diagram. Nearly all the results presented are new.
Chapter 9 contains a systematic treatment of the two-port. All the 
imbedding groups discussed in preceding chapters are considered in turn, 
and the appropriate invariants listed or determined. A special account is 
given of equivalence under lossless reciprocal imbedding and a complete set 
of invariants Is given, for the first time, together with appropriate 
canonical equivalent circuits. Similarly, a special account of equivalence 
under imbedding corresponding to absolute stability is given, and the 
invariant stability factor originally discovered by the present author 
(Rollett, i960, 1962a) is derived systematically, and given new interpret­
ations; a complete set of invariants is found, and canonical equivalent 
circuits given, all of which are new. The two-port results are summarized 
in three logic diagrams.
The measurement methods of Chapter 10 are all novel. There are novel' 
aspects to the concluding Chapter 11, which comments on points raised 
earlier; but, speaking of the complete work, it may perhaps be that the 
synoptic view of the whole field - the generalized approach - is of more 
interest than the individual results which are new.
l.N Notes to Chapter 1
(1) No such suggestion was made by Mason in either of his papers of 
1953 or 195^ .
(2) Youla (i960) determines an equivalent reciprocal two-port and 
thereby derives the Llewllyn (1952) criterion as semi-definite conditions.
But the argument is mathematical in character, and no physical interpret­
ation is given for the corresponding quadratic form.
(3) To be fair, physical arguments do enter into the discussion given by 
the present author (Rollett, 1962a), particularly in paragraphs 2 and 3 
of page 30. Nevertheless, the general tone of the reasoning is similar to 
that of Weyl's 'equally admissible frames of reference' (Weyl, 19^9)9 
quoted below in note (6). See also Rollett, 1963b.
{k) The word 'invariant' was coined by Sylvester in 1851, and appears on 
page 396 of 'Phil. Mag.’, vol. 1* (Sylvester, 1851 PM). The top part of 
the first textual page of the November number, the title of the paper on 
page 3919 and the middle of the long sentence in which the word is introduced 
near the top of page 396 are reproduced as a photographic montage in 
Figure 1.1. ,
It may be added that although this is the accepted loeus elass'LeuSy 
yet it seems possible that the word 'invariant' was actually first given 
to the world in the Cambridge and Dublin Mathematical Journal, vol. 6, 
page 292, November 1851 (Sylvester, 1851 CDMJ)!
(5) See Turnbull, i960, p. 132. In mathematics, absolute invariants can 
always be determined as ratios of appropriate powers of relative invariants 
if necessary. In the present work, we are mainly interested in dimension- 
less ratios such as power gains, voltage gains, sensitivities e t c and it 
is absolute invariants which are dimensionless. The word 'invariant' in
mathematics usually implies ’relative invariant', and it is the absolute 
invariants which must be specifically named. In the present work, the 
word 'invariant' will be used only in the sense of 'absolute invariant'.
(6) Klein's unifying geometrical principle (Klein, 1872) is summarized by 
Weyl (19^9) as follows:
Transitions between equally admissible ... frames of 
reference in a Klein space find their expression in a group T of 
coordinate transformations. Klein defines the geometry by this 
group, which the mathematician feels free to choose as he likes: 
point relations are then said to be of objective significance 
if they are invariant with respect to the group f ... .
So for geometry. For phys.ics, how is one to determine 'equally admissible 
frames of reference'? Pauli (1921) in his famous Encyclopaedia article 
states that in special relativity,
... there exists a triply infinite set of reference frames* 
moving rectilinearly and uniformly relative to each other, in 
which physical* phenomena occur in an identical manner"... It 
is a defect* that one cannot regard all reference* frames* as 
completely equivalent or at least give a logical reason for 
selecting a particular set of them.
This point is emphasized by Bondi (1959)•
Why there should be this preferred family of reference* 
frames* is a question of great obscurity ...
In these quotations the asterisks indicate words changed trivially from the 
original in order to facilitate consecutive reading. Another apposite 
quotation is a rueful remark by Hadamard (195^ > P* 52), referring to early
the equally admissible reference frames of special relativity.
... I must confess that, having observed that the equation 
of propagation of light is invariant under a set of transformations 
(what is now known as Lorentz's group) ..., I added that "such 
transformations are obviously devoid of physical meaning."
It appears from the first extract that in the abstract world of pure 
mathematics, the mathematician ’feels free' to choose any transformation 
group he likes to define 'a geometry'. But in the concrete world of 
physics the role of the transformation group is evidently far from clear, 
at least in special relativity.
The transformations both of special relativity and of particle 
physics are discussed in the next extract from Charap et, al, (1966), 
which starts with a reference to the transformations of particle physics.
It might be worth emphasizing that it is not necessary 
that these transformations be actually realizable. For the 
Lorentz* group, the operations of translation, rotation, etc., 
are actually possible operations. But it is quite possible to 
consider the operations like those of the isotopic spin group 
in which.the transformations are never in fact realized: the 
group contains an operation which turns a proton into a neutron; 
but there is no such physically realizable operation.
In case it might be supposed that invariance in classical physics 
should provide the simplest example of the application of invariance 
principles to the physical world, the next (and final) extract indicates 
otherwise (Wigner, 196 )^.
me siuuauion is mucn more complex in classical theory 
and, in fact, the simplest proof of the conservation laws in 
classical theory is based on the remark that classical theory 
is a limiting case of quantum theory*
The reason for quoting these extracts is to demonstrate that while 
invariance in geometry is straightforward, invariance in physics is not. 
Consequently, we are not able to use a parallel from any branch of physics 
as a guide to the application of invariance principles in circuit theory.
(7) Whether or not objectivity in physics is simply a form of concealed 
subjectivity is a possibility raised, and not entirely dispelled, by 
Wigner (19^ 9, I960).1
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d
=0,
in which equation it will not fail to be noticed that the coeffi­
cient of v2 is zero, and the remaining coefficients are the two 
well-known hyperdeterminants, or, as I propose henceforth to 
call them, the two Invariants of the form
ax4+4bx?y -f Qcx^y2+kdxif + e\f;
.1 First appearance in print of the word ” invariant11
CHAPTER TWO
THE METHOD OF INVARIANCE
2.1 Introduction
The mode of argument employed in this work is based on invariance 
principles. The particular method used does not appear to have been 
explicitly described before; it is largely the result of a consideration 
of the intuitive approach of Mason (195*0» who first introduced the idea 
of invariance into circuit theory in the form used in the present work.
To identify it specifically, and distinguish it from other ways of using 
invariance principles, it will be called the ’particular method of 
invariance1, indicating simply that it is the method used here.
It is believed that the method is not restricted to circuit theory, but 
is sufficiently general to find applications outside the present field. For 
this reason, and to provide a proper background, we start with a somewhat 
philosophical discussion of the nature of our knowledge of physical systems. 
It would seem that whether or not a property of a system is regarded as 
physically real or objective is essentially determined by the behaviour of 
the property when the system is changed. That is to say, a system can 
only be properly assessed after we have tried to change or transform it. 
Moreover, it may be important to distinguish between physically changing 
a system, and mathematically changing the description of a system; only 
the former is likely to yield physically objective information, although 
paradoxically both processes are describable in similar terms. After the 
two preliminary sections, which are as general as possible, the specific 
technique used in the present work is introduced, as a method for probing 
the extent of our knowledge, and for revealing characteristics which were 
previously unsuspected or obscure.
c.,c. xiic .ut;i3crj.puion 01 rnysicaj. bysxems ~J'J
A physical system can only be described mathematically in terms of a 
reference frame of co-ordinates. A change in the mathematical description 
may therefore arise either from a change in the system, or from a change 
in the co-ordinate frame; the mathematical processes inducing changes in 
the mathematical description are known as transformations.
The word transformation can thus be understood in two distinct senses 
{e.g. Melvin, i960). It can be used in a passive sense, to mean the 
mathematical operation of changing the co-ordinate frame while the system 
remains fixed. Or it can be used in an active sense, implying the physical 
operation of changing the system while the co-ordinate frame remains fixed. 
The two types will be distinguished by the terms ’frame transformation* and 
’system transformation’. The word ’fixed’ may be taken to mean fixed with 
respect to some arbitrarily chosen basic reference frame, which will not 
change significantly during consideration of the system.
In many cases the same mathematical redescription may result from 
transformations of either type, and the distinction between the two types 
of transformation may become blurred. The set of redescriptions due to 
frame transformations certainly includes the set of those due to system 
transformations; it may be larger, in some fields, because the choice of 
a reference frame is not subject to the restraints of the physical world.
For example, no system transformation will carry an object into its mirror 
image, a change readily accomplished by a frame transformation.
We now consider frame and system transformations in somewhat greater 
detail. Suppose that for a certain physical system a particular co-ordinate 
frame can be chosen so that a complete description of the system can be 
given within the co-ordinate frame, - that is, there are no hidden variables, 
and all possible information has been determined. For many or perhaps all 
physical system this is impossible, but at least let us suppose that all 
relevant information is known; or alternatively let us regard this as a 
discussion about an ideal physical system, which may or may not be relevant 
to practical physical systems.
Consider now the set of all possible system transformations, {S}, that 
preserve the identity or structure of a system P, so that the initial state 
of the system can be recovered. Then if a new state of the system is 
generated by successive transformations S , S , ... S e {S}, denoted by
1 2 tti
S * ... * * S, * P, it must be possible to choose further transform-
m  2 1 *
ations , ... e {S} so as to recover the original system P, i.e,
(S * ... S ) * S * ... * S * P = P
t n m  1
Thus {S} certainly has some, but not necessarily all, of the properties of 
a group. For example, while {S} is closed, it may be that left inverses 
exist but not right inverses, or the associative law may not hold.
Similarly, consider the set of all possible frame transformations, {F}, 
that preserve all the information known about P. Clearly, {F} has also 
some of the properties of a group, since it is always possible to recover 
the initial information. Indeed, {F} is perhaps rather more likely to be 
a group than {S}, because of the greater freedom of choice of frame 
transformations. However, it cannot be assumed a priori that {S} or {F} 
form groups.
If now we consider the redescriptions of P, then a redescription p"* 
may result both from S e {S} and from F e {F}, and it may be said thatm m 3 v
corresponds to F^ (or vice versa). Perhaps a redescription p” results
from S ,, S „ ... e {S} and from F , , F „ ...'e (F), and again there will 
n 1 ft 2 n 1 n 2
be a correspondence between S , S „ ... and F , , F „ ... . If, for
nl n 2 nl n 2
example, {S} and {F} form groups, then {F} will be a representation of {S}; 
if they are less highly organized, then the structure of {S} will be
contained in the structure of {F}, in some manner at least.
2.3 Invariant Properties and Subsets of Transformations
If now a known frame transformation F^  e {F} is applied, all the 
information about the system P is preserved in the redescription. If an 
unknown, arbitrarily chosen transformation F e {F} is applied, all the
information about P is destroyed. But if an unknown transformation F is 
arbitrarily chosen from a known subset {F } contained in {F}, then there
e
exists the possibility that some information, e, may be preserved.
Suppose that {E} contains all F e {F} such that the information e is 
preserved. Then there exists an association, of an abstract kind, between 
{E} and e. It may be said that the information e is invariant under the 
subset of frame transformations {E} C {F}. It is again to be expected that 
{E} will have some, but perhaps not all, of the properties of a group.
It is probable that many subsets {E/}, {E^} ... can be identified, 
corresponding to information e ,• e^  ... about P; it is not necessary for 
the subsets to be mutually exclusive (indeed, all will contain the identity 
transformation), nor for e2 » e2 to be mutually exclusive. Now, if the 
information e has a physical interpretation, then it is to be expected 
that a subset {H^} of the system transformation set {S} can be identified 
which also preserves e , since {S} contains physical transformations 
while {F} only contains frame transformations. It is thus possible to 
suggest a hypothesis, which will be labelled purely for convenience.
Hypothesis 2.1 If the information einvariant under'{E } is physically 
significant, then it will be possible to identify a subset {Rj } 
of {S} such that {R^} corresponds to {Ei} and whose structure is 
contained in {E^ } . The members of .{R } will have certain physical 
qualities in common, and since {R^  } leaves ei invariant, it 
follows that the common physical properties of (R^  } will be, in 
some sense irrelevant to or 'orthogonal' to the physical 
significance of e^  .
By a physically significant property is meant a property which, although 
expressible in terms of a reference frame of co-ordinates, remains independ­
ent of the particular choice of frame; it is directly measurable by experi­
ment, at least in principle. Further consideration of what is generally
understood by a physically significant property suggests that it is, simply, 
a property which remains unchanged throughout a restricted and identifiable 
range of operations [e.g. Bohm, 1965, Appendix).
The hypothesis suggests that it is possible to associate physically 
significant properties with subsets of the system transformation set, the 
physical significance of the property being orthogonal to the physical 
significance of the subset.
It is interesting to modify the hypothesis for those fields in which 
all the sets of transformations introduced above form groups. We then 
have:
Hypothesis 2.2 The invariants of a sub-group of the full system transform­
ation group are physically significant, and the physical 
significance of the invariants is orthogonal to that of the 
sub-group.
.As a corollary, we may observe that the invariants are only likely to 
be of interest if the sub-group of transformations is of interest, and vice 
versa. The converse of Hypothesis 2.2 is also worth stating.
Hypothesis 2.3 Any physically significant property of a physical system 
is invariant under one or more sub-groups of the full system 
transformation group, the physical significance of the property 
being orthogonal to that of each of the sub-groups.
This section and the preceding one are intended to introduce, in very 
general terms, the idea of an association between the transformation groups 
and properties of a physical system. The idea is basically simple, but is 
obscured by the nature of the 1 orthogonality' of the physical property and 
properties of the transformation groups, and by the fact that the associa­
tions and correspondences are usually not one-to-one. In order to take
advantage of the idea, a specific technique is required, and this is 
described in the next section.
2.k The Particular Method of Invariance
This section describes in detail the steps of a particular method of 
invariance, or PMI, the method used in the present work. The method 
involves classes of physical systems, and groups of physical or system 
transformations, so that the ambiguities associated with frame transform­
ations are eliminated. No appeal is made to the hypotheses developed 
above; the method stands or falls by itself.
The steps of the PMI are as follows.
(1) Given a physical system, N, choose a particular physical property 
(or set of properties) A.
(2) Generate by physical arguments the complete class of physical systems 
{N } which are all equivalent to N with respect to A.
(3) Consider the set of physical operations relating each member of {N }
A
with each other member. If they form a group, G, then the PMI may be 
applied. If not, it may be possible to modify A so that they do. Otherwise 
the PMI is not applicable in the form described here.
(H) Find a suitable reference frame, and a set of descriptions, in this 
frame, of the members of the class {N }. The transformations inter-A
relating the descriptions will again form a group, a (faithful) represent­
ation of the group G.
(5) Obtain a complete set of invariants of the descriptions under the 
transformation group, by any appropriate mathematical means. ’
(6) It is now necessary to interpret the invariants. The invariants will 
represent a measure, discrete or continuous, of the set of properties A* 
possessed in common by the members of {N },-and from step (2), this set 
includes, and may be larger than A, i.e.
A C A1
1
The meaning of the invariants is often not indicated by the PMI, and 
other arguments may have to be adduced to interpret them. The notion 
of a 'proper invariant, discussed in the next step, is useful here.
(7) An invariant is called a 'proper invariant' of a group if there is 
no larger group, of •which G^ is a sub-group, which preserves the invariant. 
The physical significance of an invariant is precisely associated with the 
physical significance of its 'proper group’.
The essence of the method is thus to construct an equivalence class 
of physical systems, find the invariants of the mathematical descriptions 
of the systems, and interpret the invariants as measures of the physical 
properties held in common by the members of the equivalence class.
2.5 Discussion
The crucial step in the method is the construction of the equivalence 
class {N^ }. If the members of {N^ } have only property A in common, the 
effect of an operation arbitrarily chosen from the group G, other than the 
identity operation, is to distort or conceal some other physical property 
of N. The range of physical properties distorted or concealed by the 
•operations of G must include all properties distinct from or 'orthogonal' ' 
to the property A; this set of properties may be denoted by A. The gener­
ation of the complete equivalence class {N }'therefore usually rests on 
the prior construction of the group G, which is associated with the set 
of properties A rather than with the set A.
In cases where the complete set of physical properties A U A is well 
defined, it may be easy to define A and A. More frequently, perhaps, it 
will be found possible to identify some members of A without any assurance 
that all have been found; suppose these members form A' C A. A group G* 
corresponding to A' can then be constructed, and a set of invariants 
obtained. This set of invariants will describe the set of physical 
properties A', which will include those associated with the set of physical
properties A, i.e. A ^ A 1, as indicated in step (6) of the previous 
section. In these circumstances caution will he necessary in interpreting
the physical significance of the invariants.
2.6 The Present Work
In the present work the systems to he considered are linear n-ports, 
excited by sinusoidal waveforms at constant frequency, and the main physical 
properties of interest are activity - passivity, reciprocity - non­
reciprocity, absolute stability - conditional stability. In each case it 
is necessary to start from existing definitions of the physical property 
and modify or refine them to make it possible to construct the appropriate
equivalence class of physical n-ports. After applying the PMI the
invariants discovered will be seen to illuminate the definitions and 
indicate the extent of their implications. In some cases, unsuspected 
characteristics are revealed; in others, intuitive ideas find quantitative 
expression.
2.N Note to Chapter 2
(l) This term is novel, though it seems unlikely that the idea it 
represents is novel; no similar term or concept has been found, in the 
relevant literature. However, step (7) is perhaps the most open to 
question among the steps of the PMI.
CHAPTER THREE
N-PORTS
3.1 Introduction and Definition
An "n-port" is an electrical network whose properties are only 
accessible for consideration at n specified ports; a port may comprise a 
pair of terminals, in a lumped system, or the end of a transmission line 
in a distributed system. Each port is associated with two ’power-conjugate' 
variables, whose values at any instant define the power flow through the 
port. Without loss of generality the two variables may be taken as a 
voltage variable, the potential difference between the two terminals, and 
a current variable, the current entering one terminal and leaving the 
otherj as indicated in Figure 3.1.
Any network may be regarded as an n-port if its behaviour in a 
.particular situation of interest is fully described by n pairs of power- 
conjugate voltage and current variables. Two simple examples of n-ports 
are a coaxial-line network with n input and output connectors, and an 
(n + l)-terminal network with one terminal common to each terminal-pair.
A network with more than (n + l) terminals may be constrained to behave as- 
an n-port by restricting the networks connected to it; for example, they 
may be restricted to one-ports, or two-port isolating transformers {e.g. 
Belevitch, 1968, pp. 2, 27).
r The n-ports considered in this work are all linear, time-invariant, 
and stable in at least one mode, that is with some combination of suitable 
one-port terminations; 'pathological' networks (Carlin and Youla, 1961), 
which have infinite sensitivity (Tellegen, quoted by Carlin, I96U), will 
be excluded (Tellegen, 1966). The n-ports may in general be active or 
passive, reciprocal or non-reciprocal, absolutely stable or not. The 
treatment is limited entirely to consideration of network behaviour when 
the waveforms at the ports are sinusoidal and of constant frequency, and
imposed at the start. The mathematical representation of the n-port under 
consideration is as general as possible. The representations of auxiliary 
multi-ports invoked to exhibit properties of the original n-port may however 
be governed by expediency7 rather than generality.
3.2 Representations of Linear N-ports
It is convenient to assume that the n-port is a connected network, and 
that ports which are internally short-circuited or which appear across 
balanced bridge configurations are in a minority. Suppose now that one or 
more of the ports is excited by a sinusoidal signal of constant angular 
frequency to0 , and that the remaining ports are suitably terminated so that 
the system is stable. After a steady state has been reached it will be 
possible to measure voltages and currents of frequency oj0 at all or nearly 
all the ports, and so define a set of 2n complex phasors Vj , ij , ... v„ , 
in. If the voltage and current variables are grouped together to form a
voltage vector v = (v7 , v2 ... \  Y and a current vector i = (i^  , i2 ...
in ■)* , -then the n-port may be said to support the "admissible signal pair"
(v, i) (McMillan, 1952). The n-port will impose constraints on the 
arbitrary choice of the variables vk , i^, as the components of an admissible
signal pair, and in effect the n-port is completely characterized by the
set of all admissible signal pairs, {(v, i)}. •
If the n-port is linear, the constraints will take the form of m 
independent linear relationships among the vk , ifc, and in general these 
relationships may be written
or in matrix notation (Belevitch, 1956)
[A : Bj = 0 . . . ( 3 .2 .2)
The coefficients a^ fc and b^ fc are functions of frequency w and perhaps of 
other variables such as temperature and bias levels; for the present 
purposes their functional dependence*is not of interest, and they will be 
taken as constants.
The number of columns of the matrix of coefficients [A:B] is 2n, that 
is, the number of variables; the number of rows is m ^  2n. The solutions 
of equations 3.2.1 or 2 for [ v/i] generate all admissible signal pairs 
{(v, i)}; the notation [v/i] is used throughout to indicate a compound 
vector or matrix, where the second member is placed vertically below the 
first.
Since the equations are linear, it follows that if (v, i) is an 
admissible signal pair, then so is (cv, ci) where c is an arbitrary complex 
scalar. Furthermore, if equation 3.2.2 is premultiplied by an arbitrary 
non-singular m x m matrix G, the set of solutions remains the same, and so 
does the set of all admissible signal pairs.
The n-port may therefore be represented by the set of matrices {[A:B]'} 
generated from any member by premultiplication by an arbitrary non-singular 
m x m matrix. Since the set is completely determined by any one of its 
members, the n-port may be represented equally well by the set or by one of 
its members.
This representation will be called simply the AB representation, to
. . . . . 2avoid coming a special term; it has been used occasionally in the past,
but only once given a name - 'system matrix1 (Oono, i960). It is suffic­
iently general to characterize any linear n-port, no matter how degenerate 
or 'pathological'. Another representation, equally general, is of more 
use in the present work, and will now be derived from the AB representation.
In practice, for any particular n-port, it will be found that at a 
particular frequency, the values of a certain number q of the 2n variables 
may be chosen arbitrarily, the remaining (2n - q) will then be determined 
by the n-port. (The number q will be the same for nearly all frequencies; 
that is, for all except a denumerable set of frequencies, corresponding to 
resonances or other singularities (Belevitch, 1968, p. 65).);
If the rank of the matrix [A:B] is denoted by r, where r ^  m ^  2n, 
then the number of variables which may be chosen arbitrarily, q, is given
q = (2n - r) ...(3.2.3)
Let wfc be one such set of q variables from the vfc, ifc whose values may be 
chosen arbitrarily. Then there exists a 2n x q matrix ['P/Q] 5 such that 
(Carlin, 196*0
V = P~ [w] ... (3.2.U)
i _Q_
That is, each v , i must either equal one of the w , or be a linear
K K  . K
function of the wfc ; the rank of [P/Q] is q. As the parametric variables 
wfc assume all possible values, the set of all admissible signal pairs 
{(v, i)} is generated.
Again, linearity implies that if (v, i) is an admissible signal pair, 
generated by [w] , then so is (cv, ci), generated by [ cw] , where c is an 
arbitrary complex scalar. Furthermore, the wfc may be replaced by another 
set of q independent variables , say wfcf, where
tv] = T' tv'] ...(3.2.5)
and T' is an arbitrary non-singular q x q matrix. This is equivalent to 
multiplying [ P/Q] on the right by T*.
The n-port may therefore also be represented by the set of matrices 
{[ P/Q] ) generated from any member by postmultiplication by an arbitrary 
q x q matrix; it may be represented equally well by any member of this set.
From equations 3.2.2 and U we have
[A : B] P
_Q_
and since [ w] is arbitrary, it follows that
[w] = 0  ...(3.2.6)
[ A : B] = 0 . ...(3.2.7)P
_ Q _
That is, [P/Q] is a ’right annihilator’ {e.g. Frame, 196U) of [A:B] . It 
is shown in Appendix 3.A that the right annihilators of [A:B] form a set 
generated from any one member by multiplication on the right by an 
arbitrary non-singular q x q matrix; this set is the set {[P/Q]}. Any 
member of this set is a right annihilator of any member of the set {[A:B]}.
Thus the n-port may be completely characterized either by the set 
{[A:B]} (or any one of its members), or by the set {[P/Q] } (or any one of 
its members), with the aid of equation 3.2.2 or 3.2.U respectively. The 
two representations are, as has been shown, exactly equivalent. For the 
rest of this work, the presence of ’{}’ around an m x 2n AB matrix, or 
around a 2n x q PQ matrix, will indicate the sets generated respectively 
by premultiplication by an m x m matrix, or postmultiplication by a q x q 
matrix.
The importance of the AB and PQ representations lies in the fact that 
they always exist for the general linear n-port, no matter how degenerate 
or ’pathological’. Thus they exist whatever the value of q, the number of 
independent variables, which is only restricted by 0 ^  q ^  2n. However, 
the only n-ports important in practice are those which allow precisely n 
variables to be chosen independently. N-ports for which q n are 
’pathologic in one sense or another* (Youla, 196 )^, and require singular 
elements such as nullators or norators or their equivalents for their 
realization. Such n-ports cannot be realized as limiting cases of physical 
networks; they have infinite sensitivity, and will not be admitted for 
consideration (Tellegen, 1966). N-ports for which q = n are non- 
pathological, and may be divided into two classes, normal and non-normal
(Carlin, 196*0* A normal n-port is one in which behaviour at each port is
that of a normal one-port, when all the other ports are terminated in
arbitrary normal one-ports; a normal one-port has one independent and one
dependent variable. N-ports which are not pathological, but not normal, 
contain nullors (Tellegen, 195**; Carlin, 196*0, or nullators and norators 
in equal numbers (Martinelli, 1963), or their equivalents; they can be 
transformed into normal networks by imbedding in normal networks, and are 
included in the present treatment.
3.3 Non-pathological N-ports
From here on the discussion is limited to non-pathological n-ports,
which are such that m = r = q = n. Thus [A:B] is n x  2n, [P/Q] is 2n x n,
and both are of rank n; A, B, P, Q are all square n x n matrices, not
necessarily of rank n. The AB or PQ representations are still essential,
4for reasons given below.
Suppose now that A is non-singular. Multiplication of equation 3.2.2 
on the left by A 1 yields
[1 : A *B] fVl = 0 (3.3.1)
1
v (3.3.2)
Hence the n-port possesses an impedance representation Z where
Z (3.3.3)
and equation 3.3.1 can be written
[ 1 : -Z] [VI = 0 . .(3.3.U)
1
Similarly, if B is non-singular, the n-port has an admittance
representation Y where
Y (3.3.5)
and equation 3.3.1 can be written
However, it is quite possible for both A and B to be singular, making 
it essential to retain the general form
[A : B] V = 0 ...(3.2.2)
_i_
Thus the [A:B] representation can be regarded as an intermediate between
the two extremes [is —Z] and [ Y:—l] , which may not exist in certain cases.
In a similar way, suppose P is non-s ingular. Then from
V = P w ...(3.2.1*)
_i_ _Q_
we have P-2V = w ...(3.3.7)
i = Qw = QP_iv ...(3.3.8)
Thus the n-port possesses an admittance matrix Y where
Y = QP 1 ...(3.3.9)
and once choice of w is v, so that
V = 1 V -- (3.3.10)
_i_ _Y_
Similarly, if Q is non-singular,
Z PQ 1 ...(3.3.11)
and V = . Z i — (3.3.12)
_i_ _1_
For cases where both P and Q are singular, the representation [-P/Q] 
must be retained; it may be regarded as intermediate between the two 
extremes [ l/Y] and [ Z/l], which are not always available .
Examples of two-ports which possess only one of the two immittance 
representations are shown in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b). The two-port of
Figure 3.2(a) has an impedance matrix Z = R R 
R R
, and no admittance matrix,
while that of Figure 3.2(b) has an admittance matrix Y = G . -G 
•G a
impedance matrix. AB and PQ representations are easy to construct.
, and no
oxiujjjLc cAcuujJxe ui a. owu-pux’u wxon neitner 1 nor z, representations is 
the ideal 1 : t transformer shown in Figure 3.3(a). AB and PQ represent­
ations are readily found:
[A : B] = t -1 0 0 9 p
_0 0 1 t_ _Q_
...(3.3.13)1 0 
t 0 
0 -t 
0 1_
Another example of a two-port with no immittance representations is 
the nullor, with a symbol shown in Figure 3.3(b), which has the following 
AB and PQ representations.
[A : B] = p- 0 0 0 ; p H  = 0"1 . ..(3.3.11*)i 9 P
_o 0 l o_ _Q_
0
1 0
0 0
0 1
It should be added that there are methods of removing the singularity 
of matrices A, B, P or Q, so as to make it possible to use the impedance or 
admittance representations. Thus it is always possible to introduce a small 
amount of loss into an open or short circuit, or small stray capacitances 
or series inductances; or in the case of a resonance, the frequency may be 
shifted by a small amount. The small parasitic elements or the frequency 
change can later be allowed to tend to zero. Such expedients are essentially 
arbitrary, and require a detailed knowledge of the network under considera­
tion, so that the parasitics can be introduced at suitable places;■ It is 
far more satisfactory to use a representation which always exists, such as 
the AB or PQ representation, and simplify it subsequently if desired.
3*^  Explicit Representations
If A and Q are non-singular, then the n-port possess an impedance 
representation Z given in equations 3.3.3 and 3.3.11. The network 
equations may be written .
v = Zi = -A J Bi = PQ'- J  (3-^ .1)
A similar equation holds if B and P are non-singular, and the n-port 
possesses an admittance representation. Such representations, which 
indicate explicitly one possible choice of n independent variables will be 
called ’explicit* representations. For reasons of simplicity and economy - 
an explicit representation has half the number of components of an AB or'
PQ representation - explicit representations are preferred, where they are 
known to be available.
If both A and B are singular, then neither impedance nor admittance 
representations exist. However since [A:B] is of rank n, there must exist 
at least one 2n x 2n permutation matrix C, such that postmultiplication by 
C will interchange columns of [A:B] so that the left hand n x n submatrix 
is non-singular, %,e.
...(3.4.2)
or
where
[A : B] C C 1 V = 0
• _i_
[A’ : B’] r = 0
_s_
= [A : BJ C; r ii o
I
V
_s_ _i_
...(3.U.3)
... (3.U-.U')
This may be called a change of coordinate frame from [v/i] to [r/s] .
If A1 is non-singular, then
r = -A’-i B’s ...(3.U.5)
giving an explicit representation. There will be as many explicit 
representations where the independent variables are chosen from the vfc , ifc 
as there are minors of rank n in [A:B] .
Conversely, if a frame [r’/s*] is specified, then the s’ may be chosen 
as independent variables only if the permutation matrix C’ defined by
is such that A* is non-singular, where 
[A' : B'] = [A : B] C' (3.U.7)
AA' = A [AC1 ■ + BCf ] =£ 0
Here C has been partitioned into four n x n submatrices C etc,, and 'A*
indicates 'determinant*.
Similar results can be expressed in terms of the PQ representation.
3.5 Frame Transformations
The frame transformations so far considered have had frames with 
coordinates chosen from the v , i ■, and the matrix of the transformation
k * k *
has been a permutation matrix. However in principle any linear combination 
of the vfe, i is a possible coordinate, and in general any 2n x 2n matrix 
C may be chosen as a transformation matrix, provided that it is non- 
singular and the dimensions of its components are consistent with its 
function. The only frames in common use with components which are linear 
combinations of the vfc , i are the scattering matrix frame (Carlin, 1956) 
and the transfer scattering matrix frame (Belevitch, 1956); for example, in 
the scattering representation the variables at port k are incident and 
reflected wave parameters afc and b,-defined by
where rfc is the reference impedance for port k, and a frame vector [ a/b] 
can be constructed accordingly.
Thus, in general, if the frame vector is [r/s] and the network equations 
are written
(3.5.1)
and it is required to change to a new irame with Irame vector Lr'/s'J and 
representation [A*:Bf] , then to find the new representation in the new frame, 
first find C where
...(3.5.3)r = C ~r*
_s__ _s
Then
[A : B] r = [A : B] C r»
_s_ _s f_
= 0 ...(3.5.^ )
and
{[A' : B'] } = {[A : B] C>
Similarly, for the PQ representation, we obtain
P1 } = {C p"
s'- JL
}
...(3.5.5)
...(3.5.6)
If C is non-singular, the new representation contains all the information 
in the original representation. If C is singular, some of the information 
has been lost. Normally C would be chosen to be non-singular, but if for 
example the new frame had fewer ports, it could be singular by intention.
As a simple instance of this process, consider the problem of finding 
the chain matrix representation of a two-port when the impedance matrix is 
known.
We have
[l : -Z]
v = Z i, 
= 0
...(3.5.7)
 (3.5.8)
The chain matrix representation has the general form
= A[-1 : 1 '
i.e. [1 : -A] =  0 .
...(3.5.9)
...(3.5.10)
Now
Hence {[1 :
vi = “l
V2 1
1
-i2- -1_
-A]} = {[1 : -Z] "l
-1
= { 1, zJ2 » 0, z2i
0 , Zj2 a 1 j Z22
In particular, there exists a 2 x 2 matrix D, such that 
[1 : -A] = D 1, -z2J , 0, z2i
0, -z . 1, zoo
i—  3 12 9 9 22 —
Clearly
D = 1 -z
22
0 — z
22
- 2
and consequently
A = - 1 ""Z22 0 Z22
_0 _Z22 - _1 Z22 -
= (i/S2 ) -z z 2 2 2 2
0 1 ' 
Hi AZ
L Si-*
0 z
22
. 1 z_0*— 22—1
...(3.5.11)
...(3.5.12)
...(3.5.13)
...(3.5.1**)
...(3.5.15)
...(3.5.16)
...(3.5.17)
...(3.5.18)
In practice the working can he greatly condensed; the essential step 
is equation 3.5*11j and after this the process is automatic.
3.6 System Transformations
A frame transformation leads to a description of a network in a 
different coordinate frame. A system transformation represents an opera­
tion performed on the network which changes it into a different network; 
it is convenient, though perhaps not necessary, to describe the new network 
in the same coordinate frame as the old network.
x u c i x x j r  u x i i c i c u u  x v x x x u . t s  u x  u p e x  c l o x u x x  x i x x g x x u  u e  a x x u w e u  o u  t u ; o  o n
a general network, such as (to list some unlikely examples) interchanging 
capacitors and inductors, reversing all steady magnetic fields, inter­
changing voltages and currents, the only kind of operation logically 
appropriate to n-ports is imbedding in an m-port. The properties of the 
original n-port are now modified by those of the m-port, and the properties 
of the combination are only accessible at (m ~ n) ports; with the provisos 
of section 3.1, the combination will be an (m—  n)-port.
The particular concern of the present work is the construction of 
equivalence classes of n-ports, the classes being generated from any 
member by operations chosen from a particular group of operations. All 
the networks in an equivalence class have the same number of ports, so that 
the only operation employed is that of imbedding an n-port in a 2n-port to 
yield a new n-port, as illustrated in Figure 3.^ .
Suppose the original n-port N is described by a PQ matrix,
...(3.2.10V = P w
_i_ JL
In order to find the description of the new n-port N' generated by 
imbedding N in a 2n-port network M, it is'convenient to represent M by a 
transmission matrix T where, with the notation shown in Figure 3.^ ,
...(3.6.1)
or more compactly
= It] vi~
Y 2 V
V1
n
V
n
V h
S’ V
i'
n
i
n
V = [T] V
_i’_ _i _
...(3.6.2)
■mis is an explicit representation, with independent variables vfc, i and 
dependent variables vfc’, i^; such a representation does not always exist 
for a general 2n-port, but since in this context the 2n-port is an auxil- 
iary multiport, whose properties we are free to specify, it is expedient 
to assume the transmission matrix exists.
Thus the PQ description of the new n-port N1 is. found from
= T
= T
Hence ‘ { P1 } = {T pi}
_Q_
...(3.6.3)
w ...(3.61)
...(3.6.5)
In general, the 2n-port will be chosen so that T is non-singular.
Note that equation 3.6.5 is identical in form with equation 3.5*6, 
which gives the new description resulting from a frame transformation. The 
interpretation of a particular transformation either as a frame transform­
ation or as a system transformation is discussed in Chapter 11.
3.7 The Proportionality Transformation
There is one transformation which is a consequence of linearity, and 
will be called the proportionality transformation. It has been pointed 
out above that if (v, i) is an admissible signal pair, then because of 
linearity, so also is (cv, ci) where c is an arbitrary complex scalar.
If the n-port equations are written in the form 
v 
i
then cv
ci
= P w ...(3.2.U)
JL '
= ”p” cw ...(3.7.1)
_Q_
This can alternatively be written
cv = c p
_ci_ c
•
•
JL
c
w — (3.7.2)
indicating that the admissible signal pair (cv, ci) can be generated also 
by a transformation with diagonal matrix of components all equal to c, 
symbolised by <c>, a notation used in the rest of the work for diagonal 
matrices. This matrix may be interpreted as a frame transformation, 
equivalent to dividing the units of voltage and current by the complex 
scalar c (i.e. altering the magnitude of the units and the phase reference). 
However, it may also be interpreted as a system transformation, that is 
as the result of the operation on the old n-port of imbedding in a 2n-port 
with transmission matrix<c>, such that
\
...(3.7.3)
giving
"V = <c> V
_i'_ _i_
{ P1 } = {<c> p” } ..•(3.T.U)
JV- JL ■
.^e.
v1 = <c> p w» ...(3.7.5)
J-!_ _Q_
It is easily shown that the 2n-port with transmission matrix <c> 
consists of n uncoupled two-ports, each consisting of an 'ideal amplifier 
phase-shifter* (lAPS) (Haus, 195*0 with transmission matrix equation
- c
V
*
1
c_
The system transformation with transformation matrix <c> is shown in 
Figure 3.5• It can be seen that no measurements made at the new set of
n ports can distinguish the new n-port from the old n-port. It is a 
consequence of linearity that every n-port is equivalent to any member of 
the class generated from it by imbedding in n uncoupled identical two-port 
ideal amplifier phase-shifters.
This transformation, which may be interpreted either as a frame 
transformation or a system transformation, will be called the proportion­
ality transformation.
The proportionality transformation gives rise to paradoxical situations 
as for example a passive reciprocal network which is indistinguishable 
from the same network imbedded in n identical IAPS!s, which are active and 
non-reciprocal, or an active, non-reciprocal network which is rendered 
passive and reciprocal by cascading some of the ports with LAPS's. Once 
it is realized that an n-port description defines a whole class of networks, 
rather than a single network, the paradox disappears.
To make use of a mode of discussion used extensively later in this 
work, we may say that aVL the properties of a linear n-port are invariant 
under imbedding in n identical LAPS's, or invariant under the proportion­
ality transformation.
3.A Appendix A
We here develop an algorithm for obtaining the right annihilators of 
the rectangular matrix [A:B] . For clarity, the dimensions of the matrices 
and submatrices are indicated by symbols to the left and above the matrix 
symbols.
A standard theorem (e,g. Frame, 196^ ) states that every rectangular
matrix of rank r may be expressed as the product of two matrices with
special properties. In the present case we have
n n r 2n
m[ A : B] = m[ C] X [ D ]
where the columns of C are the first r linearly independent columns of
[A:B] in order, and [ D] is a 'reduced echelon matrix'; the r columns of [ D]
corresponding to the first r linearly independent columns of [A:B] consist
of the columns of the r x r unit matrix, in order. Postmultiplication of
[ D] by a permutation matrix II brings the unit matrix.1 to the left, £.0.
2n r q 2n
r [D] = r [1 : E] X [if1]
where q = (2n - r). Thus
n n r r q 2 n .
rn [A : B] = m [c] x [l : E] x [ H ]
r
Now construct the matrix
H  =  2/1 [n] x
2 n   q
E
-1 
"  <7'
It can be immediately verified that H is a right annihilator of the matrix 
[A:B], Furthermore, any member of the set of matrices {H} generated by 
postmultiplication by an arbitrary non-singular q x q matrix is a right 
annihilator of the matrix [ A:B] , and also of any member of the set {[ A:B] } 
generated by premultiplication of [A:B] by an arbitrary non-singular m x m 
matrix.
3.N Notes to Chapter 3
(1) Youla (196 )^ used the word ’expeditious' in this context.
(2) For example, Belevitch (1956, 1959» 1968, p. 6j)9 Carlin and Youla 
(I960, 1961), Oono (i960).
(3) The PQ representation has only been used by Carlin (196I+) and Youla 
(196U), so far as is known. It is called by them the 'Q formalism', 
where 'Q' is the rectangular matrix denoted by [P/Q] in the present work; 
there are many advantages in indicating its partitioning into two square 
sub-matrices. The name 'parametric matrix' is suggested, since a set of 
intermediate or parametric variables w^  is required.
(1+) Besides the reasons given later in this section for retaining one or 
other of the AB and PQ representations, there are also occasions where both 
representations are used simultaneously, for example section 6.1+.
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Fig. 3.5 -An n-port N imbedded in n identical two-port IAPS1s.
ACTIVITY AND PASSIVITY
U.l Introduction
The objective of this chapter is to show how far it is possible to 
refine the concepts of activity and passivity by applying the method of 
invariance (PMI). The current single-frequency theory of n-ports allows 
n-ports to be partitioned into three classes, active, lossless and passive. 
The PMI suggests that we should investigate the class of n-ports 
equivalent to a given n-port with respect to the properties activity or 
passivity. We are then led to introduce, as a hypothesis, a new definition 
of activity - passivity, which allows the PMI to be applied directly. The 
question of whether the results obtained follow from the standard 
definition is thereby reduced to a consideration of the relative status of 
the two definitions.
It is shown that the consequences of the new definition and the PMI are 
consistent with the standard definition. Furthermore, it follows that 
n-ports can be partitioned into §(n + l)(n + 2) classes, on the basis of 
their activity or passivity, rather than just three. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for equivalence are found, and canonical equivalent 
circuits for each class are given.
It has sometimes been surmised that it might be possible to introduce 
a continuous scale of activity, so that it would be possible to state that 
one n-port is more, or less, active than another; such a continuous scale 
would have important technological consequences, since it would provide a 
basis for preferring one active device to another, other things being 
equal. The new definition and the PMI clearly imply that such a continuous 
scale does not exist.
Since this chapter is the first of several in which the PMI is applied, 
the various steps of the argument will be described in some detail. In
that a similarly detailed argument could be constructed if required.
k.2 The Definition of Activity and Passivity
Since we only deal with the properties of n-ports in a steady state, 
the appropriate definition of active and passive n-ports is in terms of 
the average power generated within or absorbed by the n-port at the 
specified constant real frequency, co0. It is useful also to define 
lossless n-ports as those which neither generate nor absorb power.
Definition U.l An n-port is called passive at u)0 if the net average power 
flowing inwards is positive or zero, for all possible 
excitations of sinusoidal waveform of frequency 0)o . The n-port 
is called lossless (and passive) if the net average power 
flowing inwards is always zero. The n-port is called active if 
it is not passive, i, e. if the net average power is ever 
directed outwards.
This is the standard single-frequency definition, and is given (or 
implied) by Raisbeck (195*0* Carlin (195*0* Shekel (1955)* Youla (196*0, 
Carlin and Giordano (196*+, p. 362), for example. Its consequences are now 
developed in terms of the PQ description of the n-port.
The average power flowing into the k'th port of the n-port is
Pfc = Re (vki*) ...(*+.2.1)
= 2 (y*ik + i*v*) ...(U.2.2)
Hence the total average power flowing into the n-port is
LeJ L1- °".
= I v+ [Q+P + P+Q] w
Q
... - (U.2.7)
where in equation h.2.6 the PQ matrix of section 3.2 has "been used, and 
superscript ’+' indicates conjugate transpose. The definition states that 
the n-port is passive if P/n ^ 0 for all w, lossless if Pin = 0 for all w', 
and active if < 0 for some w. Now is given hy the Hermitian form 
of equation Since all n-ports possess a PQ description, it is
convenient to summarize the consequences of the definition as a theorem.
+ +Theorem lf.1 An n-port is passive if the matrix SL = [ Q P + P Q] is positive
semi-definite, lossless (and passive) if is zero, and active if
SL is indefinite or negative semi-definite7.
In this way the standard definition partitions n-ports into three
classes, passive, lossless, and active. The concepts of activity and 
passivity cannot be developed any further on the basis of this definition.
If Q is non-singular, the impedance matrix description exists, and the 
Hermitian matrix can be expressed in more familiar terms by
.+sL = z + z ...(lf.2.8)
As an illustration, let us find the condition for a two-port to be passive. 
If it has an impedance matrix, then
2r
J21
11
+ z
Z12 +  Z21
12 2r22
...(If.2.9)
where rJjf= Re (zi2) etc. The condition for SL to be positive semi-definite 
is that all its principal minors should be non-negative, i.e.
>  0  ...(If. 2.10)
>.. 0 . ..(If.2.11)
...(If.2.12)
■11
22
r^2I V22  ^Z12 + Z21 1 ^ ®
should hold simultaneously. If any of them is violated, the two-port is 
active. If the equality signs all hold, the two-port is lossless. This 
result for the two-port was first stated by Tellegen (l9*+8) (in a 
different form) and Raisbeck (195*0 •
U.3 An Equivalence Class
In order to apply the PMI, we seek to construct the class of n-ports 
containing all the n-ports equivalent to a given n-port N with regard to 
the spectrum of properties activity - losslessness - passivity, considered 
at a specified real frequency, .
Suppose, for the sake of example, that the n-port N is active at . 
Then on the definition given above, there exists at least one w = wfl such 
that Pf/J < 0. Hence there must exist a class of n-ports {W} which have an 
admissible signal pair (va , -ia ), where
V, pCL
K Q
The connection of W e {W} with N will give a (closed) system of a kind 
implied in the definition, s'o that (assuming vfl and ifl can still be 
measured in the closed system) the net average power flow . into N can be 
found and shown to be negative. We denote the connection or cascading of 
W and N by W * N. . Notice that W may be either active or passive.
We now enquire whether N can be modified so that Pf|J can still be 
found and shown to be negative for some w. The only modification allowed 
is imbedding in a 2n-port M, which yields a new n-port N* = M * N. Thus 
we seek an M-such that if
W # N gives Pf/|< 0  for some w ...(V.3.2)
then there exists a W', such that
W’ * N1 gives P;'n <  0 for some w . ..(*+.3.3)
i.e. W' # M * N gives P^ < 0 for some v ...(*+.3.*+)
where P/M is the net average power flow into N1.
clear that can be made to equal p,-„ • Suppose that M can be associated 
with another 2n-port M*, such that the two in cascade are equivalent to a 
straight-through connection of lead pairs, denoted by E,
M* * M = E ...(U.3.5)
It is then always possible to construct W’ by cascading W and M*,
W* = W * M* ...(ii.3.6)
for in this case,
W! * N' = W* * M * Nf = W * M* * M * N = W * N ...(U.3.7)
The 2n-port M* will be called the inverse of M.
Thus if M is chosen arbitrarily from the class of 2n-ports which are 
both lossless and possess inverses (which are also necessarily members of 
{M^ }), then can be made to equal P , so that N' is active if N is 
active. Furthermore, it is. easily seen that N’ is active only if N is 
active, so that N' and N are active together.
It might be supposed that an (m - n)-port formed by imbedding N in 
a lossless m-port, n < m  <  2n, is active if N is active. A simple 
counter-example shows that this is not true in general. An ’active 
gyrator’, with impedance matrix
~ 0 rl2 ~
_~C21 0 _
where r21 ^ T12 , can be imbedded in a lossless three-port consisting of a 
lossless two-port connected to port 1, and a lossless one-port connected 
to port 2. The result is a one-port which is always lossless, whether 
the two-port gyrator is active or lossless. Notice that inverses with 
respect to the imbedding operation do not exist unless m = 2n.
It might be supposed that tML} contains all the 2n-port imbeddings 
which satisfy the argument given in relations *1.3.^  to .^3.7* That this 
is not true may be seen by considering the effect of cascading a member
’ideal amplifier-phase shifters’ (Hans, 195*0 or IAPS’s, with a 
transmission matrix |c 0 | , where c is, in general, complex.
IP c J
Then = I cl2 Pf/J , and clearly under such an imbedding N’ and N are 
still active together. The cascade of (n x IAPS) * ML is certainly 
active, unless |c|= 1.
However, if we denote by {NL} the class of n-ports which contains N 
and all N' = ML * N, e {ML}, then it can be seen that the class {NL} 
is not enlarged by admitting networks (n x IAPS) * UL * N, since as 
discussed in section 3-1, the n-port (n x IAPS) * N’ is indistinguishable 
from N’; this is the proportionality transformation. Notice that the 
transmission matrices of the 2n-ports (n x IAPS) and commute, so that 
the order of cascading the 2n-ports is immaterial.
It may be intuitively obvious that imbedding an active n-port in an 
arbitrary lossless 2n-port produces an active n-port. It is perhaps not 
so obvious that, in general, it is necessary for the 2n-port to possess an 
inverse, and to have, precisely, 2n ports; nor is it obvious that there is 
a well-defined class of active imbedding 2n-ports which may be employed.
It is therefore now possible to make an accurate statement of the above 
results, which with a slight elaboration can be extended to cover the 
cases where N is lossless or passive.
Theorem *1.2 If the class of n-ports {N^ } contains N and all N’ = ViL * N,
Mt s {Ml}, where {M^ } is the class of 2n-ports which are both 
lossless and possess inverses, then the members of {NL} are active, 
lossless or passive according as N is active, lossless or passive.
Thus {Nl} contains n-ports all of which are equivalent to N with 
respect to the spectrum of properties activity-losslessness-passivity.
At this point it is appropriate to consider the properties of the 
class of 2n-ports {ML}. It will be shown that, under cascade connection, 
the class forms a group. The following four conditions are both 
necessary and sufficient.
(i) Closure To every ordered pair, M2 , M2 e there exists Mj e
such that
= Uj #
It is clear that any pair of lossless 2n-ports may be cascaded 
to form a lossless 2n-port.
(ii) Associative Law Given three members of {M^ }, then
(Mj * M2 ) # M? = Mj * (M2 # M2 )
This is clearly true for all 2n-ports under cascade connection.
(iii) Unit Element There exists an element E e {M^ }, such that for all
M e {Ml},
E * M = M * E
This element is the straight-through connection of n lead-pairs, 
or n transmission lines of length mX/2, where X is the 
wavelength and m an integer.
(iv) ,■ Inverse Element For each M e {M^ }, there exists M* e such that
M * M* = Mf * M = E
This condition was imposed at the outset when the class {M^ }
was first defined.
It has thus been shown that, under cascade connection, the class of
inverse-possessing lossless 2n-ports forms a group. If the lossless 2n-
ports are described by transmission matrices, then the property of 
possessing an inverse under cascading corresponds to the transmission 
matrix being non-singular. It has become conventional, following Mason 
(195*0 » to refer to this group as the group of 'non-singular lossless 
imbeddings', and for brevity, this convention will be followed here.
any sense, and the fact that one particular explicit matrix 
representation of the network happens to he non-singular is no guarantee 
that any other representation is non-singular, as has been seen in 
section 3»*+. Moreover, in order to define an inverse, it is necessary 
first to define a law of combination, and then to establish the existence 
of a unit element. Even for the restricted class of networks defined as 
2n-ports, many different laws of combination can be envisaged, for example 
connection in series, or in parallel.
It is important to observe that the four properties of the class 
{M^ } given above are not only necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
class to form a group, but they are also necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the members to play the required part in the argument of 
the previous section.
*+•5 A New Definition
The conclusion of section *+.3 was that the class of n-ports {N^ } were 
all equivalent to N with respect to the spectrum of properties activity - 
losslessness - passivity (ALP). It may be said that ALP is invariant 
under arbitrary non-singular lossless imbedding.
So far we have only demonstrated that there is a close connection 
between ALP and the group of non-singular lossless imbeddings. The 
invariance just referred to appears as one’property, among perhaps many, 
associated with ALP.
We now invert this situation, and investigate the consequences of a 
new definition, put forward purely as a hypothesis.
Definition h,2 The spectrum of properties activity — losslessness -
passivity is the class of properties which remains invariant 
under arbitrary non-singular lossless imbedding.
class of n-ports equivalent to N with respect to ALP. It has already been 
demonstrated that the class of operations inter-relating the members of 
{Nl> forms a group. It is therefore possible to apply the PMI of 
section 2.k. We choose a suitable representation for N, and look for the 
mathematical invariants of the representation under the group of 
transformations corresponding to arbitrary non-singular lossless imbedding.
The question of invariants under non-singular lossless imbedding has 
been considered by Haus and Adler (1958a, 1959)9 by Youla, Kaplan and 
Stock (1962), and by Youla (196 )^. Haus and Adler treated noisy networks, 
and hence were particularly interested in invariants describing noise 
properties. The three treatments pay increasing attention to the problem 
of equivalence, and the results given here are essentially the same as 
those of Haus and Adler (1958a). The treatments differ in the proof of 
the sufficiency of the main result, stated below as Theorem U.3j section 0.7* 
and proved in Appendix bA.. A note2 on the sufficiency proofs given (or 
not given) in the earlier treatments is included at the end of the chapter.
The related problem of the synthesis of an n-port at a single real 
frequency in terms of a lossless imbedding of n resistances has been 
considered by Carlin (1955b), Cederbaum (1956), Youla (1959b) and Carlin 
and Giordano (l96k).
^.6 The Application of the PMI
Suppose the original n-port H is described by a PQ matrix, i.e.
C O = [3 O.6.1)
If it is imbedded in a 2n-port M with transmission matrix T, where
v
1
0 .6.2)
then the new n-port N’ is described by the equation
w = F w’, then F is n x n and non-singular, and the PQ matrix of the new 
n-port N' is
F ...(U.6.U)P’ = T P
_Q’- _Q_
and, from section 3.2, N' may he represented by the set of matrices
{[P1/QT]} generated by allowing F to be an arbitrary non-singular n x n
matrix.
In the present case, T is to describe a lossless 2n-port M. 
Consequently the power flowing in through the ’dashed1 ports (which are 
the ports of N1) equals the power flowing out through the ’undashed* 
ports (which are connected toN). That is
P/n = I Re (vi ifc*)
“ 2 v’
+
■V*
i1 3. n’
and out
_ 1
-  2 V
+
in V
i
3 »
i
...(lf.6.5) 
...(U.6.6)
...(U.6.7)
Consequently, equating P/n and 'Pout- a 
+
V ’
■A »
V
A I
+ +
T V T V
3 i
...(U.6.8)
...(4.6.9)
Hence for a lossless 2n-port, the transmission matrix T obeys 
T+ 1* T = V
_ v
...(4.6.10)
This condition is equivalent to, but less general than^  the condition 
expressed in terms of the PQ representation in Theorem U.l, section 4.2.
properties common to the equivalence class of networks {N^ }. The networks
{N,} are described by a set of PQ representations
{T F} ...(U.6.11)
where T assumes successively all values allowed by equation U.6.10, and F 
assumes all values allowed to an arbitrary non-singular n x n matrix. The 
matrix T represents the physical imbedding network, while the matrix F 
reflects the arbitrary choice of the parametric variables.
We now look for the common properties of this set of matrices, the 
invariants of {[P/Q] } under the transformations T.
In order to make use of the information about T, contained in 
equation 1j-.6.10, we form the following function,
~ F ...(1+.6.12)[T P- F] + [T P
+
it P + +T T P
Q
3*
Q Q
3
Q
ii + P + P
Q _}n Q
= F+ [ Q+P + P+Q] F
= F SL F
...(U.6.13) 
...(U.6.15)
where SL is defined by SL = [ Q+P + P+Q] .
In this expression, F is an arbitrary member of the set of
non-singular n x n matrices, and SL is an n x n Hermitian matrix. The
* + 4 # #
general transformation of the type F XF is known m  the theory of matrices
as a conjunctive transformation, and a complete set of invariants for 
n x n Hermitian matrices under conjunctive transformation is formed by 
three integers: n, the order of SL ; r, the rank of SL; and p, the
positive index, i.e. the number of positive terms in the canonical form.
A necessary and sufficient condition for two Hermitian matrices to be 
conjunctively equivalent is simply that they have the same set of
set by the ordered triple (n: rL , pL).
The three integer invariants (n: rL , pL) of SL are the only 
mathematical properties held in common by the members of the set of 
matrices {T[P/Q]F}. We deduce that the physical properties held in common 
by the class of n-ports {WL } can only be described in terms of (n: rL , p^).
Since n is proper to all 2n-port imbeddings of N, the proper invariants
are functions of (n: rL , pL ) which are not simply functions of n. We 
finally conclude from the new definition and the PMI that the activity - 
losslessness - passivity of the n-port N must be completely describable in 
terms of functions of (n: rL , pL ) excluding functions of n by itself; no
other quantity can be relevant.
1+.7 The Equivalence Class
In order to find an interpretation of the invariants, it is necessary 
to consider the members of {NL}. By definition, a necessary and sufficient 
condition for an arbitrary n-port N* to be a member of {N^  } is that there 
should exist a lossless non-singular 2n-port imbedding which transforms 
N1 into N. It has just been demonstrated that another necessary 
condition is that N’ should have the same set of invariants (n : rL 9 pL) as 
N. We now consider the crucial problem of whether or not the second 
condition is sufficient as well as necessary, .that is, whether having the 
same (n: rL, p£ ) guarantees the existence of a suitable imbedding, and hence 
membership of {N^ }.
The proof is lengthy, and is deferred to an appendix. The method of 
proof is to define a simple n-port, Ni(?, with PQ representation [R^ /l] 
and impedance matrix R^  , where
R, = \ P £ , ; ( - V , r L  -pL , '+ ° < n-rL , . . . ( k . J . l )
and the symbol *+' indicates the direct sum (i,e. diagonal placing) of 
matrices; R. is the'canonical’form of the matrix S. under conjunctiveL» JL
n-port N' having the same set of invariants (n : rL , PL ). Consequently NLO 
is equivalent to N, and and N’ are both members of {%}.
The result is expressed in Theorem ^.35 and proved in Appendix 1+.A.
Theorem fr.3 A necessary and sufficient condition for N1 to be a member of 
{N^} is that N! and N should both have the same set of invariants 
(n: rt, p; ).
It is now possible to suggest an interpretation of the invariants by 
considering the n-port Nlo.
J+.8 A Canonical Equivalent Circuit
The matrix Rl is in canonical form. The n-port Nw  with impedance 
matrix Rl may therefore be considered as a canonical equivalent circuit for 
the class {N^ }, from Theorem U.3.- It consists of rL uncoupled unit 
resistances, p. of them being positive and (r_ — pr ) being negative; the 
remaining (nL — vL ) ports are short circuits5. An arbitrary n-port N1 
may therefore be regarded as equivalent, with respect to activity- 
losslessness-passivity, to a canonical n-port \ 0 having the same set of 
invariants (n: r_, p_).
Li la
Since these invariants are the order, rank and index of the Hermitiah 
matrix SL which figures in Theorem-U.1, section k.2, it is a simple matter 
to enumerate the new equivalence classes and to label them active, 
lossless or passive. For a given value of n, rL may range from 0 to n, 
and pL may range from 0 to rL. The number of ALP equivalence classes 
corresponding to a particular value of n is thus §(n + l)(n + 2). The 
number of classes corresponding to a positive semi-definite Sr is (n + l),
Li
so that the number of passive classes is (n + l), including one class which 
is lossless. The number of distinct active classes is §n(n + l).
The negative resistances should be regarded as ideal; they may in 
principle be realized (over appropriate frequency ranges) by operational 
amplifiers, negative impedance converters or tunnel diodes, for example.
U.9 Discussion
It is interesting to consider the new classification in more detail." 
If pL = rL = n, the number of positive resistances is a maximum, and the 
n-port must absorb energy at every port; such an n-port may be described 
as strictly passive. If pL = rL ^ n, then the n-port absorbs energy at 
some ports and may reflect it at others; the n-pOrt may be called weakly 
passive. If p = r = 0, then the n-port neither absorbs nor generates
Li Li
energy; it is lossless (and passive). If p > 0, and p_ < rr , then its
L Li Li
canonical equivalent circuit contains pL positive resistances and (rL - )
negative resistances, and can absorb and generate energy (at the single 
real frequency specified); it is clearly active. If pL = 0, rL >0, then
the n-port can only generate energy; it cannot absorb energy under any
port conditions whatever: it may be called strictly active if rL = n, and
weakly active if r. ^ n. A weakly active n-port may reflect energy at some
■ Li
ports.
To avoid coining further terms, the term 'passive' by itself will be 
used to describe any of the first three classes of n-port, 'passive*
will imply pL = rL ; the term 'active' by itself will be used for any of 
the last three classes, -i.e. 'active' will imply p. < r, . These terms
Li Li
thus.correspond with common usage. .
The various classes are tabulated in Table .^1, together with the . 
character of the corresponding quadratic form.
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2 cl* w.p.
3 s.p.
Table k.2
Since a strictly active n-port cannot absorb energy at the signal 
frequency, it cannot be used to amplify a signal by transmission from one 
port through to another; it can only be used as a reflection amplifier, 
for example with the help of a circulator. Transmission amplifiers are 
called ’active* or ’weakly active* in the present classification; one 
absorbing appreciable input power such as a bipolar transistor amplifier 
is ’active’, and one with very high input impedance such as a pentode or 
field'-effect transistor may be called 'active' or 'weakly active’, depending 
on whether the power consumed at the input port is regarded as significant 
or not.
1|.10 Conclusions
It has been shown that on the basis of a new definition of activity or 
passivity at a single real frequency, it is possible to apply the PMI and 
so classify n-ports into §(n + l)(n +2) classes. It is evident that the 
new definition is consistent with the original definition, but it cannot be 
regarded as equivalent or ’co-extensive’ with it, for two reasons; firstly 
it leads to g(n + l)(n + 2) classes instead of just three, and secondly it 
does not indicate how the new classes are to be assigned to the old. The 
new definition cannot therefore replace the old, but may be regarded as 
complementing it or amplifying it.
may be considered to embody all that it is useful to denote by the terms 
activity, losslessness, passivity. Besides the finer classification into 
separate classes, it emerges from the fuller definition that ALP is 
essentially a discrete property. There is no continuous function 
appropriate to n-ports which allows a continuous scale of ALP to be defined. 
The most that can be said is that one n-port has a larger or smaller 
number of negative resistances in its canonical equivalent circuit, 
compared with another.
We here prove the following theorem.
Theorem I.3 A necessary and sufficient condition for Nf to be a member 
of {NL} is that N' and N should both have the same set of 
invariants (n: rL, pL).
We start by defining a simple n-port NLO, with PQ representation 
[Rl /l] impedance matrix RL , where
Rx. = ^-(PL ) *  ( ~ ^ h r L -Pb) * ® ( n - r L ) •••(^ •7*1)
We then show that 'N is equivalent to any arbitrary n-port N! 
possessing the set of invariants (n: rL , pL ). Consequently is 
equivalent to N, and NLO and N’ are both members of {N^ }.
In order to show that Ni0 is equivalent to N* with PQ representation 
[P’/Q1] s it must be shown that there exists a matrix T such that
= T P!
_1 _ _Q'_
where T satisfies
T+ j“ ijT = lj ; ...(U-.6.10)
T can then be interpreted as the transmission matrix of a lossless
. 4non-smgular„2n-port which transforms W  into .
If Nlo and Nf possess the same set of invariants (n: rL, PL)5 their 
derived SL matrices, denoted by Sw  and , are conjunctively equivalent, 
and it is always possible to find a non-singular matrix F (e.g. Turnbull 
and Aitken, 19&1, P* 85) such that
F+ F =■ Sw  = 2Rl ...(k.A.2)
This is the matrix required in equation (h.A.l). We can now solve this 
equation for T, subject to equation (1.6.10). From equations (If.A.l) and 
(U.6.10) we obtain
■ [l : Rj . T = F+ [ Q,+ : Pl+J ...(k.A.3)
Tu = FV  + - ei,T2I A.lt)
1I2 = F V + -RtTJJ ...(lt.A.5)
It remains to find T2J and T22 • From the partitioning of 
equation (l.A.l), we obtain two relationships, one of which is equivalent 
to equation (h.A.2); the other is '
F-J = 12IP' +T22Q' ...(lt.A.6)
The problem is now reduced to finding T2J , T22 to satisfy equation (1+.A.6) 
such that the complete T satisfies equation (1.6.10). This last equation 
when partitioned yields
*£ Tii + T« = 0
^22 '^12*^22 ~ ® ...(ll.A.f)
T Ji T 22 +  T 2i T i2 =  .-*■»
Suppose now that P’ is non-singular, so that N1 has an admittance 
representation. We can immediately find a solution for T by putting 
T22 = 0* We then obtain for the other sub-matrices
T2J = (P'F)"'
Tj2 = (P'F)+ ...(*t.A.8)
= (Q'F)+ - ^ (P'F)"7
A similar solution can be found if Q1 is non-singular.
In the general case, neither P nor Q is non-singular, although [P/Q] 
is of rank n. However, it is shown in Appendixl.B that it is always 
possible to find a T matrix satisfying (1.6.10) which will convert a PQ 
representation with singular P and Q into one with non-singular P or Q.
By applying this transformation first, the solution just given will also 
hold.
We here prove the theorem required to complete the proof of 
Theorem H.l, for the case when both P and Q are singular. We first state 
and prove a mathematical lemma. .
Lemma U.l If two n x n matrices P and Q are both of rank less than n,
while the matrix [P/Q] has rank n, it is always possible to find 
a real symmetric matrix C such that the matrix P + CQ has rank n.
We start by expressing [P/Q] in terms of its distinguished rows, 
premultiplied by a ’reduced column-echelon matrix’, i. e.
p = P' P a
_ Q _ -  Q’_
•
•
l i
•
•
.  V
Since [ P/Q] is of rank n, the matrix on the far right is n x n, and 
its rows pa, ... pd, qft, ... qfc, are the first n linearly independent 
rows of [P/Q] taken in order. The number of rows pa, ... pd taken from 
P is simply rank(P), while the number taken from Q is [ n - rank(P)] . The 
reduced column-echelon matrix [P'/Q'] has the n rows of the n x n unit 
matrix in the rows corresponding to the first n linearly independent rows 
of [P/Q] ; thus pa’ =1, 0, ... 0, p^  = 0, 1, 0 ... 0, etc. Since the 
matrix of distinguished rows is of rank n, rank(P + CQ) = rank(P’ + CQ1). 
We now give a proof by construction that it is always possible to find a 
real symmetric matrix C such that P’ .+ CQ' has rank n.
The essence of the method of construction is to add to the 
non-distinguished rows of P’ the distinguished rows of [P'/Q1] which 
appear in Q’, by making non-zero entries in C.
f = 1, 2 ... n, make no entry in C. If the f'th row is not distinguished, 
then add to it the first distinguished row of [P'/Q’] appearing in Q’ which 
has not already been used, qj say, by making an appropriate entry in C, 
as follows. If j = f, then enter c^.. If j < f, then examine the 
element q^* if it is non-zero, and if the rest of the row is void, 
q’ = 0 for g > f, then again enter c ; thus q! is used up and q’ is the
JS jj j r
next unused distinguished row in Q'. If not, then enter c^ , and also
c.j. to make C symmetrical, c^ . = c^ .
In the first case, the f'th row remains p^ .. In the next two cases,
it becomes pi + c q'. In the last case it becomes p' + c q’, and row j • 
ff f f fi j
has c.j q^ added to it, where c.^. = c^  . The last operation is 
superfluous to the process of making (P' + CQ1) non-singular, and is 
necessitated, by the requirement that C be symmetric. Since ql is only 
used once, row j only has at most one superfluous addition, if pj is 
distinguished, and at most two superfluous additions, if pj is not 
distinguished.
In general, the matrix (P* + CQ1) generated by the above algorithm 
will be non-singular for almost all choices of the real elements of C.
In particular, the possibility that one row may be a multiple of another, 
owing to the occurrence of the c.. (i ^ j) in equal pairs and the
’superfluous additions', has been eliminated, as will now be demonstrated.
Suppose that p^  + c^. qj and pt + c^qJ. are proportional for all 
c .^= cff '» where is not distinguished and qj is distinguished. Then 
p! = P^.> and q^. = qj. But in considering row f, if q^  = q’ then the 
element should have been entered in C, rather than c (and c ).
Thus the algorithm prevents two such proportional rows being formed.
An example of the 
follow. Suppose the r< 
where asterisks and x,
Then the first non-disti 
in Q’ is q^. Since 1 < 
then enter a - a, say, 
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: first distinguished row 
e x rt* 0, and y = 0; 
d examine q!^  = z:44
also (for symmetry) 
unused distinguished 
: resulting matrix
...(if.B.3)
3, y for which the
the ground for, it is 
a U.l.
•while the matrix [ P/Q] has rank n, it is always possible to find 
a real symmetric matrix C such that the matrix P + jCQ is of rank
n.
The corollary follows at once from Lemma ^.1 by substituting jQ for 
Q9 since neither the rank of Q nor that of [ P/Q] is altered by the 
substitution. ’
We can now state and prove the theorem about n-ports required to 
complete the proof of Theorem .^3»
Theorem H.fy If an n-port N has a PQ representation with both P and Q
singular, then it is always possible to find a lossless 2n-port 
M. such that M_ * N has a PQ representation with non-singular P,Li L/
so. that an admittance matrix exists (or alternatively, with 
non-singular Q, so that an impedance matrix exists).
Suppose that C is such that (P + jCQ) has rank n; we know from the 
corollary to Lemma U.l that such a C can always be found. Then we can 
construct a 2n x 2n matrix T, where
1 ! ic
i
T =
_ o  i i  _j
The 2n-port M with transmission matrix T is such that the PQ 
representation of M * N is
{J> + jCQj} ...(lk.B.6)
so that the new P matrix is non-singular. Furthermore, it is readily 
verified that T satisfies equation .^6.10, and consequently M is lossless. 
It follows that the required lossless 2n-port M can always be found.
By interchanging P and Q in the corollary, and transposing T, the 
alternative with the new Q matrix non-singular can be proved.
both lossless and reciprocal, as may be verified by substituting T in 
equation 5*3.5 below. Again, by omitting the factor j in constructing T, 
a transmission matrix can be found which satisfies equations 8.U.2 and 
5*3*^  simultaneously, so that according to sections 8 .k and 8.8 it is 
the transmission matrix of a real reciprocal 2n-port. Thus Theorem U.1+ 
is a special case of the more general theorem:
Theorem .^5 If an n-port N has a PQ representation with both P and Q 
singular, then it is always possible to find both a lossless
%
reciprocal 2n-port and a real reciprocal 2n-port M^, such
that M * N and M '* N have PQ representations with non-LtR. RJ
singular P or Q, so that immittance representations exist.
(1) The terms positive and negative semi-definite are used with varying 
senses in the literature. In the present work they are used in the sense 
of Perlis (1952), p. 88, and of Weinberg and Slepian (1958), rather than 
in the sense of Turnbull and Aitken (1961), p. 90; Table U.l, section U.9 
illustrates the present usage. '
(2) Briefly, Haus and Adler (1958a, 1959) give no proof of sufficiency; 
Youla et at. (1962) give a proof for non-pathological networks, assuming 
in addition that a scattering matrix representation exists; while Youla 
(196I+, p. 38) attacks the difficult problem of sufficiency when 
pathological networks'are admitted for treatment, despite his earlier 
statement (p. 8) that ’these pathologies though very interesting are of 
no concern to us in this paper1. The problem tackled in the treatment 
given here thus lies between those of Youla et at. (1962) and Youla (196*0 
in dealing with the most general non-pathological n-ports, for which 
scattering matrices may not exist.
(3) The earliest known hint of this result is given by Belevitch (1953).
(If) The synthesis of the 2n-port with transmission matrix T can be 
carried out by obtaining the corresponding impedance (or admittance) 
matrix, and applying the methods described by Youla (l959h) or Carlin and 
Giordano (196*0, for example.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
RECIPROCITY AND NON-RECIPROCITY
5*1 Introduction
The purpose of the present chapter is to show how the concepts of 
reciprocity and non-reciprocity may be illuminated by applying the method, 
of invariance (TMl). The current theory of n-ports partitions all n-ports 
(whether active or passive) into two classes, reciprocal and non­
reciprocal. By considering the class of n-ports which are equivalent
*
to a given n-porfc U with regard to the property ’reciprocity - non- 
reciprocity’, we are led to introduce as a hypothesis a new definition of 
reciprocity - non-reciprocity (RER). The new definition allows the PMI 
to be applied, and it is shown that the results of the new definition are 
consistent with the standard definition. It follows from the new 
definition that n-ports can be partitioned into §n or § (n - l) classes, 
according as n is even or odd, rather than just two; it is possible to 
deduce in addition that no continuous scale of RUR can exist.
5*2 The Definition of Reciprocity
We take for the definition of reciprocity a version of the Lorentz 
reciprocity condition (Lorentz, 1896; McMillan, 1952, p. 136; Tellegen, 
1952; Carlin and Giordano, 196 ,^ p. 350)•
Definition 5.1 An n-port is called reciprocal if for all pairs (vfl , ifl ) 
and (v , ifi ) of admissible signal pairs ,
[vj'ti,] -[ij'tvj = 0
The n-port is called non-reciprocal if it is not reciprocal.
If the n-port is described by a PQ representation, then we have
w6 , ...(5.2.I)Va = P w« ■» = P
Q* Q
If this condition is true for all wa, w6 , then it follows at once that
[Q’P - P'Q] = 0  ' ...(5.2.3)
Since all n-ports possess a PQ representation, the consequences of the 
definition may he conveniently summarized as a theorem.
Theorem 5*1 An n-port is reciprocal if the matrix Sjj = [Q*P - P*Q] is 
zero. If is not zero, the n-port is non-reciprocal.
Thus the standard definition partitions n-ports into two classes.
If Q is non-singular, the impedance matrix representation exists, 
and the skew-symmetric matrix can he written
S* = Z - Z*
The condition for reciprocity is thus Zf = Z, and this is the most usual 
form of the condition.
5*3 ‘ An Equivalence Class
In order to apply the PMI, we seek to generate the class of n-ports 
{N^ } equivalent to a given n-port N with respect to the property 
reciprocity - non-reciprocity.
Intuitively it is plausible that if N is. imbedded in a reciprocal 
2n-port M, then the resulting n-port N1 will he reciprocal or non-reciprocal 
according as N is reciprocal or non-reciprocal, so that N’ is a member of 
the class {N^ }. We first verify this.
The 2n-port imbedding M will be described by a transmission matrix T,
where
t t #
K K
va
= 0 ...(5-3.2)
The different sign convention for ifl, i& accounts for the negative sign, 
before them. It follows from equation 5.3.1 that
“ = 0 ...(5.3.3)V (T 1 T - 1 .}
a -1 -1 }b_
Since v0 , ia, vb , ib are arbitrary, we have
t* r i"i t =T ' L l] ...(5.3.U)
This is the condition the transmission matrix T of M must satisfy if M 
is to be reciprocal; it is equivalent to, but less general than the 
condition expressed in terms of the PQ representation in Theorem 5*1> 
section 5*2. The class of 2n-ports {M^ } with transmission matrices T 
satisfying equation 5*3*^  clearly forms a group.
We now investigate the M R  property of an n-port N', formed by 
imbedding H in a non-singular reciprocal 2n-port, M e {M^ }, with 
transmission matrix T. If N is described by a matrix [P/Q], then the 
representation of Nf is given by
...(5.3.5)P» . = T P F
_Q’_ _Q_
where F is non-singular and arbitrary. It follows that
[Qtfpt -pi^Qt] = F* [q*p - p*Q] F
or in terms of the symbol S^ , defined in Theorem 5*1»
= ?' SR F
...(5.3.6)
...(5-3.7)
Since F is arbitrary and non-singular, = 0 implies = 0. - Hence N* 
is reciprocal if and only if N is reciprocal. We denote by {N^ } the 
class containing all N* = M *'N, where M e {M^ }. We can then summarize 
these results as a theorem.
according as N is reciprocal or non-reciprocal.
Thus {N^ } contains n-ports all of which are equivalent to N with 
regard to the RNR property.
5.U The Application of the PMI
We have shown that imbedding N in a non-singular reciprocal 
2n-port leaves invariant the RNR property. In order to apply the PMI, it 
is necessary to propose as a hypothesis a new definition of the RNR 
property.
Definition 5-2 The spectrum of properties reciprocity - non-reciprocity 
is the class of properties which remains invariant under 
arbitrary non-singular reciprocal imbedding. j
It follows from the new definition that the class (N^ } contains ait \
the n-ports equivalent to N with regard to RNR. The class of operations 
inter-relating the members of {N^ } is the class of imbeddings {M^ }, which \
forms a group. It is therefore possible to apply the PMI and look for j
. | 
the invariants of the representation of N under the transformation group. j
The question of invariants under non-singular reciprocal imbedding
fi
has been considered by Youla (196 )^, and our results are identical with
his; the treatments differ in the proof of the sufficiency of Theorem 5*3 j
i
below. The closely related problem of the synthesis of non-reciprocal |
networks with a minimum number of gyrators has been studied by Carlin 
(1955*).
Applying the PMI, we now look for the common properties of the set 
of matrices
F} • ...(5.U.1)
generated as T assumes all values allowed by equation 5*3*^s and as F j
assumes arbitrary but non-singular values. Elimination of T leads ♦
{T
/
xiiuut:u.xa.ot;j.^ uu- equations 20.0 or [, ana une common properties are tne 
invariants of the skew-symmetric matrix Sr under the general transformation 
of the type F^ SF. Such a transformation is called congruent, and it is 
known from the theory of matrices that a complete set of invariants for 
a skew-symmetric matrix under congruent transformation is formed by the 
order and rank,, which must be even (Perlis, 1952, p. 96).
If the rank is denoted by 2gRi the set of invariants of may be 
denoted by the ordered pair (n: gR). Since the set of invariants (n: g^ ) 
contains the oily mathematical properties held in common by the members 
of the set {T [P/Q] F}, the physical properties held in common by the 
class of n-ports {N^ } can only be described in terms of (n: g^ ). Since 
n is proper to all 2n-port imbeddings of N, we finally conclude from the 
new definition and the PMI that the RNR of N must be completely describable 
in terms of functions of (n: g^ ) excluding functions of n alone.
5*5 A Canonical Equivalent Circuit
The invariants may be interpreted by finding a canonical equivalent 
circuit. It is first essential to show that having the same set of 
invariants (n: g^ ) is not only necessary but also sufficient for an 
arbitrary n-port N1 to belong to (N^ }, and guarantees the existence of 
a suitable imbedding.
The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem V.3, given in 
Appendix k.A to the previous chapter. A simple n-port, N^, may be 
defined, with PQ representation [R_/l] and impedance matrix R„, where
R  R
RR - Ej + ... + n ~~2gR) . . . (5.5.1)
and
Ek = | 0 1 | ; ...(5.5.2)
Rg is the canonical form of the matrix under congruent transformations
It may be shown that N^ is equivalent under non-singular reciprocal
It follows that Nro is equivalent to N, and and N’ are both members 
of {N^ }. . The result is expressed in Theorem 5.3, and the proof is briefly 
discussed in Appendix 5»A.
Theorem 5.3 A necessary and sufficient condition for N* to be a member of 
{N^ } is that N1 and N should both have the same set of invariants 
(n: g^ ).
The n-port N -may be regarded as a canonical equivalent circuit for 
the class {N^ }. It may be realized by separate unit gyrators1 (with
impedance matrices the Efc of equations 5»5*1 and 2) and (n - 2gR) short 
circuits. Such a realization is attractive since the non-reciprocity is 
separated from the activity or loss of the n-port, assuming it is not 
lossless. However, another possible equivalent circuit incorporates g„
A
ideal amplifiers in place of g^  gyratOrs. If the n-port is passive, then 
the reciprocal 2n-port imbedding is such that the resulting circuit is 
passive. The PQ representation of such an equivalent circuit, employing 
ideal voltage-controlled voltage sources of gain A is
”  ...(5.5.3)
where
p =
• +pT
1
* °(n-2gR)
Q (Q, + + %  + hn-2gR))_
V = “l 0~
A 0
0 0 
0 1
...(s.s.U)
The gain A must be non-zero; unity or ‘’infinity1 are both acceptable. In 
the second case, the equivalent circuit may be composed of nullors, and 
in place of equation 5*5*^  we then have
Figure 5»1»
It may be deduced, in passing, that in order to realize a gyrator, 
which is a lossless two-port, only one ideal amplifier or one nullor is 
required, together with a reciprocal imbedding. Two such realizations 
are shown in Figure 5*2; in each case the reciprocal imbedding contains 
a negative resistance.
In summary, if we call g^  the index of non-reciprocity, then we may 
partition n-ports into Jn or §(n - l) RNR equivalence classes, according 
as n is even or odd, as in Table 5*1*
Canonical Equivalent _ ... „Invariant-------  —---ri------  Descriptive Term-------- Circuit ----- *— —-----
gR = 0 n short circuits reciprocal
0 <  2gR < n  gR gyr.ators (or nullors) non-reciprocal, with index
2gR = n or (n - l) n or (n - l) gyrators maximally non-reciprocal
(or nullors)
Table 5.1
5.6 Conclusions
It may be concluded from the new definition of reciprocity - 
non-reciprocity and the PMI that the RNR of n-ports is essentially a 
discrete property. What distinguishes one non-reciprocal n-port from 
another is the minimum number of non-reciprocal, elements required in an 
equivalent circuit. This minimum number is called the index of non­
reciprocity, g_, and it allows n-ports to be partitioned into gn or 
§(n - l) classes, according as n is even or odd. The non-reciprocal 
elements may be gyrators, ideal amplifiers or nullors. It is clear that 
the new definition is consistent with the original definition, and the 
two definitions may be accorded, equal status. It is apparent that no 
continuous scale of non-reciprocity can be defined.
The argument of section 5.5 rests on this theorem.
Theorem 5.3 A necessary and sufficient condition for Nf to be a member of 
{Nd} is that Nf and N should both have the same set of invariants
/v
(n: gR ).
The proof is exactly parallel to the proof of Theorem 1+. 3 given in 
Appendix b.A. Possession of the same set of invariants ensures the 
existence of the fF' matrix, and by substituting transpose for Hermitian 
transpose and Changing a few signs the proof may be taken over as it 
stands. At the point where it is necessary to transform the n-port if 
both P and Q are singular, Theorem .^5s Appendix U.B, guarantees the 
existence of a suitable reciprocal transformation.
(l) The earliest suggestion of this idea was given by Carlin (195*0, who 
assumed the existence of impedance or scattering matrices, and did not 
consider sufficiency.
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ACTIVITY AND NON-RECIPROCITY
6.1 Introduction
The properties of activity and non-reciprocity frequently occur 
together in a device or network. Indeed, until suitable ferrites became 
available after 19^6 (Snoek, 19^ 6; Beljers and Snoek, 1950; Hogan, 1952), 
non-reciprocity was never found in purely electrical networks except in 
conjunction with activity (and a passive network was always taken to be 
reciprocal)2 . In practice the usefulness of a triode, or a transistor, 
or a conventional two-port amplifier stems as much from the fact that it 
acts as an isolator from output to input as from the fact that it amplifies 
signals from input to output. That is, its non-reciprocity is in many 
cases as valuable as its activity.
The present chapter shows that the combined property, non-reciprocal 
activity, is a distinct property, characterized by a continuous measure 
or measures. For a two-port, non-reciprocal activity has been called 
transfer activity (Rollett, 1965)j and the continuous measure called 
the U-function (Mason, 1953> 195^ )* which is identifiable (under certain 
restrictions) as the unilateral gain. For n-ports, the combined 
property may be called generalized transfer activity; its physical 
significance is by no means clear.
6.2 Definition of Generalized Transfer Activity
There is no accepted definition of transfer activity, other than the 
one implied by Mason (1953) in his treatment of two-ports. We therefore 
define generalized transfer activity in terms of the class of properties 
which remain invariant under arbitrary non-singular lossless reciprocal 
2n-port imbedding. It is evident that we shall recover the properties 
which are separately invariant under lossless or reciprocal imbeddings; 
such properties must therefore* be excluded.
which remain invariant under the group of non-singular lossless 
reciprocal imbeddings, {MLi?}, excluding those properties which 
are invariant under groups which contain {MLi2} as a sub-group.
It is shown in section 6.3 that there are in fact three such 
’containing* groups (besides the group of all non-singular imbeddings); 
two of these groups are the groups {M^ } and {M^ } discussed in Chapters h 
and 5« The third arises spontaneously from the intersection of {ML} and 
{ M r }.
The study of invariants under non-singular lossless reciprocal 
imbedding was initiated by Mason (1953, 195*0, who showed ”in a brilliant 
paper" (Weinreich, 195&) that for two-ports the quantity, called the 
U-function,
|A(2 - Z')\ = ,Z2J - h i ] 2___  ,, .
A(Z + Z*) Mr„r22 - r,2 r2; ) ..-(6.2. )
was such an invariant. In this expression r77 = Re(z77 ) etc. y and zJ7 etc. 
are the elements of the impedance matrix Z; A indicates determinant. 
Subsequently Meadows and Dasher (1957) showed that Mason’s determinants! 
expression could be directly generalized to n-ports, with n even; if n 
is odd the numerator is zero.
Schaug-Petterson and Tonning (1959) considered lossless reciprocal 
imbedding in a search for a figure of merit for a non-reciprocal materia! 
used in a two-port, and obtained invariants which are special cases of U. 
Schaug-Petterson (1961) later made the first real attack on the problem of 
n-port invariants under lossless reciprocal imbedding. He obtained 
canonical forms for passive n-ports which possess impedance representations. 
At about this time, Youla, Kaplan and Stock (1962) also looked for 
canonical forms, and succeeded only in the case of reciprocal n-ports 
having scattering representations. Finally, in a sustained treatment of 
great power and depth, Youla (196k) considered the three problems of 
canonical forms under lossless imbedding, reciprocal imbedding, and lossless
reciprocal imbedding only for strictly active or strictly passive n-ports; 
his treatment however is more general than Schaug-Petterson’s, and includes 
the latter’s as a special case.
The present treatment has not been extended to yield canonical forms 
for the general n-port. It differs from previous treatments in 
revealing a hitherto unknown arithmetic invariant, rj , and showing that it 
has a vital role in the equivalence problem. We are thus led to formulate
six sets of sufficient, conditions for equivalence. Several theorems
• • • • • • vconcerning the arithmetic invariants are given, and shown to reduce consider­
ably the number of discrete equivalence classes which exist. For the 
special case of two-ports, it turns out that the six sets of sufficient 
conditions cover between them all the fourteen discrete equivalence 
classes. It is therefore possible to establish, for the first time, 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of two-ports under 
lossless reciprocal imbedding. These conditions are given in detail in 
Chapter 9» section 9*6, together with the complete set of invariants.
6.3 Application of the EMI.
Suppose an n-port N with a PQ representation is imbedded in a 
lossless reciprocal 2n-port M, with a non-singular transmission matrix T.
Then from sections ^.6 and 5*3» T satisfies both
T+
and
T;
1 T  = 1
1
—
1
T -
1 T  -
r -  •
T
- 1 z l
...(U.6.10)
The new network N’ will have a PQ representation given by
the common properties of the class of networks {N£i? } = N}, which
will he characterized by the common properties of the set of matrices ■ 
generated from the matrix on the right of equation 6.3.1 as T and F 
assume all allowed values. It is easily seen that (M^} is a sub-group 
both of {ML} and {M^ }.
It follows from the fact that T simultaneously satisfies 
equations ^.6.10 and 5*3y5 that it also satisfies
...(6.3.2)
■>
This equation defines the transmission matrices of a group of 2n-port 
imbeddings which are discussed more fully in section 8.3; they are called 
’imaginary’ and denoted {M7}. Thus, in addition, -{M^} is a sub-group of 
{M7}. The relationships among the imbeddings are illustrated in the logic 
diagram of Figure 6.1.
The group is therefore a sub-group of three groups, and its
invariants will certainly include the invariants under these groups. The 
invariants under {M^ } and (M^ } are, from sections k.6 and the
arithmetic invariants n, rL , px , g^ ; to these must be added r7, the 
arithmetic invariant under {M7}, from section 8.3. If P or Q is non- 
singular, then r7 is the rank of the real part of QP-J or PQ“i; if both 
P and Q are singular, r7 can still be defined, as discussed in section 8.3.
Besides these invariants, there may exist others, arithmetic or 
algebraic, owing to the simultaneous restrictions placed on the members of 
this question is considered in the next section.
6 .k The Search for Invariants
Although a complete set of invariants, for a general n-port under 
lossless reciprocal imbedding, has not been found, it is possible to indicate 
methods which will yield invariants, in certain cases. For the two-port, 
a complete set of invariants has been obtained, and an account is given 
below in section 9.6.
T* = 1 T 1
-1 -1
lossless reciprocal imbedding, then from sections 1+.6 and 5*3 a necessary 
consequence is that
[qi+P« + p '+q '] = r  [Q+P + P'-Q] F  (6.H.1)
and
[Qtfpt -p«fQ»] = Ff [QfP - P’Q] F, ...(6.U.2)
where the equations hold simultaneously, for the same F matrix. For 
: reasons which will appear below, it is convenient to re-express the 
information contained in these two equations in terms of the AB
•v
representations of the n-ports. The representation of N1, [A':B!] , is given 
in terms of that of N By
[A':B'] T = G [A:B ] ...(6.U.3)
where T is the matrix of the imbedding 2n-port, as before, and G is 
arbitrary and non-singular (see sections 3*2 and 3*6). We then obtain, 
if the 2n-port is lossless and reciprocal,
[A’B,+ + BfAl+] = G [AB+ + BA+] G+ .-..(6.U.U)
and
[A’B,r - B'A1*] = G [ABf - BA#] G* . '...(6.U.5)
where again the equations hold simultaneously, for the same G matrix. So 
far we have simply expressed equations 6.^ .1 and' 6.A.2 in a different form. 
However, the fact.that a lossless reciprocal 2n-port is also ’imaginary’, 
in the sense defined in Chapter 8, section 8.3, means that the following 
relation also holds (as shown in section 8.3).
[ A’P’* - B’Q’*] = G [AP* - BQ*] F* ...(6.U.6)
This relation can only be expressed in terms of both representations at
once. We may therefore, state the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1 A necessary (but not sufficient) condition for N’ to be
equivalent to N, under non-singular lossless reciprocal imbedding, 
is that there exist non-singular matrices F, G such that 
relations 6.i*.l, 2, 1+, 5» 6 hold simultaneously.
xntoc i cxaoiuus a,x c x'ciuiicx' uiiwxfcjjLu.^ 9 ana ior x>ne resx. 01 xms section 
we prefer to invoke Theorem 1*.5, which allows us to assume without loss 
of generality that a Z matrix representation exists for N and N’, to within 
imbedding in a lossless reciprocal reactive 2n-port. In terms of the 
following matrices
si = z + z* ...(6.1*.7)
SR = z - zf ...(6.1*.8)
S I = z + z* ... (6.1*-.9)
we obtain in place of relations 6.1*.l, 2, 1*, 5, 6,
= Iri’SiF ...(6.1*.10)
*i = F'SjjF ...(6.1*.11)
sl = G S G*la ...(6.1*.12)
sk 88 GS*G ' ...(6.1*.13)
s; = G S/F* ... (6.1*.ll+)
By eliminating F and G among these relations, invariants can be found. 
Two methods will be discussed.
The simplest method is to take determinants of these relations. We 
then obtain the following invariants
I AS'I I AS J
ASI ~ ASl " RL
as; as7
ASjT = as7
I AS^ I I AS*|
-------- _  -;----  -  TT
AS} AS7 Rl
which define the three quantities , W7i , VfRI. In general, only two of
these invariants are independent, when they exist2, and in the case of
two-ports, only one is independent. Since the rank of a skew-symmetric 
matrix is always even, AS^  is zero if n is odd, and W^ and vanish; 
thus W77 is the only possible invariant for n odd5. In terms of the 
invariant ranks of the matrices, we may say that if any two of the 
quantities rL , 2gR > **7 are equal to n, then one of the algebraic invariants 
Wrl * i^l * R^i exists , and if all ttirde are equal to n, then all three 
algebraic invariants exist, and (except for n = 2) two are independent.
...(6.1+.15) 
...(6.1*.l6) 
...(6.1*.17)
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matrices SL , S^ , S7 are non-singular. We now consider a second method 
for which only one is required to be non-singular.
If we assume that Sr ( and hence SjJ) is non-singular, then writing 
superscript fi1 for ’inverse' in place of the cumbersome ’-I’, it is 
readily seen that
S i S *  ( S ^ S * ) *  =  F  t S£ Sj;(S£ S^)*] F** . . . ( 6 . 4 .  18)
Thus as different members N' of the class {Nil? } are generated by allowing 
T to assume all permitted values, F also runs over a wide range of values, 
and the matrix function
s£ s i ( s £ s ^ ) *  . . . ( 6 . 4 . 1 9 )
4 .undergoes similarity transformations . Seven other matrix functions 
involving Sjj and SL may be formed in the same way, all of which undergo 
similarity transformations; the set of eight matrix functions will be 
denoted {sjj,S7}
Five other sets of eight matrix functions can be defined in a 
similar fashion, and will be denoted }, {S7,S7 }, (sj sS^ },
{S7 ,Sj.}. All these functions (or as many as exist) undergo similarity 
transformations as the members of {W7i2 } are generated.
It is known from the theory of matrices (Perlis, 1952, Chapter 8) 
that if a matrix undergoes arbitrary non-singular similarity transformations 
its invariant properties can be completely expressed in terms of the 
’elementary divisors1, or alternatively the so-called ’invariant factors’. 
The algebraic invariants include the latent roots, and the arithmetic 
invariants include the order and rank of the matrix, and the multiplicities 
of the latent roots.
The members of any one of the six sets above will all have the same 
invariants; furthermore, if (say) both and S are non-singular, then 
the latent roots of the set {S^ jS^ } will be the reciprocals of those of 
the set {Sj^ jSfl}, and the invariants of either set will serve as members of
are non-singular, doubtless there will be a considerable duplication of 
invariants, so that the basic set may be quite small. It may be observed 
in passing that the invariants already defined, WLi2, WL/ , W//2, are the 
square roots (or reciprocals of the roots) of the products of the latent 
roots of the six matrix sets, provided the matrices are non-singular.
It can be seen that the second method is fruitful in the production of 
invariants. However, the labour of determining the invariants explicitly 
is prohibitive, except when n is very small, say two and perhaps three or 
four.
The methods described will usually produce some invariants, but there 
is no guarantee that all possible basic invariants have been found. For 
example, the act of forming the matrix functions may suppress some 
invariants inherent in the original relations, 6.1+.10 to ll+. If we could 
determine necessary and sufficient conditions for equivalence under 
lossless reciprocal imbedding, we should be able to decide on a basic set 
of invariants. This problem is now considered,
6.5 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for Equivalence
The problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for 
equivalence, under lossless reciprocal imbedding, remains unsolved for 
the general n-port. However in certain special cases sufficient 
conditions can be found, and these special cases are enough to exhaust 
all possibilities for n = 2. We are therefore able to state necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the two-port, and a complete set of invariants is 
given in section 9*6.
The special cases are now discussed. From Theorem 6.1, we restate 
the following necessary conditions. '
Necessary Conditions
For two n-ports N and N* to be equivalent under lossless 
reciprocal imbedding, it is necessary that there exist non-
hold simultaneously.
These conditions are not sufficient. But certain combinations of 
them, together with additional conditions which are non-necessary, do 
prove sufficient. The additional conditions are:
Non-nec'essary Conditions
is non-singular, i.e. r7 = n. ...(6.5.1)
The matrix (Q+P + P*Q) is positive (or negative) definite, 
i.e. rL = n, pi = n  or 0. ...(6.5.2)
The matrix (Q+P + P+Q) is non-singular, i.e. rL = n. ...(6.5.3)
The matrix (Q*P - PfQ) is non-singular, i.e. 2gR = n. ...(6.5.1*)
It should be added, for the sake of completeness, that if the n-port is 
reciprocal, then necessary‘and sufficient conditions for equivalence under 
lossless reciprocal imbedding are given by Theorem 1*.35 which is subsumed 
in condition 6.1*.1; and similarly, if it is lossless, the conditions are 
given in Theorem 5*3, or condition 6.1*.2. We therefore add two more 
non-necessary conditions, to cover these trivial cases.
The matrix (Q*P - PfQ) is zero, i.e. gR = 0 ...(6.5.5)
The matrix (Q+P + P*Q) is zero, i.e..-rL = 0 ...(6.5.6)
All the above conditions can equally well be expressed in terms of the AB 
representation.
We now summarize as a theorem, the sets of conditions, both necessary 
and non-necessary, which have been found sufficient for equivalence.
Theorem 6.2 The following sets of conditions are each sufficient (but not 
necessary) for N* to be equivalent to N, under non-singular 
lossless reciprocal imbedding:
Set A, comprising 6.1*.l, 2 and 6.5-1*
Set B, comprising 6.1*.l, 2 and 6.5»2.
The matrix P P*
LQ -Q*.
Set D, comprising 6.i+.l, 2, J+, 5» 6 and 6.5*^ *
Set E, comprising 6.^.1 and 6.5*5*
Set F, comprising 6.h.2 and 6.5*6.
The derivation of the sets of sufficient conditions5, and the explicit 
solutions for the T matrix of the imbedding 2n-port for each set, are 
given in Appendix 6.A. It should be noted that condition 6.5*2 necessarily 
implies condition 6.5*19 so that if rL = n, p£ = n or 0, then rT = n; this 
is shown in Appendix 6.B. Certain other theorems on rank are given in 
Appendices 6.B and 6.C, and in Appendix 6.D it is shown how the theorems
restrict the number of distinct classes which may exist for n-ports, under
lossless reciprocal imbedding.
6.6 A Canonical Form
A canonical form can only be obtained if a set of necessary and
sufficient conditions can be found. The simplest sets of sufficient
conditions, (A) and (B), only involve relations 6.i|.l and 2, and the 
problem reduces to finding canonical forms for the kernel matrices on the 
r.h.s. of each relation, denoted SL and as before. That is, the problem 
is to find a matrix F such that both and are canonical, in some 
sense. Youla (196^ ) has given solutions for the case when S. is positive 
or negative definite, that is, when set (B) of sufficient conditions 
obtains. The more general case when set (A) obtains is still not solved,
and is now briefly discussed. -
It is always possible, by a standard process, to find a non-singular 
matrix F0 which will diagonalize Sj., -i.e. such that
*o sl ?o  =  < : f c  1 »  0 >  . . . ( 6 . 6 . 1 )
where <±  1, 0 >  indicates a canonical diagonal matrix of the form given 
in equation b«7«l* With the same transformation matrix F0 , the matrix 
will become where
SRO has the same rank as S^ , but is not yet canonical, in any sense.
Suppose now that a non-singular matrix D is such that the form on 
the right of equation 6.6.1 is ’latent1 (Turnbull and Aitken, 1961, p. 106)
in the transformation D+XD, i.e* such that
D+ < ±  1, 0 > D  = < ± 1, 0 > ...(6.6.3)
“ *
for the particular matrix < ± 1, 0 > under consideration. Then
(F0D) SZ((F0D) = < ± 1, 0 >  ...(6.6.1+)
If we can choose from the set of matrices {D} with the required property 
one which will in addition reduce Sro to a suitable canonical form, the 
problem will be solved; that is, we require a D0 z {D} such that the 
matrix
= (F0D0)'S«(F0D0) ...(6.6.5)
is in a suitable canonical form.
• *
If Sx is definite, the latent matrix in the transformation of 
equation 6.6.3 is the unit matrix, and {D} is the set of unitary matrices;
this is the case solved by Youla (196U). The general case is more
difficult, and remains unsolved, except for the two-port.
"When sufficient sets (C) or (D) hold, it is necessary to find both 
an F and a G matrix to satisfy relations 6.1+.1, 2, 1+, 59 6. This problem 
has not been attempted, except for the two-port. In Chapter 9» it is 
shown how to choose D for the non-definite case, and both F and G can be 
found, so that canonical forms can be given for the two-port.
6.7 A Canonical Equivalent Circuit .
The only case for which a canonical equivalent circuit for the n-port 
can be given is the definite case solved by Youla (196U), for which 
rL - n, pL = n or 0, r7 = n; the circuit is given in Figure 6.2. The 
remaining arithmetic invariant, g^ , may take any integer value from 0 up 
to In or I (n - l). The algebraic invariants determine the 
transresistances of the gyrators, and according to the PMI will refer 
particularly to the properties implied by generalized transfer activity.
of transresistance a by an ideal voltage amplifier of transresistance 
2| a//(l + a2 )l , or by employing unit gyrators and allowing the algebraic 
invariants to determine the values of certain of the resistances (Schaug- 
Petterson, 1961), or by employing unit ideal voltage amplifiers, etc.
Such alternative circuits correspond to different canonical forms.
It is tempting to conjecture that one canonical equivalent circuit in 
the indefinite cases will be similar to the circuit of Figure 6.2, with 
both positive, negative, and zero resistances (the precise association 
between gyrators and resistances may be important). However, as 
demonstrated in section 9*6, even for n = 2 this conjecture is false, or 
rather incomplete; an alternative circuit must be employed in one 
particular case.
6.8 Conclusions
At the beginning of the chapter, we defined generalized transfer 
activity (GTA) in terms of the class of properties of an n-port which 
remain invariant under lossless reciprocal imbedding. The PMI leads to 
an algebraic problem which has not been solved yet for the general 
n-port, but whose solution should yield the invariants characteristic of 
the class of properties. It has been shown, however, that a hitherto 
unknown arithmetic invariant, r7 , has an important part to play in the 
equivalence problem. It has also been shown, for the first time, that an 
algebraic invariant, W^ , exists for n odd . Thus proper, algebraic, 
invariants exist both for n even and n odd; it follows that the property 
or class of properties GTA is continuous. Besides the discrete classes 
into which n-ports can be partitioned, distinguished by the values
of the arithmetic invariants n, rL , pL , g^ , rf , there are one or 
more continuous measures, permitting a continuous scale or scales of GTA 
to be defined, at least for some of the discrete classes. Theorems showing 
relations between the arithmetic invariants are given in Appendices 6.B, C, 
D, and these limit the number of allowable discrete classes. In the case 
of two-ports, the number is reduced from, a maximum of 36 down to lU.
measure remains obscure, except perhaps intuitively, and except for n = 2. 
For this case* the invariant Wjy of line 6.1+.17 is identical with Mason’s 
U-function (195^ )9 given in line 6.2.1, and Mason showed that under certain 
conditions it can be identified with the unilateral gain, thereby giving 
a direct insight into the physical property. The invariant properties 
of two-ports are discussed in Chapter 9*
We here indicate briefly how the sets of sufficient conditions quoted 
in section 6.5 may be obtained.
If an n-port N’ equivalent to N is described by both a PQ 
representation and an AB representation, then we have, first of all, by 
definition,
"pf~| = t FpI f ...(6.A.1)
_Q’J  U _
and
[A’:Bf] T = G [AiB] ...(6^.2)
where F and G are arbitrary and non-singular. If the 2n-port described 
by T is lossless and reciprocal, then T satisfies equations U.6.10 and 
5.3.1+, and it is readily shown that
~~ ...(6.A.3)Cp1*-] = t r  p* 1f*-q'*J L-q*j
. , [ V ] ,
...(6.A.5)
Each side of equations 6.A.1, 3, ^, 5 is 2n x n. Hence by juxtaposing the 
left-hand sides in pairs, and factorizing and juxtaposing on the right, we 
can obtain three independent 2n x 2n matrix equations, of the form
= TIP P*| IF I ...(6.A.6)[p» pi*“| tTp p 1 Tf "*]Q' -Q’*J LQ -Q*J L F*J
Since F and G are non-singular, the direct-sum matrices involving F and G 
are non-singular, and the three equations can be solved for T provided, 
respectively, that the following matrices are non-singular;
...(6.A.7)p  P*T p  B+~|, p  B‘"l
Lq -q*j  Lq a+J Lq -A'J
these conditions are respectively equivalent to the statements rf = n, 
rL = n, 2gR = n; see section 8.3 for the first of these statements.
solution for T to be found, the solution will not satisfy equations 1+.6.10 
and 5.3.^ .unless the necessary conditions 6.U.1, 2, h, 5s 6 obtain, or as 
many as are appropriate. The first four sets of sufficient conditions may 
thus be collected together, and yield solutions for T as follows:
i _  i
Under Set (A): T = rp’ P»* F rP P*i
LQ’ -Q’*j L LQ “Q*J
... (6.A. 8)
Under Set (B): As for set (A), since as proved in Appendix 6.B, if
+ +(Q P + P Q) is definite, then the matrix on the left of 6.A.7 is 
non-singular, i.e. if rL = n and pL = n or 0, then r; = n.
Under Set (C): T =
Under Set (D): T =
P* B,+
^ ! » +
_Q A
p’ b'* 
LQ’ -A(tJ
F
Gf
P B+7
_Q A+J
...(6.A.9)
...(6.A.10)
6.B Appendix B
We here prove two theorems concerning rank.
+ +
Theorem 6.3 If (Q P + P Q) is positive or negative definite, then the
matrix P P 
Q ~Q*
is non-singular.
We first prove a" lemma.' •' *
Lemma 6.3 An n x n matrix of the form in.-r
x 1
is non-singular for all X.
The lemma may be proved by showing that the following product of
-singular; as a
1 -X+ ~x+ -1
_X 1 _ _1 X_ [ 0 -(1 + X+X) "I1 + XX+ 0 J ...(6.B.I)
X (Turnbull and Aitken, 19&1, P* 97)» and hence {'ibid* , p. 106) there 
exists a unitary matrix H which conjunctively reduces X+X to a direct Siam 
of positive and zero terms, so that H+(l + X+X)H is non-singular. 
Therefore (l + X+X) and (l + XX+) are non-singular, and the lemma is 
proved.
To prove the theorem, we observe that if (Q+P + P+Q) is definite, 
there exists a non-singular matrix F which conjunctively reduces it to 
±ln. Hence the following product of matrices,
f+ p p*
+
1
F'_ -Q*_ 1 \
* 4
P P 
Q -Qt
-X ± 1n
...(6.B.2)
...(6.B.3)
where X^  = Ff(QfP - P#Q)F, reduces to a form which, from the lemma, is 
non-singular and the theorem is proved.
Since [P/Q] always has the maximum possible rank, n, the following 
theorem is readily proved in a similar fashion, the unit matrices of line 
6.B.3 being replaced by zero matrices.
Theorem 6.U If (Q+P + P+Q) is zero, then the rank of 
(n + rank X; ) = (n + 2gR) *
P P I is equal to
_Q -Q’
6.C Appendix C
Two further theorems on rank are stated, and the second is proved; 
the first is difficult to prove, and the argument suggested rests on an 
unsubstantiated conjecture.
Theorem 6.5 If (QfP - P*Q) is non-singular, and (Q+P + P+Q) is not 
indefinite, then | P P~ | is non-singular.fp p*1i
which congruently reduces it to a canonical form, denoted J’, consisting 
of the direct sum of matrices of the form I 0 1 I. We now consider the
following product of matrices,
t
F* p p*~i r  - i T f p  p#i  f - F  " ]  p *  1  (6 .c .
_Q "Q J J LQ -Q*J L F*_j L J'J
l)
X2J' 1„
...(6.C.2)
where X, = F+(Q+P + P+Q)F. The matrix of line 6.C.2 can be reduced
further, as follows, —
1 X2J> x2j\- 1
X2J' 1 - 1 X2J’
*
0 X^J^J*
X2J,X2J' - 1 0
 (6.C.3)
.. .-(6.C.U)
If now we conjecture that F can be chosen so as simultaneously to make
X2 diagonal, then it can be verified that the matrix product X2J'X2 J^  is
also diagonal, and that each term is the negative of the products of pairs
+ +
of the terms of X2. If (Q P + P Q) is positive (or negative) definite or 
semi-definite, then all the terms of the diagqnalized Xj have the same 
sign, and (X2JfX2Jf - 1^ ) is always negative and non-singular. The theorem 
follows at once.
Suppose now that (Q*P - PfQ) is zero (instead of non-singular). Then 
the product of the first five matrices of line (6.C.l) becomes
0 -xl 
-x2 0
...(6.C.5)
and since [P/Q] is always of maximum rank, n, the following theorem is 
easily proved.
(n + rank X2) = (n + rL).
6.D Appendix D
In terms of the integer invariants, rL, pL, gR9 r7 , Theorems 6.3 to 6.6 
may be re-expressed as follows.
Theorem 6.3. If r^  = n, pL = n or 0, then r7 = n
Theorem 6.H. If rL = 0, then r7 - 2g
Theorem 6.5. If 2g^  = n, and rL = pL or pL = 0, then rf = n
Theorem 6.6. If g_ =0, then r_ = r.
• • R  /  L .
If it is assumed that there are no more integer invariants, then the 
maximum possible number of discrete classes under lossless reciprocal 
imbedding would be as follows, considering all possible combinations of 
values of the invariants.
For n even: (n + l)2 (n + 2)2/k
For n odd: (n + l)5 (n + 2 )/h
However, the effect of the above four theorems is to reduce considerably 
the number of possible classes, so that for n = 2, only lU out of a possible 
36 exist, and for n = 3 not more than ill exist out of a possible 80. The 
1  ^discrete classes of two-ports are discussed in section 9.6.
(1) An account of earlier work on passive mechanical and electromechanical 
systems which violate the reciprocity relation was given hy Tellegen (19^ +8), 
who then proposed the gyrator as an ideal network element, and discussed 
the possibility of its (non-ideal) realization.
(2) It is perhaps worth pointing out that for reciprocal n-ports, these 
three invariants are respectively 0, 1, 0; for lossless n-ports, they are 
00, 00, 1; while for imaginary n-ports they are 1, 0, 00. In these cases 
the invariants convey virtually no useful information about the n-ports; *
this is to be expected, since such n-ports are not transfer active.
(3) The temptation to give the algebraic invariant for a three-port is 
irresistible. The closest analogue to the U-function of a two-port is 
the function Uj =1 - 1/WJ£, , which is given by
 ^r 22 ^ Z31 ~ Z13 ^ + ^ ( r !2 r 23 X31 + T 13 V 32 T 21 ) ~ + Z21 ^
U det. { Re ( Z ) }
(H) .Similar matrix functions are first described in circuit theory by 
Schaug-Petterson and Tonning (1959)• They are discussed by Youla et at. 
(1962), Youla (196^ )5 and Kuh and Rohrer (1967)9 though the fact that 
there are b8 per field, rather than just one (which is necessarily 
incomplete), has not been observed before.
(5) Youla (196k) obtains one set of sufficient conditions, corresponding 
to Set A, though he also states Set B, the proof 'to be given later*.
To demonstrate the insufficiency of conditions 6.1*. 1 and 2, he gives a 
counter-example involving two two-ports:
II
1•l~3
O1 IItsi
•’ .• * . 1 -1
Q_ _1 -1_
These two-ports have the same values for the two-port invariants known to 
Youla, i.e. for both Z2 and Z2*, (rL, pL, g^ ; U) = (2, 1, 1; «>), and they
calculation that no lossless reciprocal imbedding can transform one into 
the other. The explanation is simply that they have different values of 
the then unknown invariant rf : thus for Z2 , Xj = 0, and for Z2 , Tj = 1.
The completeness of the larger set of two-port invariants under lossless 
reciprocal imbedding is demonstrated in section 9*6.
(6) The correctness of this conjecture for the case when (Q*P - P*Q) is
real is suggested by Belevitch (1968, pp* ^05.-6), but the proof given for
Theorem 6.5 is incomplete until the conjecture is proved. However, if the
*
conjecture should turn out to be false,.it would not affect the validity
■ ■ . c'">,
of the Theorem, but would simply indicate that an alternative line of 
reasoning must be sought. Note that since the matrix product is
not normal (Perlis, 1952, p.192), it cannot be diagonalized by a unitary 
matrix.
Fig. 6.1 Logic diagram showing relationship between lossless, 
reciprocal and imaginary imbeddings.
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ABSOLUTE STABILITY
7*1 Introduction
The term 'absolute stability' refers to the behaviour of an n-port 
closed on uncoupled passive one-port terminations, and several different 
definitions are current. The method of the present chapter is to review' 
briefly the existing definitions, and then to introduce a new definition 
which makes it possible to generate a class of n-ports, (N^ }, whose members 
are all equivalent to a given n-port N with respect to absolute stability.
It emerges that absolute stability is closely connected with activity - 
passivity.
The common properties of the mathematical representations of {N^ } are 
considered, and it is shown that both arithmetic and algebraic proper 
invariants exist. From the PMI it is deduced that the absolute stability 
of N can be completely described in terms of these invariants. Consequently 
it is possible to assign N to one of a finite number of discrete classes, 
on the basis of the arithmetic invariants, and to order N within the class 
on the basis of the algebraic invariants, which may be interpreted as 
continuous measures of absolute stability.
7.2 Some Existing Definitions
The term 'absolute stability* refers to the behaviour of an n-port 
when its ports are closed on n passive one-port terminations. There are 
two main types of definition which are currently employed; they may be 
called 'global' definitions and 'single-frequency' definitions, depending 
on the locations of the natural (complex) frequencies of the closed system.
A typical global definition is as follows (De Pian, 1962, p. 3^ 1;
Kuh and Rohrer, 1967* P* 231).
passive one-port terminations, the closed system remains stable, 
that is, its natural frequencies remain in the left half-plane.
According to the global definition, if a passively terminated n-port 
has a natural frequency anywhere in the right half-plane, it is absolutely 
unstable. A more useful and precise definition narrows the area down to'a 
single frequency in the right half-plane, and a typical single-frequency 
definition runs (Linvill and Gibbons, 1961, p. 267; Kuh and Rohrer, 1967» 
p. 232).
' >
Definition 7.2 An n-port is called absolutely stable at a frequency s2 in 
the right half-plane if it is impossible to select one-port 
terminations such that the closed system has a natural frequency 
at Sj .
Other definitions which have been given are as follows.
Definition 7.3 An n-port is called absolutely stable if the port currents 
are zero under all passive terminations (Youla, 1959a; Ku, 1963).
Definition 7.^  An n-port is called absolutely stable if the real part of 
the driving point impedance at any port is positive under 
arbitrary passive one-port terminations at the other (n - l) 
ports (Ku, 1963).
These two definitions may be interpreted either in a global or in a' 
single-frequency sense. Since we are confining our attention to the 
steady-state properties of n-ports, it is convenient for our purposes to 
adapt Definition 7.3 by restricting the port currents to sinusoidal 
waveforms of real constant frequency a)o . It is necessary to insist first 
that the n-port is stable in at least one closed mode, that is when closed 
on some suitable set of open or short circuits or (if necessary) passive
frequency axis (joo axis). This precondition -will be taken to apply 
throughout the following treatment.
7*3 Discussion of Preferred Existing Definition
Suppose an n-port N, described by a PQ representation, has n arbitrary 
passive impedances z z2,...zw, Re(zfc) ^ 0, connected in series with the 
n ports, as shown in Figure 7*1* Then the voltages and currents, va , ia at 
the ports of the augmented n-port are given by
v„ = v + <z>.i
where <z> is the diagonal matrix with elements z2 , z2 
are related by
zn and v and i
Hence
V = P w
_i_ _Q_
= . 1 <z> P
i
a
0 1 Q
...(7.3.2)
w
V
...(7.3.3)
...(7.3.10
— (7.3.5)
P + <z>Q
_  Q .
If the new ports are closed by short circuits, then vfl = 0, and
[ P + <z>Q] w  = 0
ia . = Q w
If the n-port N is absolutely stable at u)0, then from Definition 7*39 the
port currents ia of the augmented n-port N! are zero (at a ) for all
passive one-port impedances Zj , z2 ,...zn , that is for arbitrary choice of 
<z>, provided ReCz^ .) ^ 0. A necessary and sufficient condition for this 
is that
A[P + <z>Q] ' 0 ...(7.3.6)
for all <z>, Re(zfc) ^ 0. This ensures that w = 0 and hence that ifl = 0.
stability, but that Q may be singular. An alternative formulation in terms 
of shunt admittances, with zero voltages across them, would imply that Q 
must be non-singular but that P may be singular. It may be concluded that 
both P and Q must be non-singular for absolute stability.
It is useful to define ’weak absolute stability’, first introduced by 
Youla (1959a), to account for n-ports with P or Q or both singular, and to 
avoid classifying lossless n-ports (and some weakly passive n-ports) as 
not absolutely stable.
Definition 7.5 An n-port is called weakly absolutely-stable if the port
currents are zero under all passive terminations whose real parts 
are simultaneously greater than zero.
A necessary and sufficient condition for an n-port to be weakly stable is 
therefore
A[P + <z>Q] =£0 ...(7.3.7)
for all <z>, Re(zfc) > 0. The alternative formulation is redundant in 
this case.
The absolute stability so far considered, as defined in Definition 7*3 
and formulated in line 7*3.6, will be called ’strict absolute stability’ 
from here onwards. It is clear that strictly absolutely-stable n-ports 
form a sub-class of the class of Weakly absolutely-stable ri-ports.
It is convenient to summarize the consequences of Definitions 7.3 and
7.5 as a theorem.
Theorem 7.1 An n-port is weakly absolutely-stable if either of the
matrices [P + <z>Q], [ <y>P + Q] is non-singular for all <z>, 
Re(zfc)"> 0 or all <y>, He(yfc) > 0, respectively. It is strictly 
(and weakly) absolutely-stable if both matrices are non-singular
the condition "becomes
A[Z + <z>] =£ 0 .. .(7*3.8)
for all <z>, where Re(zfc) ^ 0 for strict absolute stability, and Re(zfc) > 0 
for weak stability. The alternative conditions in terms of the admittance 
representation are readily derived.
The mathematical formulations of the definitions of absolute stability, 
given in Theorem J.l, are of little practical use in general. The criterion 
for the absolute stability of a two-port, first derived by Llewellyn (1952) 
and Moulon (1952), and known as the Llewellyn criterion, is usually derived 
from Definition J.V. It is however of interest to derive the Llewellyn 
criterion from equation 7*3*8, which follows from Definitions 7*3 and 7*5 
and Theorem 7*1* firstly because the derivation is new, and secondly because 
some insight into the nature of absolute stability will be gained thereby.
7*1+ Application of an Existing Definition to Two-ports
We assume the two-port possesses an impedance representation Z. Then 
equation 7*3*8 becomes
iji + Zj z 12
Z21 Z22 + Z2
^ 0 ...(7.^ .1)
for all z, , z , Re(z ) = r ^0, Re(z ) = r ^ 0.
1 2 1  1 2 2
We combine the reactive parts of zJ2 and z2 into jX^  , and set the real
parts (rJ2 + r } - R , etej clearly X , X2 may assume all positive and
negative (real) values, while Ri , R2 will be limited by the limitations on
r. , r.. If we also denote the product zIO z,, by z = r + jx , we can 
• * 12 21 s s S ' ' . -
expand the determinantal inequality 7*^*1 into
(R2 + jX/)(R2 + jX2) - Zj =£ 0 ...(7*^ *2)
It follows that at least one of the following must hold, for all allowed 
values of R7 , R^, X2 , X2 :
B; R2 - X, X2 - rf * 0 ...(7.4.3)
Xj Hy + X/ Ej - x, . ^ 0 ...(T.lt.lt)
so that the left-hand side of inequality 7*^ *  ^is zero. If we then 
eliminate X2 , we obtain the condition
R2X2 - x,X2 + R2(R2R2 - r,) =£ 0 ...(7.U.5)
This condition will always be satisfied (for real X2) if the discriminant of 
the left-hand side is negative, that is, if
x? - URjR^ .CRjE, - r,-) < 0 ...(-T.lt.6)-
i.e. if
(2R;E2 - r,)3 > IzJ2 ... (T.lt.T)
%
This is true either if
2Rj R2 > I zs\ + rs > 0 ... (T.U.8)
or if
-2R;H2 > IzJ - r, > 0  ...(T.lt.9)
where the non-negative character of the term I z I ± r has been explicitly 
indicated.
The second condition, line 7.^ *9» can only hold if one of R7 and R2 
is negative, and since R^  = rJ2 + r2 , and r2 ^ 0 etc. 3 this implies that 
one or both of ri2 , r22 are negative. If so, increasing r2 and r2 
sufficiently will always cause RjR2 to be positive, falsifying the 
condition for some r2, r2. The second condition may therefore be dropped 
from consideration. .
We are therefore left with the first condition, line 7»^*8j for which 
a necessary pre-condition is that HiR2 > 0. For strict absolute stability, 
r , r ^ 0, and hence r , r9 > 0 for this to hold for all r , r ; for
i ii «« 1 «
weak stability, r , r > 0, and it is sufficient that r , r ^ 0.
1 2  1 1 - 22 •
Similarly, for strict absolute stability, 2r r > | z I + r ; while fori i a* S S
weak stability, it is allowable that 2ri7 r22 ^ \ zs\ + Tg.
We may therefore deduce the following extended form of the Llewellyn
criterion, the standard form of which is given in section 1.2, lines 1.2.3»
U. The necessary conditions for strict absolute stability are
rn >  0 ...(7A.IO)
2rU  r22 >  J  ZJ2 Z21 'I +  R e ( z 12 *21 ^ ...(j.k.12)
but these conditions are more than sufficient: necessary and sufficient
conditions are just
ru > or r22 > 0 . .-.(7.U.13)
2r2j r22 ^ I Zj|2 z22 I t Re(Zj2 ^21 ^ • ••(7,^ ,# 12)
The necessary and sufficient conditions for weak absolute stability are
rn >  0 ...(7A.11+)
r22 > 0 ...(7.^ .1?)-
2t11 r22 ^   ^Z22 Z2i  ^+ R e (z22 z22 ^  ...(7»^»l6)
where either of the first two equalities implies the third equality.
The standard approach can give us no further information about 
absolute stability. It leads to a rather unpromising mathematical 
formulation, which in the case of two-ports yields simple qualitative 
conditions.
It may be observed, however, that increasing the self-resistances of 
a two-port increases all the inequalities. This suggests that a two-port
with self-resistances rI2 + Ar^ , r22 + Ar22 is, in some sense, more
’absolutely stable* than a two-port with rJ2 , r22 . It may therefore be 
possible to order two-ports according to some quantitative measure of 
stability7. Similar questions arise for the general n-port.
To progress further, we apply the PMI. We construct the class of 
n-ports (W^} having absolute stability identical with that of a given n-port 
W, by identifying the group of 2n-port imbeddings {M^} which are transparent 
to absolute stability, so that {W^ } = {M^N}. This suggests a new 
definition of absolute stability. We then look for properties common to 
the class {N^ }, arid relate them to the property absolute stability.
cumbersome and something of a misnomer. For the rest of this work we shall 
use the word ’abstable1 to mean ’absolutely stable' whenever appropriate.
7.5 An Equivalence Class
In the application of the preferred definition of absolute stability. 
Definition 7*39 the n-port N is first augmented by connecting n arbitrary' 
passive impedances in series with it, as shown in Figure 7*1* The short- 
circuit stability (at the frequency of interest only) of the augmented 
n-port is then investigated.
We now seek to construct a new n-port N’ which is equivalent to N with 
respect to absolute stability, so that N’ is a member of {N^ }. The new 
n-port N’ will be derived from N by imbedding N in a 2n-port network M^ , 
so that N’ = M^kN. Since the augmenting impedances are not coupled among 
themselves, the imbedding network must leave all the ports of N’ uncoupled. 
It follows that the most general form of imbedding allowed consists of n 
uncoupled two-ports, hlj , n^./.m^ , as shown in Figure J.2. It is also 
necessary that the application of the test for absolute stability to the 
new network N’ should yield the same result as when applied to N.
Consequently, terminating any port of N’, e.g. port k, on an arbitrary 
passive impedance z^  must yield the same result as terminating the same 
port of N on an arbitrary passive impedance zk-. That is, the cascade of 
m^  and an arbitrary passive z'k must appear, to port k of I, no different 
from an arbitrary passive zfc. This gives us sufficient information to 
identify mfc and hence M^ .
For clarity, port 1 of the augmented Nf of Figure J.2 is redrawn in 
Figure 7*39 after short-circuiting. Suppose now the two-port m, has a 
transmission matrix T; defined by
wucxc owe vuxoages tmu currents are maicauea on .Figure f.j. ir zj is 
passive (or lossless), the (steady state) power absorbed by it is positive 
or zero, i.e. Re[ yzl*(-ii )] ^ 0, or
^ < 0 ...(7.5.2)
r* ~1+ r— —1 r— -
l
l i;
We require to know the constraints on Tf , such that when z\ is passive 
(or lossless), the impedance zJ seen by port 1 of N is also passive (or 
lossless). That is, we require the inequality.
< 0 ...(7.5>3)
to be contingent on the inequality 7*5*2, and the equality signs to hold 
simultaneously or not at all. Now v^  , i^1 are related to v-, i^  by 
equation 7*5*1* and so we have from condition 7*5*2,
< 0 ...(7.5A)vi
+ m+T 1 TI V2
h 1 *2
Whenever this is true, we require the previous inequality to hold.
The condition for the form of line 7*5*3 to be negative definite, or 
zero, for those values of v7, i2 for which the form of line 7*5*^  is 
negative definite, or zero, is simply that the matrices of the forms be 
proportional, i.e. ‘‘
...(7.5.5)
_i
where q2 is a positive non-zero constant.
Taking determinants indicates that q7 = I ATj I , so that the constraints 
on Tj are that it should be non-singular, and that
1 Ti = V 1
_1 J*
times the power entering and leaving the n-port via port 1. Thus mi is, 
in general, an amplifier or attenuator. When I AT71 = 1, the two-port nij
is a lossless, perhaps non-reciprocal, impedance transforming network. In 
general, ^  can be regarded as a cascade of a lossless two-port with 
impedance transforming properties, and an IAPS (Haus, 195*+) which is 
’impedance transparent1, as discussed in Appendix 7*A.
Let us denote by {m^ } the class of two-ports with non-singular 
transmission matrices which satisfy equation 7*5*6, and by (M } the class of 
2n-ports which consist of n two-ports arbitrarily selected from {m^ }. We* 
now define {N^ } as the class of n-ports containing all N1 = M # N, where 
M e {M^ }. The results of the above arguments can now be summarized as a 
theorem.
Theorem 7*2 ’ The members of {N^ } are strictly or weakly abstable, or not 
abstable, according as N e is strictly or weakly abstable,
or not abstable.
It is readily verified that the class {M^ } forms a group, since class 
{m^ } clearly forms a group under cascade connection, and the class {M^ } 
under cascade connection consists of uncoupled cascades of members of {m^ }.
We are therefore led to suggest, as a hypothesis, a new definition of 
the spectrum of properties comprising strict and weak absolute stability, 
which will allow the PMI to be applied.
Definition 7*6 The absolute stability spectrum of properties is the class 
of properties which remains invariant under the group of non­
singular {M^ } imbedding, excluding those properties which are 
invariant under groups which contain {M^ } as a sub-group.
The exclusion given in the second part of the definition is made with 
the fore-knowledge that groups containing {M^ } as a sub-group do exist.
They will be discussed below after the formal statement of the problem in 
the following section.
We now consider the transmission matrix T, of a member of {M„}. ItA A
will consist of the direct sum of n matrices satisfying equation 7»5«6, 
i.e. the equation for the 2n-port is
v' zs 1
J 1
y Ti . 1
1
1
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1
2 1•
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(7.6.1)
Let us represent a port pair of variables by p . Then
Pi’ = * [ T, + T + ... + T ]1 2  n h
pf 
2 • '
•
pa•
•
•
p*n
•
3 _
...(7.6.2)
Or, more compactly still, representing the direct sum of 2 x 2 matrices 
by <T>,
P1 = < T > p ...(7.6.3)
Now for all Tfc, from equation 7*5*6,
Tfc J Tfc - qtJ . . . ( 7 .6 .U )
where J is the 2 x 2 matrix I 0 1 I , and qfc = | ATj > 0. Hence we obtain
<T>+<J> <T > = <(q. J)> ...(7.6.5)
This, in compact form, is the constraint on the transmission matrix
T = <T> of a 2n-port which is a member of (M }. 
A A
But from above we have
P = Pi = "VI~ = . 1 1 V ...(7.6.7)
P2 V ! 1 V2 ,
•
V2 1 !
•
•
Pm V i 1 Vn
•
• 1 1
* 11 1
1
V
Vn
1
!|
•
•
i
1
1 1 in 1 n
Denoting the permutation matrix by C, we have
II 0 V = c P
_i_ _Q_
w ...(7.6.8)
and so from equation 7*6.3
p ’ = < T >  C w ...(7.6.9)
The equation of the transformed n-port N’ = M. * N may be written
p’ = C P!
LQ’J
w1 ...(7.6.10)
and consequently
C P’ V' = <T> C P w ...(7.6.11)
_Q'_ _Q_
Since w and w’ are two sets of independent variables for the same 
n-port, there exists some non-singular matrix F such that
w = Fw* ...(7*6.12)
Hence we may write
an arbitrary n x n matrix, matrix F may be taken as essentially arbitrary.
Here, {[P’/Q1]} is the representation of a single n-port N’, which is 
a member of provided is a member of {M^ }, that is provided <T>
satisfies equation 7*6.5•
Let us now consider the set of representations {[P’/Q1] )A generated 
by allowing <T> to assume successively all values which satisfy equation 
7.6.5* This set will collectively form a representation of the class of 
networks (H^ ). Thus we have
{ P’ }A = {C 1 <T> C P"’ -..(7.6.IU)
_Q’_ S -
7.7 The Application of the PMI
We now apply the PMI, and enquire what mathematical properties the 
members of the set■'{[ P* /Q13 }A have in common.
Firstly, we observe (with reference to equation 7*6.1) that since the 
matrix <T> is the direct sum of non-singular 2 x 2  matrices, and since F 
is n.x n and non-singular, for n even the ranks of certain n x n sub-matrices 
of the 2n x n matrix C [P/Q] will be invariant, as will be apparent from 
equation 7*6.13* There will in general be such invariants; the two
invariants corresponding to n = 2 are discussed in section 9*11* Further­
more, for n ^  k9 there are enough relationships among the n x n submatrices 
to allow the determinants of F and the Tfc to be eliminated, so that 
algebraic invariants exist as well (assuming appropriate matrices are 
non-singular); this point is discussed below in section 8.15* All these 
invariants exist whether or not the Tfc satisfy the special equation 7*5*6 
appropriate to absolute stability, and are purely the result of the fact 
that the 2n-port imbedding is degenerate and consists of n uncoupled two- 
ports (possessing inverses). Hence these invariants are preserved under 
the imbedding {M^ } appropriate to absolute stability, but are not proper 
to it; they are proper to imbedding groups which contain {M^ } as a 
sub-group, and are discussed in section 8.15*
must introduce the restrictions on <T>. Since <T> satisfies
< T X j X T >  = <(qJ)> 
we can eliminate <T> by forming the matrix
P' + C+ < J > C P’
_Q'_ _Q\_
...(7*6.5)
...(7.7.1)
F+ P + c+ < t >+< j X t> c p F ...(7.7.2)
_Q__ _Q_
F+ P + C+ <(qJ)> C P F ...(7.7-3)
_Q_ JL
In this expression, F is non-singular and arbitrary, and the qk are 
real, positive (non-zero) and arbitrary; the qfc represent all that 
remain of the transmission matrices <T>. The expression can be simplified 
to
— (T-T-U)P 0 <q> p
JL _«!> 0 _ _Q_
= F F ...(7.7.5)
where S^  is defined by
= [ Q+«1>P + P+<q>Q] ...(7.7.6)
We note in passing that if Q is non-singular and an impedance matrix Z 
exists, then
S. = <q>Z + Z <q>
2h r11
% z2, + % zh
% z31 +  % Z13
% Z12 + % Z2,
2% T22
... 2q rn nn
• • • (T-7 - 7) 
...(7.7.8)
only in terms of the invariants of the set of matrices generated by allowing 
F and the q^. to assume the allowed values indicated.
Under the conjunctive transformation F+X F, the order, rank and index 
of the kernel matrix are invariant. The rank and index of are integer 
functions of the continuous variables q^  > 0. Thus if we denote by x the 
ordered triple consisting of the order, rank and index of S^ , .^e.
X = x(n: r(S^ ), p(S )^), then the finite set of distinct triples (x)^ * 
generated as the qfc assume all allowed values, is invariant.
The fact that the transformation is conjunctive, and the form of the 
kernel matrix S^ , are both familiar, and immediately suggest that we should 
consider the activity - passivity matrix S[ of a member N' of {N*}.
We have from section k.2 and equation 7*6.13*
si = P1
+ 1
_Q’_ J- 2.
p”i
_Q'J
+II P + C+ <T>+ C*+ f l"|c' < T> C p
JL Li J JL
...(7.7.IO)
where superscript *i’ means ’inverse'. Since the central three matrices 
reduce to <J>, we have from equations 7*6.5 and 7*7*3*
11 + p V <(qJ)> C P F ...(7*7*11)
JL JL
= F F ...(7*7*12)
Hence the activity-passivity of the n-port N' is expressible in terms
of the order, rank and index of S^ .
This result may be summarized as follows. The class of networks {N^ }
are all equivalent with respect to absolute stability. However, the
absolute stability of the class is in some way contingent on the activity -
to
passivity of members of the class, which clearly varies from membe^as
the rank and index of vary with the q^ .
the following proposition is immediately suggested. If among the {N^ } 
there is one n-port which is weakly passive, then it and all the (N^ } are 
weakly abstable; if one is strictly passive, then all are strictly 
abstable. Conversely, if none of the (N^ } are weakly (or strictly) passive, 
then we may hope to show that the (N ) cannot be weakly (or strictly) 
abstable. This may be stated as a lemma, which is proved in Appendix 7*B»
Lemma 7.1 If no member of the equivalence class {N.} is weakly passive,A
then cannot be weakly abstable; if none is strictly
passive, then cannot be strictly abstable.
7*8 A Theorem on Absolute Stability
We can now state a theorem on absolute stability, summarizing the 
recent findings.
Theorem 7.3 The class of n-ports {N^ } contains n-ports all with the same
absolute stability as N e {N^ }. The class is weakly abstable if
and only if one or more members of {N } are weakly passive.
The class is strictly abstable if and only if one or more members 
are strictly passive.
In terms of the derived matrix S^ , defined in equation 7.7*6, and the 
results of section k.9, the theorem may be restated as follows.
Corollary 7.3.1 The class {N^ } is weakly abstable if and only if there 
exist some qfc > 0 such that is positive semi-definite. The 
class is strictly abstable if and only if there exist some 
q  ^>  0 such that is positive definite.
The proof of the theorem and its immediate corollary is given in
Appendix 7*C.
possible to convert an n-port into a weakly passive n-port by cascading it 
with n two-port IAPS's, which alter the power flow through the k’th port 
by a factor q^ , then the n-port is weakly abstable, and strictly abstable
if the n-port can be made strictly passive.
It is apparent that in terms of the order n, rank r, and index p of 
the matrix the class {N^ } is weakly abstable if p = r for any one 
member, and strictly abstable if p = r = n for any one member. We may
therefore state another corollary, in terms of the invariant set of
characters {y}, of S..A A
Corollary 7.3.2 The class {N^ } is weakly abstable if and only if
x(n: a9 a) £ (X^ for some a, 0 < a ^  n. The class is strictly 
abstable if and only if x(n: n9 a) a
A more compact statement of the corollary is possible if we first 
define a special member of {x^* Let us select from those members of 
{X}^  which have minimum value of (r - p), that is, minimum negative index, 
one which has, in addition, maximum rank r; denote this member by 
X^  = (n: r^ , p^). Then we can state
Corollary :7» 3* 3 The class {N^ } is weakly abstable if and only if r^  =
The class is strictly abstable if and only if rA =. p^  = n.
It may be seen that Xa W  assume §(n + l)(n + 2) values, of which 
(n + l) correspond to weakly abstable n-ports, including one which 
corresponds to strictly abstable n-ports, and in(n + l) correspond to 
n-ports which are not Weakly abstable. It is therefore possible, on the 
basis of x^ 9 to partition n-ports into i(n + l)(n + 2) classes, rather 
than just three. It is evident that Definition .'7.6 leads to results 
consistent with Definitions 7*3 and 7»5«
the PMI. It has been shown that a qualitative indication of absolute 
stability can be given in terms of the set of characters or °? one
special member Xa > which remain invariant under the group of transformations 
corresponding to {M^ } imbedding. These invariants are arithmetic, and it 
is now necessary to enquire whether algebraic invariants exist also, since 
at no point has there been any reason to suppose that a complete set of 
invariants has been found,
7.9 Algebraic Invariants
If N is represented by a PQ matrix, then the PQ matrix of a second 
member N' of the class {N*} is given by
c P’ = <T> C P F ..(7.6.13)
_Q’_ _Q_
where
<T>+< J> < T >  = <(qJ)> ...(7.6.5)
F is an arbitrary non-singular n x n matrix, and the qfc are arbitrary, 
real .and positive non-zero. If these equations are overdetermined, then 
algebraic invariants exist, since it will be possible to eliminate F and 
the qfc and obtain a relationship between [P’/Q1] and [ P/Q] . Notice that 
since equation 7*6.13 is symmetrical in [ Pf/Q’] and [ P/Q] , the relationship 
win be such that some function or functions of [P’/Q1] will equal the 
same function or functions of [ P/Q] , and these functions will be the 
algebraic invariants we are looking for.
Since equation 7.6.5 is of second order, it is not easy to determine 
the number of relationships between [ P’/Q’] and [P/Q] , or indeed to show 
that any exist at all. Direct calculation reveals one algebraic invariant 
for n - 2, and six (provisionally) for n = 3; for n = k the number exceeds 
ten, not all of which are proper to absolute stability (see section 8.15). 
The results for n = 2 are given in Chapter 9*
Under {M^ } imbedding, which corresponds to absolute stability, an 
n-port N possesses both arithmetic and algebraic invariants. It has been 
shown that the arithmetic invariants rA , p^  are proper to {M^ } imbedding.
It is thus possible to define g(n + l)(n +2) discrete equivalence classes 
on the basis of these invariants, and Corollary 7.3.3 shows that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for N' and N to be members of one of these 
classes is that they should both have the same set of invariants (n : r^, P^ )* 
However, the fact (stated in the previous section) that algebraic invariants 
exist for n ^  2, all of which for n =2 or 3 are proper to {M^} imbedding, 
and some at least for n > 3 , indicates that a continuous measure or 
measures of absolute stability exist, which enable n-ports to be ordered 
within the discrete classes. It is now clear that while possessing the 
same set of invariants (n: r . p ) is necessary for n-ports to be equivalent
A A
under {M^ } imbedding, it is not sufficient; it is sufficient merely for 
assigning them to the same discrete class. The problem of determining 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of n-ports under 
{M^ } imbedding is of great complexity, and has only been attempted for n = 2; 
the results are given in section 9*13.
However, it is possible to give an equivalent circuit for the discrete 
classes, and this may indicate qualitatively the form of a canonical 
equivalent circuit under (M^} imbedding. The 'qualitative1 equivalent 
circuit, appropriate to the discrete classes, consists of the canonical 
equivalent circuit under lossless imbedding N^, given in section . 8, with
invariants (n: r , pr ) = (n: r , p.), and denoted by: Nr . The n-port N
L L A  . A LAO JAP
is imbedded first in a lossless imbedding and then in an (M,} imbedding, as
. %•shown in Figure 7 The effect of the algebraic invariants (and further 
arithmetic invariants, if they exist) is to place restrictions on the 
lossless imbedding; indeed, it may be that in some cases no imbedding 
exists.
It has been shown that if absolute stability is redefined in a way 
which allows an equivalence class to be generated, then the application of 
the PMI leads to a greater understanding of the property and several new 
results. Firstly, it has been deduced that absolute stability depends on 
whether an n-port can be made weakly or strictly passive after imbedding 
in a special class of 2n-ports; this is a qualitative criterion, which 
can be expressed in terms of the special member X^(n: ^9 P^ ) the 
invariant set of characters, (x^* Secondly, it has been indicated that 
quantitative criteria exist, by virtue of the fact that proper algebraic 
invariants can be found. The number of algebraic invariants is one for 
n = 2, and increases rapidly as n increases beyond 2. It may therefore b.e 
deduced that absolute stability is essentially a continuous property, 
which can in principle be measured by the algebraic invariants. It is 
thus possible to partition n-ports into g(n + l)(n + 2) discrete classes, 
and to order them continuously within each class, on the basis of their 
absolute stability.
The imbedding 2n-ports appropriate to absolute stability are made up 
of uncoupled two-ports whose transmission matrices are non-singular and 
satisfy
T 1 II > 1
_1 JL
...(7.5.6)
If the components of the transmission matrix are &11 etc., then they must 
satisfy the following equations
He(a* ai7) = 0, ReCaj a^^) = 0 ...(7.A.1)
a?i a22 + a2j ai2 ajj a22 a2J ai2 ...(7.A.2)
It is easily shown that the most general forms of transmission matrix 
which satisfy these equations are
jLa21 Ka27 and a2i
a21 jMa2i 0 SaiJ
where an , a2i are complex and arbitrary, and K, L, M, R, S, are real 
and arbitrary; the second form is appropriate if a2J is zero. The 
impedance matrix corresponding to the first form is
Na,'22jL
l/a2J jM
where N = -(LM + K); the second form has no impedance matrix.
The transmission matrix of either form may be expressed as the 
product of two matrices , of which the second has a determinant equal to 
unity, i,e.
c • A jB
c D
where c is complex and arbitrary, and A, B, C, D are real and satisfy 
(AD - BC) = 1, but are otherwise arbitrary. The first matrix is the
(Haus, 195*0 5 and the second is lossless and reciprocal: it has an
impedance matrix
"jX jY~
JX jz_
where X = A/C, Y = 1/C, Z = D/C. ,
Thus the two-ports which make up the class {in^ }, from which the 
2n-ports {M^ } are constructed, may be regarded as the cascade connection 
of an IAPS with a lossless reciprocal reactive two-port.
7*B Appendix B
We here restate and prove the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1 If no member of the equivalence class {N^  } is weakly passive, 
then {N^ } cannot be weakly abstable; if none is strictly 
passive, then {N^ } cannot be strictly abstable.
If N is not weakly passive, it is active, and from section ij-.3 there 
exists a class of n-ports {W}, such that the combination W * N, We {W}, 
supports an admissible signal pair such that power flows out of N, i.e- 
0. Interpose two {M^ } imbeddings M and M*, in cascade, such that
M* * M ■ E ... (7.B.I)
■i.e. so that one is the inverse of the other.' Then with notation as 
indicated in Figure7*5»
N” = M* # M * N = N  (7.B.2)
so that N" is equivalent to N, and supports the same admissible signal • 
pairs.
The power flow through each port of N may be outwards, zero, or 
inwards. Arrange for the {m^ } two-ports of M to attenuate the power flow 
when directed out- of N, and to amplify the power flow if directed into N. 
Then it is always possible to 'arrange that the net power flow out of N1
the case when no power flows into any port of N. In this case, W can he 
replaced by a set of uncoupled passive one-ports, with impedance equal to 
vfc/ifc , where vfc, ifc are the voltages at and currents into the ports of W; 
if ifc is zero, the k'th one-port is an open circuit.
This set is a set of uncoupled passive one-ports with some non-zero 
port currents, and hence, according to Definition 7*5, N is not weakly 
abstable. Thus the only case when N is not equivalent under {M^ } imbedding 
to a weakly passive n-port N1 is when it is not weakly abstable. The 
first part of the lemma follows at once.
The second part of the lemma is difficult to prove, and no similar 
physical argument has been found. Strictly passive n-ports differ from 
weakly passive n-ports in that no driving-point impedance can have a zero 
real part, under lossless imbedding. Intuitively it is this property which 
would allow lossless one-ports to be connected without the possibility of 
supporting circulating currents, as required for strict absolute stability. 
The difficulty is to choose the {M^ } imbedding M so that W' is strictly, 
rather than just weakly, passive.
Mathematically, Lemma 7«1 is equivalent to the following Lemma, 
assuming Q is non-singular and a Z matrix exists.
Lemma 7.2 If TZ + <z>] is non-singular for all zk, Re( zfc) > 0, there 
exists a set of real qfc > 0, such that the Hermitian matrix 
I <q>Z + Z <q>| is positive semi-definite; if [ Z + <z>] is 
non-singular for all zk, Ee(zk) >  0 , there exists a set of real 
qfc > 0 such that the Hermitian matrix is positive definite.
A proof of this lemma from first principles has been found by C.D. Wiltsher 
(1969).
We here restate and prove Theorem 7*3.
Theorem 7.3: The class of n-ports {N^} contains n-ports all with the same
absolute stability as N e {^4}* (a) The class is weakly abstable
if and only if one or more members of (N^ } are weakly passive.
(b) The class is strictly abstable if and only if one or more' 
members are strictly passive.
The proof of each section is given separately.
(a) All weakly passive n-ports are weakly abstable, since if the n-ports 
are closed on passive one-ports with positive real parts, the port currents 
will always be zero; this proves sufficiency. Notice however, from 
section U.99 that a weakly passive n-port may reflect energy, at some (or 
all) ports, that is, may have a driving-point immittance with zero real 
part, and if such a port is closed on a one-port with zero real part 
circulating currents may flow. Consequently, in general, a weakly passive 
n-port is only weakly abstable. Necessity follows directly from Lemma 7«1»
(b) All strictly passive n-ports are strictly abstable, since if the n- 
ports are closed on passive one-ports with positive or zero real parts, the 
port currents will always be zero; a strictly passive n-port cannot ever 
reflect energy, or have a driving-point immittance with zero real part.
This proves sufficiency. Necessity follows from Lemma 7•! or 7.2.
(l) A similar observation might well be made in the case of the 'passivity 
criterion'i equations *1.2.10 to 12. However, in that case the suggestion 
turns out to be misleading, since activity - losslessness - passivity is 
found (in Chapter k) to be a discontinuous or discrete property, 
characterized purely by integers (see also the remarks in section 1.2).
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
A SURVEY OF SOME FURTHER EQUIVALENCE CLASSES
8.1 Introduction
In the four previous chapters we have taken as starting point some n-port 
physical property, reasonably well defined, and modified the definition so as to 
be able to construct an equivalence class of n-ports having the same property 
in common. An essential intermediate step has been to identify a group of 
imbeddings transparent to the n-port property.
In this chapter, which is largely speculative, we systematically consider 
certain possible imbedding groups, and with them construct equivalence classes. 
This procedure amounts to starting in the middle of the PMI, at step (3) of 
section 2.U, and working back to the equivalence class and forward to the 
invariants. Consequently there is no a priori reason why the equivalence class 
or its invariants should have any interesting or useful properties at all. In 
some cases the physical significance of the transformation group and the 
equivalence class is clear; in others it is obscure, at least at present. 
Similarly, the invariants, where they have been found, are only in some cases 
easy to interpret.
The chapter is in two parts. In the first part all the imbeddings are 
2n-ports. The first five sections deal with simple imbedding classes, similar 
to the lossless and reciprocal imbedding classes considered in Chapters U and 
The next few sections deal with classes which are the intersections of the 
seven simple classes; it turns out that of the 128 possible intersections, 
only 16 are distinct; of these the class of lossless reciprocal imbeddings has 
already been considered in Chapter 6.
The second part treats of imbedding classes which degenerate into n 
two-port imbeddings, similar to the imbedding class appropriate to absolute
stability, discussed in Chapter 7•
There is very little to be said, at present, about many of the classes
mentioned, and only hints or pointers as to what future work may reveal or
confirm can be given about others. However, some four of the classes define 
invariants which. are of interest in the case of two-ports, at least, and these 
are discussed further in Chapter 9«
It will be assumed in this chapter that each imbedding class contains only 
those imbeddings associated with inverses (in the sense of section U.1+), which 
are also members of the same class. As a consequence, all the classes considered 
form groups under cascade connection, and this fact will be taken for granted 
throughout.
8.2 Real Imbediing
A 'real’ imbedding will be defined as one with a real immittance representa­
tion, rather than one with a real transmission matrix, although, as will be
demonstrated, the one implies the other.
Suppose the imbedding network is represented by a transmission matrix T,
which is partitioned into four n ?c n sub-matrices. Then
V*
ii
i ’
u T12
T.
21
T
22
...(8.2.1)
Provided T^ is non-singular, an impedance matrix equation can be written:
Si
T"121
-T + T T"1 T 
12 11 21 22
T“2 T 21 22
i ’ 
-i
...(8.2.2)
If the impedance matrix is real, it can be seen that T is real. A class or group 
of imbeddings } can therefore be defined, which includes all real inverse- 
possessing 2n-port imbeddings.
The PQ representation of an n-port N1 contained in (N '}, the class of . 
n-ports equivalent to N under { ^  } imbedding, is given by
PV = T P“
_Q'_ JL
...(8.2.3)
where [P/Q] is the representation of N, T is real and non-singular, and F is 
arbitrary and non-singular.
It follows that
and consequently the rank of
rP» p»#"j - T fp “1
U' Q’*J l_Q Q*JL
r iLQ Q*J
 (8.2.U)
is preserved under real imbedding.
Since [ P/Q ] is always of maximum rank, n, the rank of this matrix runs 
from n to 2n, and it is convenient to define an invariant, r , as the excessRc
of the rank over the minimum value, n, i.e.
r„ = rank Re
rP P#"i _ n
Lq q*J
...(8.2.5)
By expressing equation 8.2.U in terms of the AB representation, we obtain
[A* B’ “I = [~GA'* B'*J |_ G*
A B 
A* B*r ...(8.2.6)
Pre-multiplying equation 8.2.U by 8.2.6 yields
[A'p»* + B’Q'* ] = G [ AP# + BQ# ] F* ...(8.2.7)
An alternative definition for r_ is therefore, writing S_ = [AP* + BQ*],ivf Re
r = rank(S )Re v Re 1 ...(8.2.8)
If A and Q are non-singular, so that an impedance matrix exists, it follows
that
r_ = rank(Z - Z*) = rank(lmZ) ...(8.2.9)JRC
and the invariant r_ under real imbedding is the rank of the imaginary part ofRc
the impedance matrix (and of the admittance matrix, if that exists).
No canonical equivalent circuit has been found, and the significance of 
this integer invariant remains obscure. It may perhaps be the minimum number of 
independent energy-storing elements required.
8.3 Imaginary Imbedding
An 'imaginary* imbedding is defined as one with an imaginary immittance 
matrix. From equation 8.2.2, it can be seen that this implies that T and T2i 
are imaginary, and that t and T22 are real, in general. It follows that
...(8.3.1)T = J T  J
By arguments analogous to those of the previous section, it is possible to 
define an invariant, rf , where
rf = rank pP P#""|—  n ...(8.3.2)[ *1 -$ -Q*J
If S7 i's defined as = [AP* - BQ*], then it may be shown that
Sf' = GSfF* ...(8.3.3)
and consequently an alternative definition for .r is
rf = rank(S/) ...(8.3.^ )
If an impedance matrix exists, it follows that
Tj s rank(Z + Z*) = rank(ReZ) ...(8.3.5)
The significance of this invariant is also obscure, like that of its companion 
r^ ; it may perhaps indicate the minimum number of independent real elements 
required in a canonical equivalent circuit.
8.U J-Imbedding
In Chapter k, it was shown that the imbedding appropriate to activity — 
passivity was lossless imbedding, because (in effect) it preserved the value of 
the quadratic form in the network variables which gave the net real power flow 
into the given n-port, N. In this section we consider an imbedding which 
preserves the value of the net reactive power flow into N, and call it 
J-imbedding.
The quadratic form for twice the net reactive power flowing into N is
...(8.U.1)1
>1
It is easily shown by a similar method to that used in section U.6 that the 
transmission matrix T of a 2n-port imbedding which preserves the value of this 
form obeys the equation
X  T  ■ L  ‘]  (8.U.2)
Similarly, by applying the PMI, we obtain a matrix , given by
S, = [Q+P - P+Q]
whose invariants under arbitrary non-singular conjunctive transformation 
represent the properties held in common by the class of networks {N^  }, obtained 
from N by J-imbedding in the 2n-ports {M^ }.
The matrix S is skew-Hermitian, and the complete set of invariants 
comprises its order n, its rank r^ , and the positive index p^  of the matrix -jS^ . 
A canonical form is the direct sum of matrices
ad) + (-a)d), ... + (o) .
P j  ( r j ’~ P j J  ( n r - r j j
A canonical equivalent circuit may perhaps consist' of p inductances, (r_ - p.)J J J
capacitances, and (n - r ) short circuits; and J-imbedding is, in general, lossy, 
active and non-reciprocal.
The concept of reactive power has not so far proved useful in the treatment 
of n-ports, and no comment can be made on the significance of imbeddings which 
preserve its value.
8.5 K-Imbedding
In Chapter 5 we considered imbedding which was reciprocal, and preserved 
the property reciprocity - non-reciprocity. We here introduce an imbedding 
which is perfectly non-reciprocal, or anti-reciprocal, and denote it K-imbedding.
If (v , i ) and (v. , i ) are two arbitrary admissible signal pairs, for aA A D O
network, then the network will be called anti-reciprocal if (Kuh and Rohrer,
1 9 6 7 .  P P - 2 U ,  1 0 7 )
ivJ rt M  + ^ = 0 , ...(8.5.1)A O A D
by analogy with the Lorentz definition used in Chapter, 5*
The transmission matrix of a 2n-port imbedding which is anti-reciprocal 
obeys the equation:
m
Application of the PMI yields a matrix ,S * given by
sk s fQ,p + prQl ...(8.5.3)
whose invariants under arbitrary non-singular (complex) congruent transformation 
represent the properties held in common by the class (lO, obtained from the
A
given n-port N by K-imbedding.
'The matrix is symmetric, but most of the interesting results for 
symmetric matrices under congruence apply only to real matrices. Thus the only 
invariant of S is its rank r , and a canonical equivalent matrix is theA A
unit-matrix of order k, bordered by (n - r^ ) zeros. One possible canonical 
equivalent circuit.might therefore consist of r^  uncoupled positive resistors, 
and (n - r^ ) open circuits.
The parameter r may be called the index of anti-reciprocity. If r = 0,K K
the n-port is anti-reciprocal, and if r^. =£ 0, not. As examples, we observe 
that a gyrator has r^, = 0, and g^  = 1 (where g^  is the index of non-reciprocity, 
from section 5.^ , and is half the rank of S = [ Q*P - P*Q]), and is anti- 
reciprocal and non-reciprocal; a 2-port transformer has r^  - 0 and g^  - 0, and 
is therefore both anti-reciprocal and reciprocal; an IAPS has r^  = 2 and = 1, 
and is therefore not anti-reciprocal but is non-reciprocal. It is perhaps
...(8.5.2)
unfortunate that the IAPS has been called by Aurell (1955) the 'anti-reciprocal 
transition1, but is not anti-reciprocal by the definition of anti-reciprocity 
which has subsequently become standard. •
The significance of anti-reciprocity and the index of anti-reciprocity 
remains obscure.
8.6 Generalized Transformer Imbedding (GT)
Imbeddings which have transmission matrices with -T = T. =0, and
12 21 9
Tji , T22 non-singular, form a group. Since three sub-groups of this group
are types of 'transformer' imbedding, and are considered in sections 8.11, 12, 
13, the group will be called 'generalized transformer' imbedding, although its 
connection with transformers is tenuous, and it appears to have no physical 
significance.
The PQ matrix of an n-port N' equivalent to a given n-port N, under this 
imbedding, is given by
P' = Tu P”
Q' T22 Q
where F is arbitrary and non-singular. It follows that rank P and rank Q are 
invariant; they will be denoted by rp and r^ . From section 3.3, if rp = n, 
then an admittance representation exists with rank r if r = n, then an 
impedance representation exists with rank rp.
No physical interpretation has been found for either the imbeddings or 
the invariants.
8.7 Intersection. Classes
Five new classes of imbeddings have been introduced in the five previous 
sections. Together with the two imbeddings of Chapters U and 5 they make up 
seven basic classes. If we consider, as in Chapter 6, classes which are 
simultaneously sub-classes of two or more of these seven, the number of distinct 
sub-classes turns out to be smaller than might be expected. In fact, the 
intersection of any two of the seven classes is also a member of a third, and
the intersection of any four is necessarily equivalent to the class of real 
transformer imbeddings, which is the intersection of all seven classes. For 
example, the class of lossless reciprocal imbeddings, LR (in a simplified 
notation), is necessarily a sub-class of the class of imaginary imbeddings I, 
and the intersection of LR with J is equivalent to transformer imbedding, T.
It is illuminating to indicate these inter-relations in a logic diagram.
If all the intersections of the seven basic classes were represented, the logic
7
diagram would have 2 or 128 elementary cells, of which 112 would be empty or 
logically non-existent. By separating the classes into two sets, one consisting 
of Re, I and GT* and the other of L, R, J, K, a much simpler diagram can be 
constructed, as shown in Figure 8.1(a). As a result of the simplification the 
areas corresponding to Re, I and GT become disconnected, and they are redrawn 
separately in Figures 8.1(b), (c), (d), in order to identify them; in addition, 
the intersection of Re, I, GT is represented in the diagram by two disconnected 
areas. The central square of the diagram represents class T, the intersection 
of all seven classes. ’
From the diagram it may be seen, for example, that class LK (-i.e. LDK) 
is a sub-class of Re, and LRe is a sub-class of K; in fact, LK = ReK = LRe. The 
classes formed as intersections of the basic classes are all groups, but classes 
defined by exclusion, for example not-R, or LJ not-Re, do not form groups. The 
total number of groups in the diagram is therefore 15, of which 8 have already 
been considered. The rest are briefly considered in the next few sections, 
apart from class Rel(GT), which is of no apparent interest. The class of terminal 
permutations, P* is also introduced and discussed; it is a sub-class of class T.
As a general comment , we observe that the greater the number of basic classes 
containing a given sub-class, the fewer the number of free parameters in the 
imbeddings, and the greater the number of invariants. The invariants under any 
sub-class include all those appropriate to the basic classes containing it, and 
may include further invariants. If so, we regard these further invariants as 
proper to the sub-class, with the proviso that there be no larger sub-class with
the same invariants. According to the PMI, we shall expect to find a special 
relationship between the physical significance of the proper invariants and that 
of the imbeddings of the sub-class.
8.8 RJ-Imbeddimg (Real Reciprocal)
This group of imbeddings is a sub-group both of the group of reciprocal 
imbeddings and of the group of J-imbeddings. The transmission matrix of any 
member therefore simultaneously obeys
and T f  l “ lT  = T  l “ |  (8 .U .2 )• i  T  ■ [. ■]
It follows that T is also real, and the group may also be called real-reciprocal 
(Kuh and Rohrer; 1967* p.Ill), rather than reciprocal-J, for clarity.
Invariants under this sub-group will include those proper to reciprocal 
imbedding, J-imbedding, and real imbedding, i.e. the arithmetic invariants g ,
A
rj9 p^  and r^ . Furthermore, there is at least one invariant proper to 
RJ-imbedding, as will now be demonstrated. If primed symbols refer to an n-port 
N' derived from a given n-port N by RJ-imbedding, then it is easily shown that 
the three equations
S'R I
I W ** F
S'J = F+ S/ F
S’Re = G S_Re F*
hold simultaneously, where S , S and S are as defined in sections 5.2, 8.U
a / Rc
and 8.2. As in section 6.U, three algebraic invariants can be found by taking 
determinants and eliminating F and G. They may be defined as follows, assuming
the determinants exist,
1*8,1
— ——  =  W
AS. RJ
AS*I = W_
AS„ RReRe
A 8,
= W.
AS_ JReRe
Only two of these invariants are independent, and only Wrr^ can exist if n isJRe
odd. ,
The problem of finding a complete set of invariants, and hence a canonical 
form, is similar to the problem discussed in sections 6 .k, 5 and 6, and has not 
been attempted. It may be conjectured that a canonical equivalent circuit will 
consist of gyrators, of specific values, in series with unit capacitances or 
inductances; however, there is an additional complication in that a gyrator 
will 'gyrate1 capacitance into inductance and vice-versa, so that it may be 
that only one kind of reactive element is required in the canonical circuit.
The physical significance of the imbedding and the proper invariants is obscure.
8.9 LK-Imbedding (Lossless Real)
The transmission matrices of LK-imbedding satisfy both equations U.6.10 and
8.5.2, and it follows that they are also real (Kuh and Rohrer, 1967, p.110), as 
defined in section 8.2. By employing an argument- similar to the one used in the 
previous section, it can be shown that proper invariants are given by
K l  K l  AV
AS, * AS » AS_L Re Re
(where S , S and S are as defined in sections U.2, 8.5 and 8.2), provided theXi K, Re
matrices are non-singular.
This imbedding is equivalent to the arbitrary interconnection of gyrators 
and transformers, and since two gyrators in cascade are equivalent to a 
transformer, it is also equivalent to the arbitrary interconnection of gyrators
only. It should be added that the class of gyrators (together with a straight- 
through connection) does not form a group, since two gyrators in cascade are 
not equivalent to a member of the class. A canonical equivalent circuit will 
include positive and negative resistors, and capacitors or inductors (perhaps 
both). The physical significance of the imbedding and the proper invariants 
is again obscure.
8.10 JK-Imbedding
The transmission matrices of JK-imbedding satisfy both equations 8.1+.2 and
8.5.2. It follows that they satisfy equation 8.3.1, and therefore JK-imbedding 
is also imaginary, by the definition of section 8.3. As before, proper 
invariants are given by
AS, ’ AS, * AS,
(where S , S and S are as defined in sections 8.1+, 8.5 and 8.3), provided the/ A J
matrices are non-singular.
8.11- LJ-Imbedding (Complex Transformer)
The transmission matrices of LJ-imbedding satisfy both
vrn ...(!+.6.10)
and T F  l" l T = f  l" l ...(8.U.2)I T  ■ L 1
It follows that (after partitioning T into n x n submatrices) T = T^ =0
and T+ T = 1 . If T and T are real, this latter equation defines a real 
11 22 n 11 22
transformer, but as T and T22 are in general complex, the imbedding may be 
conveniently described as complex-transformer imbedding. Complex transformers 
have frequently been invoked in the past in circuit theory*. They are lossless 
but in general non-reciprocal, and may be realized by means of real transformers, 
gyrators and reactances (the real transformers may be realized by gyrators, if 
desired, so that in principle gyrators and reactances will suffice).
The arithmetic invariants include rL, pL , r, , p, , rp and rQ. A proper 
algebraic invariant can be defined by
provided the matrices are non-singular,
8.12 RK-Imbeddnng (Active Transformer)
The transmission matrix of an RK-imbedding obeys equation 5.3.U and 8.5.2,
and can be shorn (as in the previous section) to have T,, = T = 0, and
T/j = "Hi * ®1C^1 ^  i^edding may be described as active-transformer imbedding;
it is reciprocal., but not lossless, and may in general be active or lossy. Active
2transformers hassre only rarely been described m  the past, so far as is known .
They may be realized by real transformers, negative or positive resistances, and • 
reactances.
A proper invariant can be defined by
ASK
ASR
provided the matrices are non-singular (n must certainly be even).
8.13 Transformer Imbedding
A large ramber of the intersection classes in the logic diagram of Figure 8.1
degenerate ints* (real) transformer imbedding. It is readily shown that the
transmission matrix of a 2n-port transformer has T ■ = T„, = 0, and T* T^ s 1
r 12 21 9 11 22 n
where T , T,, are real (and non-singular).
Transformer imbedding, {^}, is a sub-group of all the 2n-port imbeddings 
so far considered, and consequently its invariants include all those so far 
found for the 2n-port imbeddings, both arithmetic and algebraic. Invariants 
proper to transformer imbedding may be fabricated by taking any function of two 
or more of these invariants, provided there is no larger group with the same 
invariants.
In an attemgrt to obtain further proper invariants, we observe that the 
transmission matrix T of the 2n-port transformer satisfies equations of the form
relating the PQ representations of the transformed and original n-port are true 
for all a, b, c„ d. No general expression for invariants can be given, but the 
special case n = 2 is discussed in Chapter 9•
It may be c&bserved that a canonical equivalent circuit under 2n-port
or inductances, and gyrators, and will not apparently differ very much from the 
original n-port- The physical significance of the imbedding is again unclear.
8.lU Permutation
An (n + i:)-terminal network can be regarded 'as an n-port in (n + l) 
non-trivial ways, depending on which terminal is chosen as common. For example, 
a transistor is regarded as a different two-port in each of the three connections, 
common base, conmon emitter and common collector. Similarly, with the help of 
unity turns-ratio ideal transformers (or the transmission line equivalents - 
baluns etc. ) an n^ -port can be transformed into n further n-ports, by first 
transforming it into an (n + l)-terminal network.
It is thus possible to construct an equivalence class ,{N^} containing 
exactly (n + l) members associated with a given n-port N, and equivalent to it 
in many respects- Since the class of transformations {Mp} (which clearly forms
Tt ...(8.13.1)
<a>
and T,+ (8.13.2)
<c>
where <a> etc* are arbitrary diagonal scalar matrices, and 'a* eta* may be 
complex. It follows (as in Chapters U and 5) that the equations
[ aQ’rP' + bPtf Q ] = Ff[ aQfP + bPfQ]F ...(8.13.3)
[ cQ,+P' + dPl+Q'] = F+[cQ+P + dP+Q]F ...(8.13.U)
transformer imbedding will contain positive and negative resistances, capacitances
a group) is a sub-group of the group of transformer imbeddings {M^ }, it is a 
sub-group of all the groups of which {M^ } is a sub-group. The group {M^ }, 
unlike any of the other groups so far considered, is finite.
In the case of two-ports, additional invariants exist, beyond those 
invariant under transformer imbedding, and presumably they exist also for n 
greater than two. It has recently been found (again in the case of two-ports) 
that some of these invariants are important in the design of oscillators.
(Spence, 1966). The reason for this appears to be that an oscillator, before 
it is closed on its load, is essentially a one-port and it is immaterial which . 
node inside the circuit is regarded as common, or earthed.
8.15 Degenerate Imbeddings
The rest of the imbeddings considered in this chapter are degenerate, in 
the sense that each 2n-port imbedding consists of n uncoupled two-ports, as in 
the case of the imbeddings appropriate to absolute stability, considered in 
Chapter 7« A degenerate imbedding will have, in general, a transmission matrix T 
which is the direct sum of sub-matrices, which may be of different orders^ . Thus 
the PQ representations of the original and transformed n-ports will be related 
by an equation similar to equation 7.6.13, 'i.e.
...(8.15.1)c ~p|_ 11 A • • T >Ck P~
_Q'_ JL
where the sub-matrices T.k are all non-singular. Since F
n x n, invariants will exist if any n x n minor of the 2n x 2n matrix T is non­
singular; that is, if the sum of the orders of any set of the Tfc is equal to n.
Since we are most interested in degenerate imbeddings consisting of uncoupled 
two-ports, we shall consider a four-port imbedded in four two-ports as an 
example. We apply the Binet-Cauchy theorem (Aitken, 1951» p.93) to equation 
8.15.1, and take the fourth compounds of all the matrices. The fourth compound 
of C[P/Q] is a vector with 70 elements, which will be denoted by V, and the 
fourth compound of<T. , T , T, , T > is a 70 x 70 diagonal matrix.
1 2  3 4
We therefore obtain
V* = <Tjt T2, T^ , T ^ ' ; .V.det.F
If we denote the (non-zero) determinant of T by A^ etc., and denote det.F by T, 
then it is easily shown that the following six relations hold:
v; s r v,
%
= F v ' ■
V'15
= r *
V*56 = r V A, V«
V161 = ' r
V*70 a r
\
It emerges that the ranks of the matrices whose determinants are V , Vi0 , V , 
•V , Vtfl , V70 . are arithmetic invariants. Furthermore, if the appropriate 
determinants etc. are non-zero, then T and A^ etc. may be eliminated to 
yield three algebraic invariants
V V V V V VI 70 10 61 15 56
V, V * VfCVCit * V V ,  *10 61 15 56 1 70
only two of which are independent, since their product is unity.
The existence of invariants under degenerate imbeddings arises from the 
constraints on the.choice of the imbeddings. The physical meaning of such 
constraints is not easy to discern, in general. For the case of two-ports, 
discussed in section 9»11> it may be shown that the two arithmetic invariants 
convey information about the direction of signal transmission through the 
two-port. .
8.16 Lossless Two-port Imbedding
All 2n-port imbedding groups contain as degenerate sub-groups imbeddings 
which consist of n uncoupled two-ports; such an imbedding has already been 
considered in Chapter 7• Certain of these n two-port imbeddings are of interest
and are considered in the next few sections. Invariants under such groups will
o
include those which arise from the degeneracy (discussed in section 8.15)» those 
under any other containing groups, and (because of the lack of coupling) further, 
proper invariants are in general to be expected to exist.
In this section we consider the class or group of lossless two-port 
imbeddings, denoted {M }. It is a sub-group both of {M } and of (M }. Since1*2 I* A
the power flowing into any two-port of {M^ } equals that flowing out, it 
follows that after any {M } imbedding, it is still possible to achieve a
Jj2
conjugate match at every port. Consequently the efficiency of an n-port N is 
invariant under arbitrary lossless two-port imbedding. The class of n-ports 
} derived from. N by } imbedding are all equivalent with respect to 
efficiency, as well as regards activity-passivity and absolute stability.
The concept of efficiency has often been applied to the analysis of 
two-ports, whether active or passive, and has been applied to certain symmetrical 
microwave structures, such as three- and four-port power dividers and circulators. 
Such structures* when matched, can often be usefully described by a single 
parameter4 .
The definition of the efficiency of a general n-port depends on its mode of 
use, and a non-degenerate n-port has many different modes available. It is to be 
expected that measures of efficiency can be found for each mode, which according 
to the PMI can be expressed in terms of the algebraic invariants of N under {1^ } 
imbedding.
For the esse of the two-port, which is treated in section 9»l6, there are 
two algebraic invariants, a certain function of which is the maximum available 
power gain, which may be regarded as the measure of efficiency of a two-port, 
even when it is not active. Although each of these invariants, .considered 
separately, is invariant under a larger group of transformations, the group of 
} imbeddings is the largest which preserves both invariants simultaneously.
Thus the maximum available power gain, being a function of both invariants, is a 
proper invariant for the group, and it is in accordance with the PMI that the 
property efficiency is measured by this invariant.
8.17 Reciprocal Two-port Imbedding
This imbedding is clearly a sub-group of 2n-port reciprocal imbedding and 
therefore preserves non-reciprocity. But because it is also degenerate, further 
invariants exist (for n = 2 there is one algebraic invariant), and these may be 
interpreted as measures of a distinct property which may be called 'port 
non-reciprocity1. The case n = 2 is discussed in Chapter 9»
8.18 LK - Two-port Imbedding (Lossless Real Two-port)
This imbedding may be realized by gyrators and transformers or by gyrators 
only, as for the parent class { M } discussed in section 8.9* It is mentioned
L K
here because of the interesting property that for n > 3, the canonical equivalent 
circuit may in general include gyrators, since not all non-reciprocity is of a 
kind that can necessarily be neutralized by two-port imbedding.
8.19 Conclusions
The systematic exploration of fields similar to those examined in Chapters U 
5, 6 and 7 has led us to make brief excursions down some rather unpromising 
byways. Indeed, many more questions have been raised in this chapter than it 
has proved possible to answer so far. Some of the problems are algebraic, 
and involve the determination of canonical matrices under various types of 
transformations which have not hitherto been considered by algebraists. Other 
problems concern the physical significance of imbeddings and the associated 
invariants, for example those relating to reacti.ve power, or to anti-reciprocity. 
The PMI suggests that the meaningfulness of a proper invariant is connected with 
that of the associated imbedding. If one is clear, the other will be illuminated 
if both are obscure, they are likely to remain obscure. '
In this chapter we have considered certain basic imbedding classes, and the 
classes generated as their intersections. The kind of structure revealed, of 
sub-groups within sub-groups, boxes within boxes, illustrates an essential 
feature of the method of approach. In the case of two-ports, treated in the 
next chapter, it is possible to present such results diagrammatically so as to 
exhibit the inter-relation of group and invariant.
8.N Notes to Chapter 8
(1) For example Carlin (195**> 1955b), Bello (i960), Belevitch (i960),
Newcomb (1961) ere some of the earlier authors to discuss complex transformers.
(2) Active transformers have been described by Statz et at. (195**), Carlin (1955a) 
and Hennyey (19^1, p. 10.
(3) For example, a three-port may be imbedded in a degenerate six-port 
consisting of a two-port and a four-port.
(*0 See for exanple Carlin and Giordano (196*0, pp. 277“283 and 379“38**.
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Fig. 8.1 Logic diagram illustrating the intersections of the 
seven basic classes L, R, J9 K, Re, I, GT.
THE TWO-PORT
9*1 Introduction
Two-ports form perhaps the most important class of n-ports, from an 
engineering viewpoint, since they include amplifiers, filters and three- 
terminal devices such as transistors. Many larger systems can he regarded 
as interconnected two-ports.
In this chapter the general results of the previous chapters are 
applied specifically to two-ports. It is shown how, for each property 
considered, the appropriate imbedding reveals proper invariants character­
istic of the property. In important cases, necessary and sufficient 
conditions for equivalence are found, so that canonical equivalent circuits 
may be given, which afford great insight into the nature of the property 
considered. Certain other cases, of no apparent physical importance, are 
investigated in the interests of providing a systematic treatment. The 
relations between imbedding groups and invariants are illustrated by means 
of logic diagrams.
It is assumed in this chapter that a particular explicit 
representation, the impedance representation, is always available, in 
contrast with the philosophy adopted in the previous chapters. This is 
largely a matter of convenience. The results obtained here for two-ports 
would in many cases be prohibitively complex if expressed in terms of. an 
implicit representation, and well-known expressions would be unrecognizable. 
In a few instances it is found necessary to use an implicit representation, 
and in one case the use of an explicit representation leads into a 
difficulty. In general, however, the impedance representation is justified 
by the clarity it gives to the results.
It follows from Chapter k that the activity - passivity of a two-port 
is completely characterized by the set of invariants (2: rL , pL ) > which 
allows a two-port to be assigned to one of six classes. Three of these 
classes are active, and three are passive, including one which is lossless. 
The invariants r£ and pL are the rank and index of the derived Hermitian
matrix Sr ; in terms of the impedance matrix,Ju
sL = z + z+
2ru 
Z21 +  z?2 '
Z12 + Z2l
2r.22
...(9.2.2)
where r12 = Re(z„ ) , etc. The rank and index of Sr are revealed when it is“ii
diagonalized by a conjunctive transformation, and it may be verified that, 
in general, S.. can be reduced to canonical form by a matrix F.//2, i.e.
L» I
i ^ l SL = signCr^ )
0 sign(rii A£)
where
1//I 11 ~ ( Z12 +  Z21 )/S\*12.&L
2rij //| Tjj A^ l
...(9.2.3)
...(9-2.ll)
A, = det. Sr = i+r, - I z„ + z* I2 ...(9.2.5)
The function sigp(x), where x is real, is defined as x/l xl if x is non-zero, 
and takes the value +1 or -1; it is undefined if x is zero.
Thus the matrix SL may always be diagonalized to the canonical form
+1 or -1 or 0 0
0 +1 or -1 or 0
...(9.2.6)
any combination of ones and zeros being allowed. The rank and index, 
rL and p£ , are now obvious, and the two-port may be assigned to the 
appropriate equivalence class. .
RL , equal to tie canonical form, is a canonical equivalent circuit for 
the members of the equivalence class. An equivalent circuit for a two- 
port can always be constructed by imbedding the canonical equivalent 
circuit in a lossless four-port, with a transmission matrix derived from 
Z, Rl and F; , as shown in Appendix U.A.
It will be observed that SL is reduced to canonical form by a matrix 
F7//2, and that equation 9*2..3 has a factor \ on the left-hand side. In 
order to avoid such intrusive factors in future it is convenient to 
introduce the symbol , defined by SL = §SL , and similarly for other S 
matrices. The origin of the factors of \ ete, may be traced back to 
equation U.A.2; no amount of redefinition of symbols will eliminate them.
The diagomalization process breaks down in certain special cases, 
which are now ■Hsriefly considered.
(a) rn = 0: Interchange r2J and r22 .
(b) = 0: Replace F2 by F2 = l/^ l r2i I ~c/rii 
0 2 ]
where ex = zJ2 + z*2 . The canonical form becomes 
<sign(rJJ ), 0>.
(c) rJ2 =r22 =0: Replace F2 by F2 = 1 -1
1/a 1/a
The canonical form becomes <1, -1>.
(d) ri2 =r22 =0, The canonical form is the zero matrix.
h  = 01
9*3 Reciprocitr and Non-reciprocity
From Chapter 5j two-ports can be partitioned into only two classes, 
reciprocal or non-reciprocal, according to the value of the invariant index
-j/j. w-a.wjr j e/j s wn-i-un -lo naxi L/iie x'tuiii ox one s.K.ew symmeiiric matrix, 
S*. In terms of the impedance matrix,
s« = Z - z'
0 Z12 Z21
21 -  Z12
The rank of is either 2 or 0, and gp is either 1 or 0. The canonical>R
form of is
oro 1 
-i o.
and a suitable transformation matrix F may be found by inspection.
According to section 5*5s a two-port with impedance matrix, R^ , equal 
to the canonical form, is a canonical equivalent circuit for the 
equivalence class. For gR = 1, the circuit is simply a gyrator. An 
alternative equivalent circuit, discussed in section 5*5s makes use of an 
ideal controlled source, e.g. one with voltage gain unity, and PQ 
representation
It is easily shown that
JR
V2 = . "o 1~ 3-2
0 1 V2
£I 0 0
J-2- 1 0 • •
= QfP " P*Q = "o 11-1 oj
It should perhaps be added that only the non-reciprocity of the 
controlled source is being used. Its activity is in a sense accidental, 
and may either be enhanced or cancelled out by the imbedding, which is only 
constrained to be reciprocal, and may of course be either active or lossy. 
It has been pointed out in section 5*5 that in order to realize an ideal
non-reciprocal active element is required. If further active elements are
required, then they need only be reciprocal.
The transmission matrix of a reciprocal four-port imbedding may be 
found as suggested in Appendix 5«A.
Other Basic Imbedding Classes
The invariants under the remaining basic classes considered in
Chapter 8, sections 8.2 to 6, are briefly listed in Table 9*^ *1j for the
sake of completeness; they are all arithmetic.
Imbedding
Re Rank of SRe
Invariant
Hi 12
X21 X22
Symbol
Re
Im Rank of S, x j J 12
r21 r22
Rank and index of , where r/> P/
2ixn  
(Z21 ~ z12 ^ 2jx22
K Rank of S^ , where
GT
JK
Ranks of P, Q
2zn 
( Z21 + Z12 )
Table 9» U'»l:
(Z12 + Z21 )
2z'22
rp, rQ
A necessary condition for an impedance matrix to exist is that 
yq = 2; then rp = rank Z. The physical significance of these imbeddings 
and the corresponding invariants is rather obscure, as discussed in 
Chapter 8.
In Chapter 6 it was shown that under imbedding which is both lossless 
and reciprocal, corresponding to transfer activity, there are five (or 
more) arithmetic invariants, n, rL, pL , gR , rJ9 and three (or more) 
algebraic invariants in general, of which only two are independent, again 
in general. For a two-port, the three algebraic invariants are, .from 
section 6.1*,
WRL
V,L
z - z I 
12 21 1
kril r22 ~ 1 ZI2 + Z21 12
^ ril r22 T12 r21 ^
^Tll r22 ~ I Z12 + Z21 J2
I Z  “  Z  | 2
tt -  12 21 _  ITw “ i / \ — U
"  V22 ~ *,2 r21 >
The invariant is identical with Mason’s U-function, and in terms of U 
the other two invariants are given by U/(l - U), and 1/(1 - U). We 
therefore take U as the single basic algebraic invariant of the three, 
especially since it can be identified (under certain restrictions) with a 
particular property of a two-port, the unilateral gain (Mason, 1953» 1951+) 
Unilateral gain is defined as the maximum power gain available after the 
two-port has been unilateralized in a lossless reciprocal circuit, where 
unilateralization implies the complete neutralization of internal feedback 
It is demonstrated in the next section that the ordered set 
(2: rL , pL , gR , Tj ; U) makes up a complete set of invariants for two-ports 
under lossless reciprocal imbedding. The PMI suggests that the properties 
preserved under lossless reciprocal imbedding are completely describable 
in terms of these invariants. Since U is the only algebraic invariant in 
the complete set, and is in addition a proper invariant, the PMI further 
suggests that it is a measure of a property simultaneously orthogonal to 
the properties of losslessness and reciprocity (and also to the properties 
held in common by ’imaginary' imbeddings, section 8.3). This property has
v u u . ^ u . )  a  u i a i i o c i  v j x  u c i x i i x  o  1 U I1  ,  U X*3X1S X e  r  a C C l V l ^ y '  ,  S n d  linpl 1 0 S
the ability simultaneously to amplify and to isolate. In the great 
majority of applications, amplifiers are required not only to amplify 
signals, hut also to isolate adjacent interstages; that is, they are 
required also to prevent transmission in the reverse direction. Such 
amplifiers are ’transfer active’, and the invariant U measures quantitatively 
the inherent ability to function in this role2.
The invariant U was originally derived as a figure of merit for 
transistors, and it is widely used in the assessment of microwave 
transistors2. The importance ofU as a design parameter in this field 
seems thoroughly justified by practice, but is sometimes difficult to 
convey to the sceptical, who are prone to point out that no practical 
transistor circuit ever employs lossless unilateralization. Further insight 
into the nature of the U-function is provided by the following theorem.
Theorem 9.1 If the real parts of all possible self-immittances of a
three-terminal network are positive (or zero), then imbedding the 
network in a network of resistances, and choosing three new 
terminals, always causes the U-function to decrease.
It is convenient to use a symmetrical representation for the original 
three-terminal network, and the indefinite admittance and impedance 
representations will be used. In terms of these,
■p 1 - y*?i2 = iz/t - z*/i2
^
where i, j, k and 1, m, n may be any two permutations of 1, 2, 3.
Now suppose that (positive) conductances , G2, Gs are the elements of 
the imbedding network between terminals 2 and 3, 3 and 1, 1 and 2 
respectively, as in Figure 9*5* 1* Then the U-function of the original 
network plus these three conductances is given by
Provided g n > 0 for I = 1, 2, 3, the denominator is always greater than 
before, so that U* < U. A similar result is obtained if (positive) 
resistances R7 , R2, R5 are in series with terminals 1, 2, 3 and new 
terminals 1', 2f, 3* etc. Consequently, the process may be repeated until 
the final three terminals are reached, and the U-function will always 
decrease, thus proving the theorem.
It is important to note that imbeddings of resistances do not form 
a group, since inverses do not exist unless negative resistances are 
permitted. It should also be observed that if resistances and transformers 
are allowed, then the U-function may either decrease or increase, to an 
arbitrary extent (Leine, 1961).
The relevance of Theorem 9*1 to transistor assessment is simply 
that a large part of the art of transistor design and fabrication is to 
reduce unnecessary or parasitic shunt and series resistance. Since it is a 
fact of experience that the driving-point immittances of microwave 
transistors have positive real parts5, any reduction of parasitic 
resistance is immediately mirrored in an increased value of U.
The U-function has also been used in design methods for amplifiers 
(Singhakowinta and Boothroyd, 1966) and maximally-loaded oscillators 
(Spence, 1966),
9.6 Equivalence under Lossless Reciprocal Imbedding
A canonical equivalent circuit for two-ports under lossless reciprocal 
imbedding can only exist if necessary and sufficient conditions for 
equivalence can be found. It was indicated in Appendix 6.D that as a 
result of Theorems 6.1 to  ^only fourteen discrete classes of two-ports 
exist, and it was shown in section 6.5 and Appendix 6.A that six sets of 
sufficient conditions for the equivalence of n-ports can be established.
It is easy to show that the six sets of sufficient conditions cover all the 
fourteen classes of two-ports. Consequently the following theorem may be 
stated.
xww owu-jjuxos ctx-e equivaj.enu unaer non-smgular lossless 
reciprocal imbedding if and only if one (or more) of the sets 
of conditions A to F of section 6.5 holds.
The fourteen classes of two-ports together with the arithmetic 
invariants rL , pL , gRi rt are listed in Table 9*6.1, and the appropriate 
set or sets of sufficient conditions are tabulated against each class.
Invariants Sets of conditions
rL Pl &R r/ A B C D E
2 2 1 2 * * * *
2 2 0 2 * * * *
2 1 1 2 * *
2 1 1 1 *
2 1 1 0 * *
2 1 0 *2 * * *
2 0 1 2 * * *
2 0 0 2 * * * *
1 1 1 2 * *
1 1 0 1 *
1 0 1 2 * *
1 0 0 1 *
0 0 1 2 * *
0 0 0 0 *
Table 9*6.1
Now that necessary and sufficient conditions for the equivalence of 
two-ports have been established, it is possible to look for a canonical 
form. The canonical form will certainly preserve the arithmetic invariants, 
and must in addition preserve the value of the U-function. If the 
invariants so far found do not form a complete set, then a canonical form 
will be impossible to establish without additional information, which will 
indicate the existence of further invariants,.
me uve necessary conditions are given in section 6.4, and are given 
in convenient form in equations 6.4.10 to l4. As a start to the problem 
of finding a canonical equivalent form, it is useful to consider the 
canonical forms already found separately for the derived matrices SL and
SR, in sections 9.2 and 9*3» t.e.
±1 or 0 0 and 0 1 or 0
0 ±1 or 0__ _-l or 0 0
...(9.6.1)
which preserve, respectively rL and pL, and gR. In order to preserve the 
algebraic invariant, U, it is necessary to modify either (or even both) of 
these canonical forms. The most satisfactory approach appears to be to 
modify the second by multiplying it by a real constant a, so that U and a 
are zero simultaneously.
Thus the first step is to seek a matrix F such that
F Bt F = ±1 or 0 0
0 ±1 or 0
...(9.6.2)
and • F F =
0  ° n
-a OJ
...(9.6.3)
where a is real and ^  0. The canonical form suggested by this tentative 
approach is
...(9.6.4)±1 or 0
-a ±1 ' 1or OJ
and the relation between U and a will depend on the signs of the diagonal 
terms. Having found a matrix F, satisfying conditions 9*6.2, 3 and hence 
conditions 6.4.10, 11, we must find a matrix G satisfying conditions
6.4.12 to l4. The invariant rj will be preserved if condition 6.4.14 is 
satisfied, and thus all the invariants so far known to exist will be 
preserved.
Appendix 9*A. It is shown there that if a diagonal matrix Di is defined by
D; = <  sign(ri;) .6*/| 6| , 1 > ...(9.6.5)
where 6 = (zi2 - z2i ), then, in general, the required F and G matrices are 
given by
F = F2Dj; G = D2Fj+ ' ...(9.6.6)
where F2 is given in section 9*2; it will be noticed that G =£ F+. The 
canonical equivalent form is
sign(r )
-1
11 /I (1/U) - 1|
/i (1/0) - if
...(9.6.7)
The diagonal terms follow directly from rL and pL; the off-diagonal terms 
are functions of U. It may be verified that the value of U is preserved.
Certain special cases require separate consideration. If the two-port 
is lossless, or reciprocal, then two of the five conditions 6.*ulO to lH 
are superfluous, and reduction is simple. Of the remaining special cases, 
the following are of interest.
(a) =0: Interchange r21 and r22
(b) A, =0: Define F.
(c) r. j —0,11
r„ =0:
1//I rn \ -c/| rJi I /rJJ I 6| 
0 2/1 rn I /I 6|
D- = <1, 6*/I 61 >
where o = (zJ2 + ). Then suitable F and G matrices are
F^  D2 and D2 F^". The canonical form becomes
si
and U = 1.
Define F^  =
gn(rjj ) 1~|
-1 oJ
1 -a/| cl ”1
G5 = (a* - r21)/r12 a/l a|
-a*(a - r2J)/ri2lal 1/1 a|
Suitable F and G matrices are F5D2 and E^ Gj. The diagonal 
elements of the canonical form are 1, -1; the off-diagonal 
elsaents remain as in line 9*6.7*
(d) Re(Z)=0, No real 2 x 2 equivalent form can exist, since r7 = 0. It
x x • • •
12 21* is necessary to go outside the implied terms of reference
for a canonical form appropriate to this equivalence class, 
which includes the nullor. Possible imaginary candidates 
are
0 j or
0_
0 0~| 
J oJ
...(9.6.8)
and another candidate, in terms of the PQ representation, 
is
-  -  ...(9.6.9)0 0
1 0
0 0
0 1
wUrfich is simply the representation of a nullor.
The fact tMt no real 2 x 2 canonical form exists for case (d) is an 
anomaly created by. the attempt to deal with the completely general two- 
port in terms or an explicit representation, the impedance matrix.
Theorem k,3 sho?*s that a Z matrix always exists, to within a lossless 
reciprocal reactive imbedding, and the matrices of line 9*6.8 are examples 
of Z matrices corresponding to the nullor. Which of the three forms of 
lines 9*6.8 and 9 are to be regarded as appropriate is not, perhaps, of 
great moment.
Apart from ease (d), it has therefore been established that, in 
general, the matrix of line 9*6.1+, vith the precise values of line 9*6.7> 
does indeed provide a suitable canonical equivalent form.
arithmetic invariants and the algebraic invariant U is sufficient as well as 
necessary to enable the equivalence of two-ports, under lossless reciprocal 
imbedding, to be established. This may be summarized as a theorem.
Theorem 9.3 Two two-ports are equivalent under non-singular lossless
reciprocal imbedding if and only if they have the same ordered 
set of invariants (2: rL , pL, gR9 r7 ; U).
It can be seen that none of the invariants is redundant4, and 
consequently this set is a complete basic set of invariants for two-ports 
under this imbedding.
9*7 Equivalent Circuits under Lossless Reciprocal Imbedding
The general canonical form of the previous section is the impedance 
matrix of a circuit containing positive or negative unit resistances, or 
short circuits, and a gyrator. This circuit may therefore be regarded as a 
canonical equivalent circuit for two-ports, under lossless reciprocal 
imbedding5; it is shown in Figure 9*7*1* However, there is one exception: 
the class containing the nullor has no equivalent circuit of this form, as 
indicated under case (d) of the previous section.
A particular feature of the equivalent circuit of Figure 9*7.1 is that 
it has separate elements responsible for activity - passivity and for 
non-reciprocity. This feature justifies calling the circuit canonical.
Since it is impossible to separate activity and non-reciprocity in either 
of the circuits corresponding to the matrices of line 9*6.8, we prefer to 
say that no canonical equivalent circuit exists for the nullor class; it 
is,perhaps, largely a matter of definition.
An alternative equivalent circuit was given by Mason (1953s 195^)» and 
is shown in Figure 9*7*2. It is a unilateral circuit, with zJ2 = 0, and
are realized as before. The general equivalent form for this circuit is
sign(rJi )
2/|Ul signCr^ U)
The z21 term may be either positive or negative. Certain special cases 
again require consideration.
(a) r2i = 0:
(b) U = 0:
Interchange r11 and r22 .
The general form may be replaced by
sign(r;i )
sign(r., A.)
(c) u = 0,
r22 ~ 0:
(d) rJ7 r22 12 21
11
If Ll = 0, then the second term becomes zero.
The general form becomes 
sign(U) 0
2/|u| 1
except when U = 1 (and Ll = 0). For this case, 
which concerns the gyrator class, the equivalence 
breaks down, since for the gyrator, rr = 0, gD = 1,L Xv
and for the general form, g^  = 1 implies rL = 2 or 1.
The equivalent form for this case is
0 o"
1 0_
This is the nullor case. A possible unilateral 
equivalent form is
0 o"
U  0_
In the unilateral equivalent circuit, activity and non-reciprocity 
are not separated, and the equivalent for the nullor may be regarded as
acceptable. Since there is no’ unilateral equivalent for the gyrator, once
again a completely general equivalent circuit has not emerged.
zi2 *  z2I
(e) Re(Z) = 0,
x12 ^ X2J :
circuits are given in Table 9*7*1« The circuits are identical for 
reciprocal two-ports, and degenerate into the canonical equivalent circuits 
under lossless imbedding, discussed in section 9*2. The middle column of 
the table is therefore common to both circuits. Of the fourteen discrete 
classes, eleven contain only a single equivalence class; the others contain 
a single infinity of equivalence classes, distinguished by the allowed 
range of values of U. One of the discrete classes, (2: 2, 1, .1,-2), may 
be divided into two sub-classes, according to the sign of U. The sub-class 
(2: 2, 1, 1, 2; U >l) contains many linear active three-terminal devices 
of technological importance.
The canonical equivalent circuit may be built from the following set 
of elements, Cj :
Cj = (two resistances (value +1, 0 or -l),
one gyrator (gyration resistance a, 0 < a <°°)}, 
arranged according to the topological restrictions of Figure 9.7.1. The 
unilateral equivalent circuit may be constructed from Uj :
Uj = (two resistances (value +1, 0 or -1), 
one current-controlled voltage source 
(transimpedance u, 0 < u  <«, or u = j)}, 
arranged as in Figure 9*7-2. The canonical set C1 cannot realize a nullor 
nor the unilateral set Uj a gyrator, within the topological restrictions 
imposed; some difficulty is experienced in realizing a nullor with Uj.
An alternative set for constructing the -unilateral equivalent circuit 
includes a nullor in place of the voltage source. The full set, U2, is then
U2 = {two resistances (value +1,0 or -l),
one feedback resistance (value u, 0 <u <°°), 
one nullor (present or absent)}
arranged as shown in Figure 9*7»3. The nullor is of course easy to realize
with this set. An interesting parallel is now evident between C7, which
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It seems to be difficult, if not impossible to provide a simple or 
minimal basic set of elements capable of realizing, within a fixed 
topology, equivalents for all two-ports under lossless reciprocal imbedding. 
The nearest either of the two equivalent circuits approaches this objective 
is set Cj , and if a 'unit imaginary gyrator1 with a = j, is permitted, then 
the objective is achieved, with an augmented set C2 = {Cj , gyrator with 
a = j}. An alternative augmented set is simply C3 = {Cj , nullor}. Further 
possible augmented sets for the same objective are U2 = {Uj , unit gyrator}, 
U4 = {U2, unit gyrator}.
If the topological restrictions are removed, then it is interesting, 
although irrelevant, to note that the elements of each’ of the original 
sets Cj , Uj, U2 are sufficient, with the help of lossless reciprocal 
elements, to realize the missing equivalent circuit. Thus a nullor can be 
realized, from Cj , by one positive and one negative unit resistance, and a 
decoupled gyrator (or a coupled gyrator and a transformer), as in 
Figure 9«7.^ . The essential difference between this circuit and the 
canonical circuit is the access to nodes which, in the canonical circuit, 
are inside the two-port ’’black box”, and are therefore inaccessible, in ' 
the present context of the equivalence of two-ports.
Similarly, a gyrator can be realized from U7 as shown in Figure 9.7.5* 
and from U2 as shown in Figure 9«7«6. Both these gyrator realizations 
employ two active elements, and it may be of interest (though even less 
relevant) to show a circuit, Figure 9*7*7* which employs only one active 
element, a nullor, with two positive resistors and a transformer, to 
realize a gyrator; as the transformer turns ratio tends to infinity, so 
the circuit tends to the ideal gyrator.
The arithmetic invariants under each intersection class consist simply 
of all those under the basic classes which contain them. The algebraic, 
proper invariants, considered in sections 8.8 to 12, are ratios of the 
determinants of the matrices SL , S^ , , S/ , S7 and S^ , which are defined
for the two-port in sections 9*2 to H. Strictly speaking, until necessary 
and sufficient conditions for equivalence under each class of imbeddings 
are established, it is impossible to know whether the set of invariants 
for any particular class is complete. The question of the existence of 
further invariants must therefore remain open, except for class LR 
considered in Chapter 6.
With this reservation, the known arithmetic invariants are given in 
Table 9*8.1. The known algebraic invariants are given in Table 9*8.2, 
the simplest invariant or the two simplest independent invariants being 
given in each case. Apart from U, none of the algebraic invariants has 
been identified with a physical property of interest, just as none of the 
imbedding classes has been associated with a physical property of interest; 
this is in accordance with the PMI. It is perhaps worth noting that 
invariants under subgroups of R are functions of (zJ2 - z21 ), and are 
presumably associated with unilateral properties of the two-port.
The algebraic invariants are expressed in terms of the quantities 
defined below.
6 =  ZJ2 ~ Z21 ...(9*8.1)
A =  Z11 Z22 Z12 Z21 ...(9*8.2)
II &
1
TJ2T21 .**(9*8.3)
h =  X11 x22 XJ2 x2l ...(9.8.10
9*9 Transformer Imbedding
Since transformer imbedding is, from section 8.13, a sub-group of all 
the imbeddings so far considered, all the invariants both arithmetic and 
algebraic given in sections 9*2 to 9*8 are preserved under transformer
Imbedding class Arithmetic invariants
LR ' ?L , Pi, gR, r,
RJ ■ i>, P/> eR, rRe
L K  r i >  P i >  rK> rRe
JK r/  » P/ ■ r*> r/
ri’ Pi’ TJ ’ P/» rf» r2U
RK V  gjj, r , ,  r e
Re I , Tj, rp, rQ
Table 9.8.1
Imbedding class Basic set of algebraic invariants
f 61 2
LR U =
RJ D
k*R
I 61
JLK kLj 9 KL khx
I itA -  62 l _ 1 61 2 ~  kLI
'**■ “ kbR ' DKJ ~ khRJK Djr - ; A
Ua* - 16|
LJ D^  l*ReA
6*
Re I n o n e
Table 9.8.2
itui/iier fcu'xoiunex.ic invariants nave been round, nut 
algebraic invariants may be found by giving special values to the parameters 
a, b, c, d in equations 8.1.3 and h> written for two-ports. The invariants 
include dimensionless ratios (or functions) of the five independent 
quantities contained in the expressions
S2/h , A , Ar ...(9.9.1)
the first two of which are complex and contain two independent quantities 
each. Thus one possible basic set of algebraic invariants is
.{fe'* • arg A} ...(9.9.2)
which contains four independent dimensionless parameters. It is easy to 
deduce from this set that I 6|2AAj is also invariant, and hence, as 
expected, that all the quantities listed in Table 9*8.1 are invariant under 
transformer imbedding. It will be noticed that the first two members of 
the basic set of line 9*9*2 are proper invariants of groups given in 
Table 9*8.1, but that the third, arg A, is not. It is therefore a proper 
invariant under transformer imbedding; so also is arg (S2). Other proper 
invariants wiUL include functions of two or more of the minimal set, 
provided they are not proper to larger imbedding groups.
The list of invariants so far found appropriate to transformer 
imbedding is thus
(2 • rL, p^, gjj, r,^ , tt , Yj, Pjr, r^., Tp, Tq ; 6 /h&, I 61 /biSp, arg A) •••(9*9*3)
Whether or not this set is complete is not known. Furthermore, the physical 
significance of transformer imbedding is not known, and the physical 
interpretation of any proper invariant is also not known; these two facts 
are related, according to the PMI.
9*10 Permutation. Imbedding
Permutation imbedding is, from section 8.llf, a sub-group of transformer 
imbedding, and consequently le.aves invariant all the quantities in the set 
of line 9*9*3* By reference to the indefinite impedance matrix, it may be
in fact invariant, rather than dimensionless ratios of them, as contained in 
the set of line 9*9*2. Consequently any one of them may be added to the 
set of line 9*9*3 to provide a suitable set of (known) invariants under 
permutation imbedding. A simple interpretation can be given to the 
quantity ± §6, by means of the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 9*10.1; 
a suitable candidate is therefore S2/l+, which is a proper invariant under 
permutation imbedding. It can be seen from Figure 9*10.1 that ± §6 may be 
interpreted as the 'gyration impedance1, with an ambiguity in phase of it, 
of a 'complex gyrator' (Mason, 1957; Spence, 1966), in a physically 
symmetrical three-terminal equivalent circuit; a similar interpretation 
holds for the dual case.
It is interesting to observe that if the permutations are cyclic, 
then the invariant is either +§6 or —i6, and (in an excess of systematic 
zeal) it may be said that the sign of 6 is a proper invariant under cyclic 
permutation; this is an arithmetic invariant. It corresponds to the 
orientation of the two-port and the sense (or phase) of the 'complex 
gyrator' in the equivalent circuit, and may be represented by an integer e, 
defined by
z = | arg(62) - 2 arg(6)I /27T,
where z takes the values 1 or 0.
In the two cases just considered, of permutation and cyclic 
permutation imbedding, the physical significance of the imbedding is clear, 
and is mirrored in the physical interpretation of a proper invariant.
Again, this parallel is in accordance with the PMI.
9*11 Directionality
The imbeddings so far considered in Chapter 9 have consisted of 
four-ports, which in general provide coupling between the input and output 
ports of the imbedded two-port. The imbeddings discussed in the remainder
o,j.& juauc u.jj >_»j. uww Luiuuujjxcu owu—jjux'os. xiit; iiiemoers ox
an equivalence class {N} are therefore generated from the given two-port 
N as a cascade N' = m/* N * m2, where mJ, are imbedding two-ports.
In order that m7, m2 may be members of a group of two-port 
imbeddings {m}, so that the PMI may be applied, they must have non-singular 
transmission matrices. Thus the members of {m} must be bi-directional or 
bilateral, that is they must be capable of transmitting signals in both 
forward and reverse directions. It follows that if N is bilateral, then so 
is Nf and each member of {N}, and if N is unilateral, then so also are N1 
and {N}. Consequently, under any 'non-singular' imbedding {1^ } consisting 
of pairs of two-ports from a group {m}, the 'directionality* of the imbedded 
two-port is preserved.
The mathematical invariants may be found as follows. From Chapter 7» 
the general equation 7*6.13 may be rewritten for two-ports as
where
P' = c p F ...(9*11*1)
_Q'_ JL
c zz ~1 ...(9*11*2)
1
1
l
Since T7 , T^  and F are non-singular, it can be seen that the ranks of the 
two matrices *
1 0  0 0 
0 0 1 0
fp 9
Lq_
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1
P
.QJ
are preserved; these ranks will be denoted by and r£,
A simple interpretation to the invariants r^ , r£ can be given in terms 
of the transmission matrix A and the reverse transmission matrix B of the 
two-port. It is easy to show that the condition for the two-port to have a
above be non-singular, i*e. rE = 2. Under this condition, we have
A = C P F ...(9.11.10
_1_ JL
rank (A) = rz> ...(9.11.5)
and it follows that
Similarly it may be shown that the reverse matrix, B, exists provided
rD = 2, and in this case
rank (B) = r. ... . (9.11.6)
It is therefore convenient to think of and r£ as the ranks of the 
(forward) transmission matrix and the reverse transmission matrix. However, 
it is important to appreciate that rD and r^. are still uniquely defined 
even when one or both of the transmission matrix representations vanishes.
Since r^  and rE can each assume three values independently, they 
partition two-ports into nine classes. In terms of the impedance 
representation, the classes may be described as indicated in Table■ 9«H.1» 
which gives results derived in Appendix 9*B.
Invariants Transimpedances Description
r.o te Z12 Z21
2 2 \J V bilateral
1 2 0 V unilateral
2 1 s/ 0 unilateral (reversed)
1 1 0 0 two disjoint one-ports
0 2 . - nullor - no Z or A matrix
2 0 - - nullor (reversed)
0 1 — . -
1 0 - > infinite sensitivity
0 0 * null class
Table 9.11.1 A tick indicates that the parameter is non-zero, 
a dash that it does not exist
x o  v-cu.x u c  D C C i i  X X ’U IU  I f c L U i e  O il  c l U OllfcJ H l V a X i a n ' G S  2Tn  9 I *  g i v eU E
information about the transmission properties of the two-port, and indicate, 
for unilateral two-ports, the direction of transmission. The classes (0, l) 
and (l, 0) are of no interest, since if = 0, the first matrix of line 
9.11.3 is zero, and if at the same time rE - 1, it follows that rank [P/Q] 
is 1, and the two-port has infinite sensitivity. The class (0, 0) is the 
null class.
The set (2: rD, r^.) makes up a complete set of invariants for two-ports 
under general (M2} imbedding. The invariance of rD and r^  is a consequence 
of the degeneracy (and non-singularity) of the imbedding, and is preserved 
under all the imbeddings considered in the rest of the chapter. The 
'orthogonal* association between the properties held in common by the 
imbedding networks and the properties preserved under the imbedding is in 
accordance with the PMI.
’9.12 Absolute Stability .
It was shown in Chapter 7 that under the imbedding appropriate to
absolute stability there are, for n even, ”CKn arithmetic invariants arising
from the degeneracy of the imbedding, and three arithmetic invariants n,
rA, pA9 which make up the limiting character Xa -of the invariant set of
characters of the Hermitian matrix S^ . For n = 2, the degeneracy of the
imbedding leads to the directionality invariants rD , r£9 discussed in
the previous section, 9*11* In addition, it was stated in Chapter 7 that,
for two-ports, there exists an algebraic invariant, the invariant stability
factor^k. The derivation of k is carried out in Appendix 9*C from"
equation 7.6.13; in terms of impedance parameters it is given by
2r.« — Re(z/3 Zn< )
k = -n .p  12 21 1 2 .1 )
I Z/2 2'21 I
The ordered set of invariants under {M^ } imbedding is thus (2: rfl, r£, 
rA> Pa ’ k^; ^  is shown in the next section that this set is a complete
set of invariants for the equivalence of two-ports under (M^ } imbedding.
accordingly indicates that absolute stability is completely describable 
in terms of these invariants. The arithmetic invariants r^ , p^  allow 
two-ports to be assigned to six classes; three of these are weakly abstable, 
including one which is strictly abstable, and the other three are not 
abstable. The algebraic invariant k allows two-ports to be ordered 
within each class, and when r;j , r22 > 0, the value of k can be regarded 
as a dimensionless, absolute measure of the property ’absolute stability*.
The Llewellyn criterion for the absolute stability of two-ports, 
given in section J.h, lines 7-^-lVto 16, can be immediately rewritten in 
terms of k as
*n> 0, r22 > 0  ..-.(9.12.2)
k > 1 ...(9.12.3)
Thus if r27 .or r22 <0, or if rn and r22 >0, and -1 < k  <1, the two-port 
is not abstable; if rn and r22 > 0, and k > 1  the two-port is weakly 
abstable, and if ri2 and r22 > 0, and k > 1  the two-port is strictly 
abstable.
The absolute stability may be increased by changing the two-port so 
that k is increased, for example by increasing rJ2 or r22 , or altering 
zJ2, z2J appropriately. Alternatively, if either source or load 
resistances or both are such that they can be regarded as part of the two- 
port, for the purposes of absolute stability, then an overall stability 
factor, K, can be defined, as follows (Rollett, 1962a),
2(R1 + Tll H R 2 + *22 ) ” R e (zi2'z21 )K =    | ,----------- ...(9.12.U)
1 z12 Z21 1
The overall stability factor K is particularly useful in the design of 
narrow-band tuned-input tuned-output amplifiers. An example is given in 
Figure 9-12.1; the series-tuned amplifier is much less common than the 
parallel-tuned amplifier, but serves equally well to demonstrate the 
point. . ‘
xiic usefulness 01 k. vana n; as a quantitative measure of absolute 
stability has been confirmed many times by work published in professional 
and technical journals7. Its unique character has not, however, always 
been recognized or given due weight. Since its invariance must be as 
much a result as a cause of its fundamental nature, it is important to 
relate it to other properties of the two-port, just as the U-function is 
found, after its invariance is established, to be identifiable (under 
certain restrictions) as the unilateral gain. The rest of this section 
shows that k and K are inseparably associated with certain sensitivity 
functions, and gives great insight into the nature of the property, 
however misnamed, which they measure. Later sections show that several 
power-gain functions are functions of k, and demonstrate that the intuitive 
and empirical association of high gain with high sensitivity and tendency 
to instability is firmly based.
Another function of k of interest is [k - /(k2 - 1)3, which has been 
identified as the maximum efficiency (Bolinder, 1957) of the reciprocal 
part of the two-port. It will be recalled that a member of {m^ } is 
generated as the cascade of an IAPS and a lossless reciprocal imbedding.
The activity of (M ■} imbedding is thus contained in LAPS's, and is 
essentially non-reciprocal, so that the efficiency of the reciprocal part 
of the two-port is unaffected by the imbedding. The association of this 
function with absolute stability has been discussed by Venkateswaran (1961).
Consider the amplifier circuit given in Figure 9*12.1, whose 
stability factor K is given by equation 9.12.*l. We now show that the 
sensitivity of the absolute stability of the amplifier to small changes in 
any of the parameters of the two-port or the terminating impedances is 
inversely proportional to (K - l).
xiiw djquou wx riguic is boauxe proviQeQ tne tools or me system
determinant D(s) lie in the left half-plane, where D(s) is given by
Zji (s) + R7 + sL7 + 1/sC7
D(s) ...(9.12.5)
z2 2 (s) + R2 + SL2 + l/sC2
and s = a + jo) is the complex frequency variable. It is assumed that the 
two-port is a connected network, and that all the natural frequencies are 
accessible at any port, wherever created.
In the present treatment we are only interested in a single, real 
frequency, and so we put o = 0, u) = io0 , and write X7 = w0Lj - 1 /u Cj , etc. 
If now we regard L7 , C7 , L2 , C2 as variable, the system will have a 
natural frequency at to = if D(uj0 ) = 0 for any arbitrary pair of values 
of-X , X2. The loop impedance of any loop in the system will then be zero,, 
and we may consider the input loop as representative. Denoting its 
impedance by Z/n , we have
where Z22 = z22 + R2 + j%2» An essential condition for a natural frequency 
at 0)o is Re(Z^ n') = 0, Im(Zin ) = 0. The second part of the condition is 
readily satisfied by varying X7 , and we therefore focus attention on = 
Re(Zfn ), which is purely a function of X2.
If the system is absolutely stable at oj0 ,. then R/fJ is positive for all 
values of X2. The system is nearest to having a natural frequency at 
for the value of X2 which causes R.^  to be a minimum, R^^ . Although the 
absolute value of Rm/n is meaningless, the fractional sensitivity of Rmin 
to small fractional changes in the system parameters is very important, 
from a practical viewpoint, since if the sensitivity is high enough, a 
relatively small change in a system parameter (or correlated changes in 
several parameters) may cause Rmin to be zero, allowing a natural frequency 
at u)0 if Xj is varied. The sensitivity of R^/,, is consequently a valuable 
measure of the sensitivity of the stability of the system.
...(9.12.6)
rs + I z,l I ZJ (K - 1)
W "  * «    =  —  2 R 27  ,... ( 9 . 1 2 . 7 )
where z^  = zi2 z^ ,. and = Re(Zi7 ) eto. The sensitivity of Rm/n to a 
parameter r will be defined by
st r )  -  . . . . ( 9 . 1 2 . 8 )
Emin 3r
It may now be shown that
s l '»> ■ -  { r ^ j r  *  f t }  < r h y  ■■•<»•* •»>
with similar expressions for S(ri2 ), S(x27 ), S(x72 ). It follows that the 
magnitudes of the sensitivities to all the four transfer parameters lie 
between zero and 2/(K - l). A value of K > 3 ensures that the sensitivities 
are less than 1. Similarly, it may be shown that
...(9.12.10)
which always lies between r77 /(r77 + R; ) and the same factor multiplied 
by (K + l)/(K - l). A value of K > 3 ensures that the sensitivity is less 
than 2, and less than 1 if R7 - r77 ; the interchange of r77 and R7 in 
these expressions gives the results for S(R7). The sensitivity to r22 
(or R2 ) in the output loop is similar, of course , but the transferred 
sensitivity in the input loop is smaller and is given by
(r22 + R2) V I zj (K - 1) ...(9.12.11)
with a magnitude which lies between zero and 2r22/(r22 + R2 ) (K - l) ; 
again a value ©f K > 3 ensures a sensitivity less than 1, or less than 
\ if R2 - r22 .
The feature common to all these sensitivity expressions is the 
factor (K - l) in the denominator. Consequently, if K is only slightly 
greater than 1, very high sensitivities may occur, at least for some of 
the parameters. As K is increased, to 3 and over, the sensitivities all 
reduce very rapidly.. This finding may be summarized, rather qualitatively, 
in the following theorem.
xneurem xne sensiuivity or me aosorute stability or a tuned amplil'ier
is inversely proportional to (K - l), where K is the overall 
stability factor. The sensitivity of the minimum resistance of 
the input or output loop, to any parameter, is less than 2 if K 
is greater than 3.
It is clear that there is a very close connection between absolute 
stability and sensitivity, and that the 'degree of absolute stability1 
quantitatively measured by K is perhaps best interpreted as a 'degree of 
(inverse) sensitivity', quantitatively measured by (K - l). A similar 
interpretation can be found for k in the case of a conjugately-matched 
amplifier5 where R7, R2 have their optimum values, given by R7 = [I z I.
/(k2 - l)]/2r22 > etc. The above theorem then becomes:
Theorem 9»5 ' The sensitivity of the absolute stability of a conjugately- 
matched amplifier is approximately inversely proportional to 
[k + /(k2 - l)], where k is the basic stability factor. The 
sensitivity of the minimum resistance of the input or output 
loop, to any parameter, is less than 2 if k is greater than !§•.
9.13 Equivalence under Imbedding Corresponding to Absolute Stability
It has been shown that a necessary condition for one two-port to be 
equivalent to another under {M^ } imbedding, which leaves absolute stability 
invariant, is that the set of invariants (2: r^ , r^ , r^ , p^; k) be the 
same for each. It may be shown that this condition is sufficient as well 
as necessary, by demonstrating that any two-port with a set of invariants 
(2: 2, 2, rA, pA; k) is equivalent under {M^ } imbedding to a canonical 
two-port with impedance matrix
siGn(r» > j / n r ^ i r
5 / f k  - " li" s i g n t i -// (k  -  1)1
...(9.13.1)
readily be verified that the absolute stability factor k is preserved in 
this two-port, but in order to reveal the invariants rA, p^  a lossless 
four-port imbedding is required, around the {M^ } imbedding, as described 
in section 7«i0. Except for a special case, when rJ2 < 0 and k > 1, this 
matrix can be diagonalized, as in section 9*2, to give a canonical form
sign(rJ2) 0
0 sign[r/2(k - 1)3
,..(9.13.2)
with rank and index equal to the invariants rA, ■ p .
In the special case, the diagonal form becomes <-1, -1>. However, 
if the canonical two-port is first cascaded with an IAPS having a 
transmission natrix </y, /y, where y > [k + /(k2 - 1)3, and then diagonalized, 
the diagonal form becomes <-1, +1>. Since r^ , p^  define the maximum rank, 
rA, of those equivalents with minimum negative index, (r^  - p^ ), the 
second form <-1, +1> reveals the correct rA , p^ .
The derivation of a suitable (M^ ) imbedding to achieve the canonical 
impedance matrix of line 9.13.1, and the modification required for the 
special case, are given in Appendix 9«D.
Certain additional special cases are worth brief consideration. For 
cases (a) to (d), (r^ , rE ) = (2, 2); k is undefined when (r^ , rE ) ■*£ (2, 2).
(a) r22 = 0: Interchange r22 and r22i
(b) k = 1: The canonical form is replaced by
sign(r22) j
1 o_
and the diagonal form is <1, 0> if r22 is positive, 
and <-1, +1> if r22 is negative, after cascading 
with an IAPS as described above.
(o) r22 = 0, The diagonal terms of the canonical form are
r22 = replaced by -1, +1, and the off-diagonal terms remain
as in line 9.13.1. The diagonal form is <-1, +1>.
0 f  \ ,
j °J
(d) Tjj = 0, The canonical form is replaced by
= °»
k = 1:
and the diagonal form is <0, 0>.
(e) (rD ,rE ) - Cl>2), The canonical form is
i,e. zJ2 = 0 : sign(rJi) 0
1 sign(r22)
and the diagonal form becomes <sign(rJJ), sign(r22) > 
except that if both rJ} and r22 are negative, the 
diagonal form becomes <-1, +1>, after cascading with 
an IAPS as described above,
(f) (rD »rE ) = (l,l), Both canonical forms become
i.e, zi2 = z2J = 0: <sign(rJ2), sign(r22)>.
It is interesting to note that although, in general, the canonical 
diagonal form of line 9«13.2 is simply the main diagonal of the canonical 
form of line 9*13.1, this is not always so, as the first special case 
shows. In other words, the arithmetic invariants r^ , p^  are generally, 
but not always, revealed purely by {M^ } imbedding.
The findings of this section may be summarized in a theorem.
Theorem 9»6 T&o two-ports are equivalent under non-singular {n^ } imbedding 
if and only if they have the same ordered set of invariants 
(21 , rA , p^; k) •
None of these invariants is redundant, and consequently the above 
set is a complete basic set of invariants for two-ports, under {M^ } 
imbedding.
line 9*13*1 is shown in Figure 9*13*1; the series reactances can be 
absorbed into the imbedding, so that essentially only three elements are 
required. An alternative equivalent circuit which employs a gyrator in 
place of the three reactances is shown in Figure 9*13*2, but the non- 
> reciprocity of the gyrator is a superfluous feature. These two circuits 
are appropriate to the classes for which (rD, r^ ) = (2, 2). When 
(r£>v ?E ) - (l> 2) a unilateral coupling element is necessary, such as a 
current-controlled voltage source, and when (r^ , rg.) = (l, l) the two-port 
consists of two disjoint one-ports; equivalent circuits for these classes 
are readily derived. Element values for equivalent circuits are given in 
Table 9*13*1*
A particularly simple equivalent circuit was proposed by Haus (1956), 
and consists of an L-network of two resistances, as shown in Figure 9*13*3* 
If the shunt resistance is denoted Rp and the series resistance R5, then 
the impedance matrix of the circuit is
R^ + Rp Rp
Rp Rp
...(9.13.3)
and values for Rs, Rp to provide an equivalent circuit are
Rs = |(k - 1) sign(r22 ) ...(9.13.^ )
Rp = sign(r22) ...(9.13.5)
thus giving an impedance matrix
sign(r22 ) | §(k + 1) 1~| ...(9.13*6)p(k I!
where r22 can be replaced by rJ2 if r22 = 0.
This circuit is appropriate to the classes for which (r^ , r£ ) = (2, 2), 
but fails for the case when (r^ , p^ ) = (0, 0), since the coupling between 
the two ports is provided by a resistance, and not by a lossless element, 
as in the circuits of Figures 9*13*1 and 2. For this reason, the systematic 
treatment has been based on the more general matrix of line 9*13*1 rather 
than on the matrix of line 9*13*6.
Invariants Class Rec. Unil.
rz> rA P* k Tn *22 Z12 Z21 Z22 z21 ZJ2 Z2i
2 2 2 2 >1 s. 1 1 <53 <53 3 -3
2 2 2 1 >1 n. -1 -1 j 3 <53 3 -3
2 2 2 1 1 n. -1 0 <5 1 -1
2 2 2 1 <1 n. -1 1 <53 <53 3 -3
2 2 1 1 1 w. 1 0 <5 j 1 -1
2 2 0 0 1 w. 0 0 <j <5 1 -1
I 2 2 2 s. 1 1 0 1
1 2 2 1 n. -1 1 0 1
1 2 2 0 n. -1 -1 0 1
1 2 1 1 w. 1 0 0 1
1 2 1 0 n. -1 0 0 1
1 2 0 0 w. 0 0 0 1
1 1 2 £ s. 1 1 0 0
1 1 2 1 n. -1 1 0 0
1 1 2 0 n. -1 -1 0 0
1 1 1 1 w. 1 0 0 0
1 . 1 1 0 n. -1 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 w. 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 w. null
Table 9.13.1 Element values for equivalent circuits of two-ports under
absolute stability imbedding, where 3 = /(2/I k - ll ). Columns 
headed Rec., Unil., Gyr. give the transimpedances for the 
reciprocal, unilateral and gyratory equivalent circuits, 
respectively. The abbreviations s. j w.3 n. ^ indicate whether 
the classes contain two-ports which are strictly, weakly 
or not abstable, as given in Corollary 7*3.39 section 7*8*
In this section we mention briefly a slightly bizarre group of 
imbeddings, which we wish to refer to in the final chapter. The group of 
imbeddings, {Mj}, appropriate to absolute stability is made up of two-ports, 
members of which can be generated as a cascade of an arbitrary IAPS
and an arbitrary lossless two-port. The IAPS is 'impedance-transparent1 - 
it does not alter a driving-point impedance, but the lossless two-port will, 
in general. If now we select two-ports which do not alter the reactance 
(or susceptance) of a one-port impedance, at the single frequency of interest, 
then we have a set {ir^ } which is a sub-group of {m^ } , and is made up of 
two-ports with the general cascade matrices
0 d7a7 5 &2 0
_aI 0 0 d2 &2
where a7 , a2 are complex, and d7 , d2 are real and positive. Such two-ports 
can be generated by a cascade of an IAPS and one or more gyrators; two 
gyrators are always sufficient, and are equivalent to a transformer.
.A group of imbeddings {M^  } can now be defined, consisting of members 
of {m^ }; it does not appear to have any physical significance. However, 
the point of interest is that under {Mg} imbedding a two-port has six 
algebraic invariants, one of which is k (as expected from the fact that 
{Mg} is a sub-group of {M^ }). The five new invariants are presumably 
proper to {Mg}; they appear to have no physical significance. The set of 
six invariants is as follows:
k = (2r7J r22 - r, ) '/| z5\
%  = (2*ii * 2 2  ~  x s ZJ
>2 = (2XU *22 “ XJ / |zJ
%  = (2^ X 22 - rs)/\zs\
%  = [ rs + z2) - X 5 (k -13) ]/\z5\
mj = [^ (k -^) + x,(Jl7+y]/| zj
invariants, is worth mentioning:
n I _ (Zji 7,22 ) _ Zjl *22
\^12Z2lJ \fl2Z2lJ (Z,2 Z2I )2
Arithmetic invariants include rD, r£, r*, p^ , since {Mjg } is a sub­
group of {M^ }; further invariants, and sufficiency conditions for 
equivalence, have not been investigated.
9.15 Non-reciprocal Gain
The set, {1%}, of all two-ports having a transmission matrix.with a 
determinant of unit magnitude forms a group. The members of {mc} can be 
generated as a cascade of a reciprocal two-port, which may be active or 
passive, and a 'phase shifter* having a transmission matrix < exp j<|>, 
exp j<f> >, which is non-reciprocal but lossless; the group {mc} is not a 
sub-group of {]%}. A group of four-port imbeddings {Mc} can now be defined, 
consisting of members of {mc}, which will preserve the non-reciprocal 
gain of an imbedded two-port. The algebraic, proper, invariant under this 
imbedding is the magnitude of A, the reciprocal of the determinant of the 
transmission natrix, and in terms of impedance parameters is
u  -  '2 s !
\Z12 I
Of the various terms used to describe I A| , the term ’non-reciprocal gaiii* 
(Kuh and Rohrer, 1967# P« 2kl) is probably the best, and directly implies 
the properties of the imbedding which preserves it: the imbedding {Mc}
only has gain which is reciprocal, and only has non-reciprocity which is 
lossless. The 'orthogonal* association between the significances of group 
and invariant, suggested by the PMI, is evident.
The quantity I A| is related both to power gain and to signal gain,
that is voltage or current gain. In general, it is found that
I m 2 _ forward power gain _ G
reverse ppwer gain ""
| = I forward signal gain! _ 1 ^ out °r iout I  ^Ireversej
I reverse signal gainl |V„B or i „ I * I gain |5 vW 5 C f l  *
example, it may be verified at once by reference to the expressions given
later, in sections 9»l6 and 11.U, that
I A| 2 _ _ g c t  _ Gr
P r p r p r
ALA C T  ^ T
where G^, G^ y, Gr are the maximum available, minimum conjugate termination,
and transducer power gains. The relation between I Al and signal gain is 
shown in section 9«17*
The quantity I A| can be given another interpretation, by defining a 
quantity the maximum stable power gain (Rollett, 1962a). The
expression for the maximum available power gain G^ is, as discussed in 
section 9-16,
Gm a  = I Al -[K2-  /(k  -  1)1
If a two-port is not absolutely stable, then k < 1 (assuming rij5 r22 > 0), 
and GA£4 is not defined. However, resistances may be added in series (or 
in parallel) at the ports so as to construct a new two-port with an overall 
stability factor K which tends to unity. The maximum available power gain 
then tends towards its maximum stable value, GM5,
Gm a  +  1 A * =  a s K  +  l
and Gms is called the maximum stable power gain. If the two-port is 
absolutely stable, with k > 1, then in principle negative resistances may 
be added at the ports so as again to allow K -> 1, so that GMS can always 
be defined. .
It is apparent that the resistances added at the ports, either 
positive or negative, are simply rather degenerate examples of two-ports 
which are members of {m^ }.
The set of invariants (2: rD, rE ; I A| ) is believed to be complete, 
but sufficiency conditions for equivalence have not been investigated.
As described in section 8.16, efficiency is preserved under (M }* L«
imbedding, consisting of uncoupled lossless two-ports, {mL}. For two-ports, 
the arithmetic invariants r£ , p£, rD , t£9 r^ , p^ , proper to {ML>, {M2} and 
{M^ } are all preserved, since {Mi2} is a sub-group of all these groups. It 
is easy to show that the basic algebraic invariants of a two-port under 
{ML2) imbedding are
k, I Al
where A = (z2i /z12 )• Neither of these invariants is proper to this imbedding; 
k is proper to {M^ } imbedding, as shown in sections 9.12, 13, and I A| is 
proper to {Mc} imbedding, as described in section 9*15» However, functions 
of both invariants are proper to this imbedding9. Two such functions of 
interest are power-gain functions, which will be defined and briefly 
discussed below.
Since power transfer can always be maximized after {mL} imbedding, the 
association predicted by the PMI between the physical significance of the 
imbedding and that of the power-gain invariants is apparent.
Maximum Available Power Gain
The maximum available power gain G^ is obtained when the input and 
output ports are simultaneously matched to their conjugate immittances.
Such matching is only possible if the two-port is absolutely stable. The 
expression for G^ is
gM4 = |A| • [k - (^k2 -1)1 ...(9-16.1)
Minimum Conjugate-Termination Power Gain
This quantity is defined in terms of the following sequence of 
operations. Conjugately match at one port, with the second arbitrarily 
terminated in a one-port, L. Then remove the arbitrary termination L and 
conjugately match at the second port, thereby destroying the conjugate 
match at the first port (provided the two-port is not unilateral). The 
transducer gain is now a function of the termination L, and has a minimum
minimum conjugate-termination transducer gain, &CTi (Rollett, 1962a) and 
is given by
This quantity was first introduced by Linvill and Schimpf (1956), who 
made no mention of its extremum properties. The sequence of operations 
above suggests a way of measuring the k of a two-port which is not 
absolutely stable but has rJ2 , r22 > 0 and 1 > k > 0, since it can be 
shown that when L is an open or short circuit, the immittances looking in 
at both ports have positive real parts.
9•17 Port Non-reciprocity
It may be readily shown that under reciprocal two-port imbedding, 
{M^}, two-ports possess the arithmetic invariants rD , rE and gR9 proper 
to (M2> and {M^ }, and one proper algebraic invariant,'A. This quantity 
has been called, the ’measure of non-reciprocity’ (Singhakowinta and 
Boothroyd, 1961?); instead, the term ’non-reciprocity factor’ is suggested, 
as a measure of the property ’port non-reciprocity', in analogy with the 
'non-reciprocity index' gR , which is characteristic of essential non­
reciprocity (see Chapter 5)«
The quantity A may be interpreted through the concept of transducer 
signal gain, where the signal may be voltage or current. Thus if a 
generator of qpen-circuit e.m.f. vg and Thevenin equivalent source 
impedance Zx drives, a two-port having a load Z2 , the voltage gain is 
(Rollett, 1962b)
If now Z2 is chosen equal to ZJ , then the ratio of the forward and reverse 
voltage gains is simply A. In fact,
|A| ...(9.16.2)2k
(9.17.1)v (Zj +  Zjj )(z2 +  Z22 ) ~ Z12Z21
A = (forward generalized signal gain) t (reverse gain)
(9.17.2)
source and load need not be equal).
For a reciprocal two-port A = 1; for a gyrator A = -1; for a 
unilateral two-port A = °° (or 0). ’A1 carries the same information as
its reciprocal does of the reversed two-port. It is possible to define a 
function of A, A which has a value with modulus not greater than unity, 
i*e.
A = A , for I A| < 1 
A = 1/A, for | A| > 1
Since a reciprocal two-port has A = 1, it is now possible to regard (A - l) 
as another indicator of port non-reciprocity, which becomes zero for a 
reciprocal two-port. If I z2i I > I zJ2 I , which is usually the case for a 
conventionally orientated two-port, then
(A - 1) = (zJ2 - z21 )/z2i
which suggests, as would be expected, a connection with unilateral 
properties. Figure 9*17*1 shows a diagram of (A - l), indicating the 
locations of certain special two-^ ports.
9*18 Lossless Reciprocal Two^port Imbedding
Invariants under lossless reciprocal two-port imbedding include all 
those under the separate imbeddings {M2} , {M^} and and also under
lossless reciprocal four-port imbedding, {M^.}. The following set contains 
all the known basic.invariants:
(2: rD, , tl , p^  , gR, Tj , rA, p^; k, A)
The unilateral gain, U, is also invariant under this imbedding, but it is 
not a basic invariant since it can be expressed in terms of k and A, in 
the following remarkable relationship*0 , found by Singhakowinta (- and 
Boothroyd, 196U.):
Singhakowinta (196H; - and Boothroyd, 1966) has based a theory of
the design of two-port amplifiers on equation 9*18.1. It can be deduced 
from this equation (or directly from the definitions) that if U = 1, then 
^m a  ~ It,follows .' that at the maximum frequency of oscillation, where
U = 1, the maximum available power gain G^ of a three-terminal device is 
unity whichever terminal is common. It can also be shown that for U >1,
m^ a  (Singhakowinta and Boothroyd, 196*0*
The physical significance of the imbedding is not known, and no 
proper invariants of interest have been identified; sufficiency conditions 
for equivalence have not been investigated.
9*19 Two-port Transformer Imbedding
Under imbedding consisting of two uncoupled two-port transformers, 
all the arithmetic and algebraic invariants mentioned in this chapter are 
preserved, and in addition there are the following new algebraic 
invariants,
= /fir ( . ■!«. : fiilO ...(9.^.1)
1 vi  ^ yi  ^ y» y* y* T* Y* Iy n  i2 21 22 12 12 21J
which make up a basic set, in terms of which all the algebraic invariants 
may be expressed. No physical significance has been attached to the 
imbedding or to any proper invariant.
9 * 20 Conclusions
It has been shown how the general results of Chapters U to 8 may be 
applied to two-ports. Many of the results are of intrinsic interest, and 
several are already well-known. Of particular importance in the present 
context is the way in which the results for two-ports illustrate the FMI.
In a sense, the PMI is continually on trial, and it must, if necessary, 
be modified or even abandoned in the light of its applications.
the validity of the PMI. Once a property of interest is defined, an 
equivalence class can he postulated, and a group of imbeddings identified. 
The proper invariants of the representations of the class under the 
appropriate group of linear transformations are found to describe, 
qualitatively or quantitatively, the property of interest, for all the 
two-port properties considered. If imbedding groups are defined without 
reference to some two-port property of interest, then although invariants 
can be found, it is not possible to find physical interpretations for the 
invariants. The groups and invariants of sections 9«*+s 9*8 and 9*1^  come 
into this category, although it remains possible that physical 
interpretations may be found later.
The inter-relations between the groups and invariants of the non­
degenerate imbeddings are illustrated in the logic diagram of Figure
9.20.1, which is virtually- the same as that of Figure 8.7»1« The areas, 
connected or disconnected, corresponding to every group considered have 
been redrawn, and the basic, proper, invariants placed inside; the 
symbols I) eta, are defined in Table 9.8.2. The complete set of (known)JK
invariants, under a sub-group, consists of the proper invariants in the 
corresponding sub-area, together with all the invariants proper to groups 
containing the sub-group, which are given in the areas containing the 
sub-area. For example, the complete set of invariants under LR imbedding 
includes U in sub-area LR, rL, p7 from area L, gR from area R, and r7 from 
area I; similarly the invariants under RK imbedding are seen to be D_ ,RK
rK, gRi rp , rQ. There are no known invariants proper to Rel (GT)Ji.
In a similar way, the inter-relations between the groups and invariants 
of the degenerate imbeddings are shown in the logic diagram of Figure 9.20.2. 
Again, the areas and sub-areas contain basic, proper, invariants, and also, 
in brackets, invariants proper to non-degenerate imbeddings containing the 
degenerate imbedding under consideration, e,g, R2 has a proper invariant
axg .a, tmu a Dasic invariant g^  rrom tne containing group K. The set of 
proper algebraic invariants for T2 is indicated by E and defined in 
line 9*19.1j the set of arithmetic invariants (r)r is equal to 
(rRg , rj, p7 , r^., rp, rQ), and these are proper to larger groups. The 
proper invariants under M2 are rD, r£i shown on the full logic diagram. 
Thus, for example, it may be seen from the diagram that the invariants 
under group L2 are rL , pL from area L2, rD, r£ from area M2, r^ , p^ , k from 
area A, and I Al from area C.
- Finally, the logic diagram of Figure 9*20.3 shows those groups and 
invariants which have a physical significance, apart from I, P and CP. The 
invariants given in each area are basic, proper invariants, except for rj. 
The basic group I is not indicated on the diagram, since its intersections 
with the other groups shown are not apparently of any interest. The groups 
P and CP are omitted for the sake of clarity; they are sub-groups of LR2.
In this appendix it is shown how suitable F and G matrices may be found 
to achieve the simultaneous canonical reduction required in section 9*6*
To avoid repeating results already stated, frequent reference is made to 
sections 6.U, 9*2 and 9*6.
It has been shown in section 9*2 that, in general, S, can be reducedJu
to canonical form by a matrix F2 , so that
F* V Fi = < (±1 or 0), (±1 or 0) > ...(9.A.1)
In certain special cases Fi may have to be replaced by alternative matrices, 
also given in section 9*2. We shall first discuss the general case, where 
F2 is well defined.
Suppose now that a set of matrices {D} exists, such that
D+ < (±1 or 0), (±1 or 0) > D = < (±1 or 0), (±1 or 0) > ...(9.A.2)
where the diagonal matrix on the right is identical with the one on the
left. Then for all D e {D}, F2 D will also reduce SL to canonical form.
. . +The canonical form is said to be 'latent1 in the transformation D XD.
It is easy to show that the set of matrices
0 1
exp(je)
...(9.A.3)
0 exp(j<j))_
where 0 and <p are arbitrary, is contained in the set {D}. Consider now 
the effect of F . <exp(j0), exp(j<j>)> in the second transformation,
Ff F. The result is
6exp j(0 + (J>).sign(rjj ). *7^ 0 1
-1 0
...(p.A.h)
where 6 = zi2 - z2J .
This matrix can be made identical with the right-hand side of 
equation 9*6.3, where a is real and > 0, by choosing 0 and <}> such that
exp j(0 + <f>) = signCr^ ).6*/| 6l ...(9.A.5)
a = UI//UJ ... (9.A.6)
= 1//|(1/U) - ll ...(9.A.7)
We have so far found a suitable F matrix to satisfy conditions 9*6.2
and 3, and we must now find a suitable G matrix to satisfy the remaining
conditions 6.1*.12 to ll* (which were not restated in section 9*6). It is
+clear that a matrix Gj = Fj will satisfy condition 6.1*.12, and that a 
matrix <exp (jx)j exP > will satisfy both conditions 6.1*.12 and
6.1*. 13, provided
X + = 0 + <j> ...(9.A.8)
We must therefore attempt to satisfy the remaining condition, 6.1*.ll*, 
which may be written, in general,
G . Re[z] . F* = ± 1 or 0 a 1 ...(9.A.9)~j
_ -a ± 1  or 0_J
Substitution of the F and G matrices so far obtained into the left hand side 
of this condition yields
• exp j ( x  " 0).sign(ri2 ) exp j (x “ <f>) • sign(rJ7 ).6//|Aj
exp j (tp - 0).sign(r7i ).6*//|Aj exp j(ip - <p). signCr^ Ax)
..(9.A.10)
This matrix equals the right-hand-side matrix of condition 9*A.9 provided 
that i|> = <()=' 0, x “ 0, and
exp( j<j>) = sign(rii )'. 6*/| 6|
Conditions 9*A.5 and 9*A.8 are automatically satisfied.
If therefore we define a matrix D2 e {D} by
Dj = sign(ri2 ) .6*/| 6| 0
...(9*A.11)
...(9.A.12)
then the required F and G matrices are given by 
F = Fj Dj and G = Di F* .(9.A.13)
siea(v" ) Vi (I/u) - 11
“1
/I (1/U) - 1| signCr^  Al)
Notice that G =£ F .
9*B Appendix B
The results shown in Table 9•11-1 may be derived as follows. We 
have, for two-ports
C;
CL
P*
Q’
T,
T,
pi P
13_ Q
where
so that
1!*~i
O
1 0  0 0 . = 0 1 0 0
_0 0 1 0_ _0 0 0 i_
II rank Ci ~P'~ = rank Ci _p“
_Q'_ JL
and similarly for r^ . Furthermore
z p F'
_i_ _Q_
provided Q is non-singular so that Z exists. Hence
P' 11 *9 Z
_Q'_ _1_
= T, An
1
12
0
Since T2 and F” are non-singular, it follows that if rD = 1 and C1 [P'/Qf] 
is singular, then z12 - 0. If rD = 0, then Q and P are singular, and no 
impedance or admittance representation exists. If rD = 0, and r£ = 2, then 
[P/Q] has rank 2, and defines*a nullor. If rD =0, rE = 1, then [P/Q] has
rank 1, and defines a two-port with infinite sensitivity and of no interest 
in the present treatment (see section 3*1). If rD = 0, rE = 0, the 
two-port vanishes.
9.C Appendix C
In this appendix we determine the invariant absolute stability factor, 
k. In order that the expression for k may be completely general, the PQ 
representation will be used for the two-port. This emphasizes the fact 
that the value of k is quite independent of any particular explicit 
representation (such as the impedance representation, or scattering 
representation) which may be convenient in a given situation.
Section 7*9 indicates how algebraic invariants may be found.
Equation J.6 .13 written for two-ports, is
...(9.C.1)
where matrix C is 'U x b, and given by equation 7*6.79 and the remaining 
matrices are 2x2. Substitution of this equation into equation 7*6.5 
yields
4* ■ ±
...(9.C.2)
where <q> denotes <q2 , q2>9 and q2 = I AT2I , etc. If F and q2 , q2 can be 
eliminated from these equations, algebraic invariants may be revealed.
We shall make use of the Binet-Cauchy theorem (Aitken, 19519 P*93)9 
and write the second compound of [P/Q] as follows
c p» = c p
_Q'_ v _Q_
+ _  _ + + —-
P1 1 p* = F P <q> p
_Qf_ _i _Q’_ _Q_ _<q> _Q_
P 2 I P / 2
{2) =■
P j l  P 2 2 P 22P22 V
P 2 2 P 2 2 P i i  * 2 2 “ P / 2  * 2 2 A2
% 2 P / i  * 2 2 *  P / 2  * 2 / A5
^ 2 2 q22 P 2 i  * 2 2 P 2 2  * 2 2 A#
P 22 * 2 2 P 2 2  %J A5
. * 2 2  * 2 2 * 2 2  * 2 2 A6
...(9.C.3)
(The coincidence in notation between the elements of Q and the parameters 
q2 , q2 should not cause any confusion.)
j . cuva.iig, o c v u i i a  v.uimj»jLuiu.£> b x ix u u g u u u o  e q u a u x o n  y  • u  • d. w e  O D u a x n
2 Re [a^A/ - Aj*Aj'] - I Ajl2 - I A^'l 2 ... (9-C.U)
= I AF|2{2qJq2 Ret A* A, - A* A^ ] - q.2| A2|2 - q2| A^ l2 >
If the second compounds of both sides of equation 9-C.l are formed, the 
first and last of the six resulting equations are
Aj = ATj.A^.AF ; Aj = AT2-A5 AF ...(9.C.5)
Since I ATj I = q^  etc.* it follows that
|AJ|2 = q2 I AF|2 I A212 ; I AJ|2 = q2| AF|2 I Aj2 ...(9.C.6)
and q^  q2l A I2 = I A j Ajl/I A2 A5I ...(9.C.7)
Substitution in equation 9.C.h yields the algebraic invariant, denoted by k 
He [ A^A; - A4’ *Aj ] Re [ A£A, - A*A* ]
= k ...(9.C.8)lA’ Ajl
This result is completely general.
If the two-port has an impedance representation, Z, then [P/Q] may be 
replaced by [ Z/l], and 
(2)
p
LQJ -z12
11
“ Z 22
J21
Consequently k =
Re [ Ag + z„ z-*]
I ZJ2 z2/ 1
2 V j j  ? 2 2 (z/2 )'12 “21
...(9.C.10)
...(9.C.11)i z12 Z21 I
For the scattering representation, S, normalized to unit resistors, we have
P = 1 + Sjj sJ2 ...(9.C.12)
_Q_
]1 Si 2 * * •
S2i 1 + s22
1 ’ S" "S22
1 to
1 “ S22
k =
1 ~ I s„ \2 - I s2 2 \2 + I Aj
^ I SJ2 S2J I
..(9.C.13)
A loose application of Corollary 7*3.1 yields simplified conditions for 
absolute stability, in scattering parameter terms, given by Ku (1966), e,
I S/i I* > I S22 I2 < 1 _lsJ2s2jl ..(9-C.lU)
k > 1 ..(9.C.15)
These conditions are certainly sufficient, but more stringent than 
necessary. A strict application of the corollary gives the necessary and 
sufficient conditions in scattering parameter terms, which are of course a 
direct translation of the Llewellyn conditions given in lines 7*U.10 to l6.
9*D Appendix D
We here consider the conditions for the equivalence of two-ports under
{M^ } imbedding, which is defined in section 7*5. If two two-ports with-*
impedance matrices Z and Z! are equivalent under {M^ } imbedding, then
from section J.6 and equation 7*6.13 there exist two imbedding two-ports,
members of {M.}, with transmission matrices T, , T. , such that *« 1 2
Fc Z' = *1 c z
_1 _ T2 _1_
where T;, T2 satisfy equation 7.5*6 and C is defined in line 9.11.2.
A necessary condition for equivalence is that the two-ports have the 
same set of invariants (2: rD , rE, r^ , p^ ; k). It will now be indicated 
that this condition is sufficient as well as necessary by showing how to 
construct T2 , T2 so as to reduce a two-port impedance matrix to canonical 
form, exhibiting the invariants. If (r^ , r£) = (2, 2) the canonical form 
is as given in line 9*13*1:
sign(rw )
j - / t
j / t t ? ll
J /Ik - ll
sign[ rn (k - 1)]
...(9.13.1)
and some are given in section 9*13. The arithmetic invariants r*, ~gA may 
he found from this form hy diagonalization, as described in the same 
section.
The canonical form of line 9*13.1 is derived from the general two-port 
matrix by first choosing the correct shunt reactance at the input to make 
the real part of the output impedance a minimum. A suitable {M^ } imbedding 
is then chosen so as to normalize the resulting two-port and yield the 
canonical two-port, with the addition of series reactances. As a final 
step, the series reactances may be removed by resonating with appropriate 
extra reactances. The first two steps are equivalent to an imbedding
with transmission matrix <Tj , T2> where, with zg = r + jx^  ,
T; = “J z2i
-i rjj zJ d zJ
3e [ z*2 (I zj - zs)]
-jx. Re [ zfj (I Zj - *,)]
11 zj - z. V(2/| k - ll )
0
0
The final step could of course also be amalgamated with the first two, 
but only at the expense of algebraic complexity.
In the special case where rJl < 0, and k >1, the correct rA, p^  are 
revealed after cascading the canonical form with an IAPS of matrix 
</y,/y>, which may pre-multiply either TJ or T2. The off-diagonal terms 
in the canonical form are multiplied by /y and l//y, and provided
y > k + /(k2 - l), it will be found on diagonalization (according to
section 9*2) that the canonical diagonal form is <-l, +1> rather than
<-1, -1> and (r^ , p^ ) is (2, l) rather than (2, 0).
(l) The quantity U has been called the 'measure of goodness' of a two-port 
device, determining its usefulness in a two-port amplifier (Singhakowinta, 
196H; Singhakowinta and Boothroyd, 1966), or a 'measure of activity1, 
relevant to the design of maximally loaded oscillators (Spence, 1966).
Such statements are perhaps rather too sweeping, especially since U provides 
no information about the 'goodness' or 'activity' of a reciprocal two-port 
or device. The statement that 'if U < 1 the device is passive1 
(Singhakowinta and Boothroyd, 1966) is incorrect, since if U < 0 the 
device is certainly active, while if U = 0, it may be active or passive.
This last point is recognized by Spence (1968, p. 313), though a few lines 
later the statement that a two-port is active if U > 1 or if U < 0 is 
incomplete, although correct, since if U = 0 a two-port may also be 
active (it may equally well be passive). An example is the symmetrical 
T-network of two 3 ohm resistances and one -2 ohm resistance, with 
impedance matrix
activity (or passivity), while a zero value of U is evidence only of 
reciprocity, and conveys no information about activity (or passivity). It 
is thus preferable to say simply that U is a measure of 'transfer 
activity' (Rollett, 1965). The argument of Chapter k9 that there is no 
continuous measure of 'activity', adds weight to this conclusion.
(2) For example, Hower (l963a,b), Edwards and Pritchett '(1965)* Purnaiya
(1965), Pierson (1966), Lange (1967).
The point of these remarks is to emphasize the fact that a non-zero
value of U is inseparably associated with non-reciprocity, besides
V-> I  JL V- J-iJ juivy w. t/ux fc' i c a o u i l  WJ.J.J 011X0 OllUUXU UC E> U • XX Is CL U U U H  UGI’— eXampj.e ,
consider a process which results (intentionally or unintentionally) in a 
tunnel diode in series with the emitter junction.
(1+) It might be argued that since g^  = 1 when U = 0, and g^  = 0 when U =£ 0, 
g^  is therefore redundant. But the set of arithmetic invariants is then
q
incomplete, and it seems preferable to regard g^  = 1 as a precondition for 
the existence of U (see section 1.3).
(5) . Youla (196*0 showed that this circuit is a canonical equivalent circuit 
for two-ports which are strictly passive or strictly active, when the 
resistances are either both positive or both negative. The arguments of 
Chapter 6 and sections 9*5 to 9*7 show that the circuit can be extended to 
cover the 'non-strict' cases as well, with the exception of the nullor case. 
This is one of the more important results of the present work.
The previous best attempt to provide a general equivalent circuit which 
uses a minimum number of elements that are neither lossless nor reciprocal 
is the circuit of Carlin (195*0 > repeated by Carlin and Giordano (196*+, 
p.372). This circuit contains two resistances (positive or negative), a 
gyrator, three reactances and a complex transformer. However, the complex 
transformer is non-reciprocal, and its realization also requires a gyrator, 
besides a transformer and four reactances. Thus disregarding lossless 
reciprocal elements, Carlin's circuit employs the minimum number of 
resistances, bub one more than the minimum number of gyrators. The methods 
described in the present work lead to an equivalent circuit comprising the 
canonical equivalent circuit of Figure 9«7*1 imbedded in a lossless reciprocal 
four-port, consisting of twelve reactances or a transformer and a smaller 
number of reactances. The simplicity of the canonical equivalent is 
somewhat offset by the complexity of the algebraic expressions for the 
elements of the imbedding network, and for this reason it was not considered 
worthwhile to include more details.
of interest. The algebraic expression for k was first given by Aurell
(1955)> with a brief hint that k < 1 indicates conditional stability.
The reciprocal of k was defined as a ’criticalness factor', C, by Linvill 
and Schimpf (1956), and values of C greater than unity were used as an 
indication of potential instability. Aurell (1955) noticed that k has the 
same expression in z and y parameters, but Linvill and Schimpf made no 
comment on this topic.
A measure of stability for a two-port amplifier including the effects 
of source and load immittances was proposed at about this time by Stern 
(19569 1957) suid Bahrs (1956, 1957)9 and discussed by Venkateswaran and 
Boothroyd (1959); but this measure is not invariant, and assumes 
different values for the same circuit, depending on whether the circuit is 
analysed in terms of z, y, h or g parameters. The observation that k is 
invariant under interchange of z, y, h and g parameters was first made, in 
internal reports, by Lathi (i960) and Rollett (i960). The argument in 
the latter report was based on the idea that this transformation group 
(’immittance substitution’) has a physical connotation which is linked 
with absolute stability; the idea was subsequently published with an 
exposition of some basic properties of k (Rollett, 1962a). At about this 
time Venkateswaran (1961) discussed a function of k, [k + /(k2 - l)] , 
which is similarly invariant and associated with absolute stability.
(7) For example, Purnaiya (1965), Kolody (1965), Buckingham (1966),
Norris (1966), Pierson (1966), Callendar (1966), Bodway (1967)5 Froehner
(1967), Lange (1967).
(8) Singhakowinta (196 )^ has shown that the sensitivities of G„ to A and
M A
U are functions of k and arg A, which allow conclusions similar to those 
of Theorem 9*5 to be drawn. (The quantities G^ and A are defined in 
sections 9*16 and 9-17)*
PMI, as given in section 2.  ^and discussed in note 2.N.I.
(10) Such a relationship among invariants is known in the algebra of 
invariants (e.g, Klein, 1939* P* 1^ 1^  as a 'syzygy', a term previously 
used in astronomy but given this special meaning by Sylvester. In Klein's 
systematic treatment of geometry, a 'geometry' is defined by a group of 
transformations, the (relative) invariants under the group correspond to 
the 'objects' of the geometry, and the syzygies, being relations among the 
invariants, correspond to the theorems, that is to the results of interest 
in the geometry (e.g. ibid* 3 p. 1^ 5) •
(11) Apart from functions involving both rr and rD .
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Fig. 9>7«2 The unilateral equivalent circuit of a two-port under 
lossless reciprocal imhedding.
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Fig. 9»7»3 An equivalent circuit for a two-port under lossless 
reciprocal imbedding, employing a nullor.
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Fig. 9.7.^  An equivalent circuit for a nullor.
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Fig. 9* 7*5 A circuit which realizes a gyrator as u tends 
to infinity.
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Fig. 9.7.6 A circuit employing a nullor which realizes a 
gyrator.
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Fig. 9.7.7 A circuit employing only one active element - a nullor, 
which realizes a gyrator in the limit as n tends to 
infinity.
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Fig. 9.10.1 Symmetrical equivalent circuit. The complex
gyrator of impedance ± §6 (where 6 = zJ2- z2i )
can he rotated through 120° without altering the
circuit.
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Fig. 9*12.1 A series-tuned amplifier with constant source 
and load resistances Rv, .
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Fig. 9.13.1 A general equivalent circuit for a two-port 
under absolute stability imbedding.
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Fig. 9.13.2 An alternative general equivalent circuit, 
with a gyrator providing coupling.
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Fig. 9.13.3 A less general equivalent circuit.
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CHAPTER TEN
MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR CERTAIN TWO-PORT INVARIANTS
10.1 Introduction
In this chapter we describe methods of measuring some of the more important 
two-port algebraic invariants discussed in the previous chapter. The invariants 
are expressible in terms of any set of matrix parameters of the two-port (or any 
other complete description), and it is clearly possible to calculate the 
invariants from measurements of matrix parameters. However, since the invariants 
are considered to be rather basic properties, it seems on general grounds that 
it should be possible to find methods of measuring them directly.
The most interesting two-port invariants are U, k, G , |A| and arg A, of 
which the middle three are related by equation 9*16.1, and all five by equation
9.18.1. The main purpose of this chapter is to establish that methods of 
measuring these invariants directly have been or can be found (apart from 
certain exceptional cases), and thus to substantiate their fundamental character. 
Since is easy to measure, and the measurement of A (modulus and phase) by 
bridge methods has been described by Singhakowinta (196*0» attention is 
concentrated on the determination of U and k; methods for measuring G,„ and |a |
M A
are also given incidentally in the section describing the determination of k.
The actual results of the measurements, made on high-frequency transistors, are 
not of particular interest in the present context.
10.2 The Determination of the U-function
If a two-port falls into any of the classes
(2: , pi , gR> ry) = (2: 2, 2, 1, 2), (2: 2, 1, 1, 2), (2: 1, 1, 1, 2),
and furthermore U is positive (for the second of the three classes), then it is 
possible to identify U as the unilateral gain of the two-port. This condition 
amounts to the condition given by Mason (1953, 195*0 > that either U > 1, or 
U > 0 and r/7 or r22 >0. If the conditions are satisfied, the two-port can be 
unilateralized by any suitable lossless reciprocal network, and the maximum 
available power gain of the unilateral structure is equal to U.
If the two-port falls into the classes (2: 2, 1, 1, 2) with U < 0, or 
(2: 2, 0, 1, 2), (2: 1, 0, 1, 2), then although the two-port can be unilateral- 
ized, in principle, the self-impedances are negative, and the unilateral gain 
does not exist. Class (2: 0, 0, 1, 2), containing the gyrator, cannot be 
unilateralized.
It is however possible to measure U indirectly for the latter classes.
If known padding resistances Rfl , R^ are placed successively at one port, and the 
corresponding measured values of U are Ufl , , then the U-function is given by
(Rollett, 1962a)
u (R„ - R )y _ D O  a
R U - R U
b b a a
The problem of measuring the unilateral gain has been considered a few
times in the past. Mason (1953, 195^ ) proposed a circuit requiring a variable,
lossless transformer. This circuit has been realized at high frequencies by
Hower* , using coaxial lines, with a coupling loop in place of the transformer.
Some results were reported, but the circuit was apparently very troublesome,
probably due to the use of flexible cable in the feedback loop; the losses in
such’ cable are not negligible and vary with the slightest movement. Weinreich
(1956) gave a circuit which only applies to an idealized transistor model.
Cattermole (1959) gave a circuit which requires a delay line of variable
impedance and delay, as well as a lossless transformer; it is not practicable.
The present author (Rollett, 1965) discussed the problem and gave a method
using coaxial lines which is described in a shortened form in this chapter,
sections 10.2.1 and 10.2.5* 6. Recently a very elegant method has been
described by Lange (1966); it employs a variable directional coupler. However,
unlike the method described here, it cannot be used if the two-port is not 
2absolutely stable .
We will now discuss one approach to the problem of measuring unilateral 
gain. It will be recalled that it is defined as the maximum power gain available 
from an active two-port after its internal feedback has been perfectly 
neutralized by a feedback network which must be lossless and reciprocal. The 
requirement of reciprocity causes no difficulties, since it is easily satisfied
in networks which contain no active elements by excluding permanent magnetic 
fields (Harrington and Villeneuve, 1958)* However, since practical components 
are always slightly lossy, the requirement of losslessness raises the problem 
of how much loss is tolerable in ’lossless1 unilateralization.
Two circuits will now be described, a lumped-component circuit, suitable 
for frequencies below 100 MHz, and a coaxial-line circuit suitable for 
frequencies from 100 MHz to 1 GHz and perhaps up to 2 GHz. The circuit design 
principles common to both circuits will be described first.
10.2.1 The Measurement of Unilateral Gain
It is required to find a lossless reciprocal network which will 
unilateralize a two-port at a specified frequency. Reciprocal elements which 
can theoretically be lossless include capacitors, inductors, transformers, 
transmission lines, coupling loops and probes, lossless couplers. Of these, 
the transformer is always somewhat lossy in practice, and it seems preferable 
to find a circuit or class of circuit employing only reactances. If the feedback 
around the device is to be provided by reactances, then only the reactive 
component of the feedback through the device can be neutralized. It is therefore 
necessary to transform the reverse transfer immittance of the device into a pure 
reactance before connecting the reactive feedback. This transformation must 
also be accomplished by reactances.
A circuit which satisfies these conditions is shown in Figure 10.2.1. A 
three-terminal two-port has a susceptahce in series with the output, and a 
feedback susceptance BJ2 in shunt from output to input. The admittance matrix 
of the whole network is given by
[Y] =
i+(y22 /j b 2 )
V + t y j  b2) ■Ji2~ + jB 12
1 -l“
2^2 __ -1 1
, .(10.2.1)
where ■yJJ eta, are the admittance parameters of the two-port, and their 
determinant. The reverse transadmittance can be made zero by adjusting and
Bl2 so that (at the specified frequency)
(10.2.2)
The circuit is then unilateral, and its admittance matrix is
0
2^2 “ yi2
...(10.2.3)
where g2i = Be{yJ1 ) et a. The method breaks down only if g = 0, although the 
unilateral, gain might still be measurable in one of the similar circuits
The unilateral circuit will be absolutely stable at the specified frequency
Figure 10.2.1, with the reactance in series either with the output or the input, 
can always be used to measure the unilateral gain, provided U is positive and at 
least one port self-admittance has a positive real part.
However, if both port self-admittances have negative real parts, and U 
exceeds unity, this type of circuit cannot be used to measure U, although 
lossless reciprocal unilateralizing circuits do exist (Mason, 1953, 195*0•
There are two other types of circuit, of the same class, employing only 
the necessary minimum of two reactances. These are shown in Figure 10.2.2 and 
10.2.3. The condition to be satisfied by the elements of the circuit of
described below
provided the real parts of the input and output admittances are positive. Now
M ? ; ,  ) = (e„g„ - b12 e2I ) /e22
which is positive provided U and q22 have the same sign. Also,
which is positive provided g^^ is positive. Hence the type of circuit of
Figure 10.2.2 is
y11 y12
ox3 ■ oxo - \ 0 ...(10.2.U)
and for the circuit of Figure 10.2.3,
^  + iB» %  > = 0 ...(10.2.5)
It can he seen that the general method involves first adding a reactance in 
series or shunt* and then applying shunt or series reactive feedback.
In principle, the problem is nov solved, and if a practical circuit element 
were available to provide reactance variable between plus and minus infinity, 
with negligible loss, any of these circuits could be realized without further 
difficulty. At high frequencies, transmission lines provide such an element, 
but no single lumped component behaves in this way.
The general, method just described was used to measure the unilateral gain 
of transistors, in a lumped-component circuit at 10 MHz, and in a coaxial-line 
circuit at frequencies between 100 and 900 MHz. The type of circuit of 
Figure 10.2.1 is most suitable, in practice, since it allows the common lead 
of the transistor to be earthed. The development of the two practical circuits 
will now be described.
10.2.2 Lumped-Component Circuit Realization
In order to satisfy both real and imaginary parts of equation 10.2*2, a 
minimum of two mriable elements are required. In practice, only capacitors 
are readily variable (at 10 MHz), and the unilateralizing circuit will therefore 
contain two variable capacitors. Now from equation 10.2.2 it follows that
and since gJ2 is usually negative for both common base and common emitter 
configurations, one of and BJ2 must be negative. It is therefore necessary 
to use an inductor to provide negative susceptance. It is possible to use a
series or parallel combination of inductor and variable capacitor to realize one 
of and BJ2 , or alternatively to use the inductor only for one of and BJ2 , 
and put the variable capacitor elsewhere in the circuit. To avoid problems 
associated with resonance at other frequencies, the second alternative is 
preferred, and the variable capacitor is placed in shunt across the transistor; 
this improves stability at high frequencies. The final realizations of the 
circuit are shown in Figures 10.2.U" and 10.2.5, which also indicate the matching 
networks required for measuring maximum available gain. The component values 
required can be found from the following equations
o)C
wC = —r—  +  -------- b
2 «iLt gJ2 «
1
ojL. • ■'
1
b g 
12 *22
wC = T• s o)L
1_
’2 ' gJJ
ft 1 bJ28li
W 4 &j2 ” 11
By the inclusion of three elements in the circuits, an extra degree of 
freedom is available and may be used to scale the values of the three elements 
to easily realizable values. Since \>J2 and \>22 are usually small, a simplified 
design procedure for the circuit of Figure 10.2.U is as follows:
(i) Choose C so that C„ »  b„„ .
' 2 2 22
(ii) Choose hJ to resonate with C^  at the design frequency.
(iii) The shunt feedback capacitance C'. is then given by
CJ ~ C2 I Si2 !&22 I
For the circuit of Figure 10.2.5, this procedure is modified by the fact that 
it is not practicable to choose C^ very much larger than b /u. Provided the 
resulting input susceptance is capacitive, it may still be resonated with .
Both the circuits of Figures 10.2.h and 10.2.5 were realized, but the circuit 
of Figure 10.2.U was found easier to adjust.
10.2.3 Practical Considerations
The unilateral gain is the maximum power gain available from the 
unilateralized device. It is therefore necessary to provide conjugate matching 
networks at both input and output, to match the signal generator to the input 
impedance and the output impedance to the load impedance. If the generator and 
load impedances are equal, the insertion gain of the matched structure is equal 
to the unilateral gain.
The matching networks used were reactive T- or tt-networks, each consisting 
of two variable capacitors, and one or more inductors. The range of impedances 
which such networks will match to a fixed impedance is limited. In order to 
design suitable matching networks, the input and output admittances of the 
unilateralized circuit were calculated, from typical high frequency transistor 
data, and plotted on a double Smith chart (immittance chart) (Theriault and 
Wasson, 1957)* It is then possible to choose the ranges of variation of the 
variable capacitors so that (together with one or more fixed inductors) a large 
part of the area in which the calculated input (or output) admittances fall is 
covered.
‘Although tfee circuit is absolutely stable at the design frequency, after 
the transistor has been unilateralized, there remains the possibility that the 
circuit may be unstable at other frequencies. This possibility can never be 
eliminated, but can be reduced in three ways:
(i) By choosing the unilateralizing components'so that the coupling between 
the output and input circuits is as small as possible -i.e. has a high impedance.
(ii) By choosing the form of the T- or ir-matching networks to present 
impedances (at frequencies away from the design frequency) which are least 
likely to cause instability.
(iii) By careful attention to circuit layout, by providing screening between 
input and output circuits, and by employing wideband decoupling circuits at 
points where d.c* bias is supplied.
A practical realization of the circuit shown schematically in Figure 10.2.U 
is shown in Figure 10.2.6. The design frequency is 10 MHz.
10,2.U Measurement Method and Results
In order to unilateralize the circuit, a signal is fed into the output 
and its level monitored at the input. The feedback elements are adjusted to 
give minimum signal at the input. The adjustment is critical, but isolation 
of TO to 80 dB can be obtained.
After unilateralization, there is negligible reverse coupling, and the 
matching networks can be adjusted independently of one another. A signal is 
fed into the input and its level monitored at the output, and the matching 
networks adjusted to give maximum output. The adjustment is easy provided the 
range of variation of the variable elements is sufficient. The unilateral gain 
is then the insertion gain of the matched structure, corrected for circuit 
losses.
In order to estimate the overall circuit losses, the transistor is replaced 
by a shorting link, and the matching networks readjusted for minimum loss. In 
the early versions of the circuit this loss was never less than 0.8 dB, and 
sometimes as high as 1.5 dB. Some of this loss occurred in the matching 
networks, and the rest was assumed to be associated with the feedback inductor. 
As a rough rule of thumb it was considered that a reasonably good estimate of
the true unilateral gain would be given by adding this loss to the value of
insertion gain.
A fuller investigation was carried out by assuming that the inductor had 
a series loss associated with it. It can be sho>m that there is an optimum 
value for the inductor which minimizes the effect of the loss, and is
independent of the value of the loss. The expression for %2opt in the circuit
of Figure 10.2.1 is
.lr»Hr2J -y„r h12 
2 ° p *  2g/2 /u 7 g ~ “
This was confirmed by calculating the gain for different values of inductance 
and Q-factor, for a particular transistor at 10 MHz; the results are shown in 
Figure 10.2.7. Since practical values of Q-factor for a helical inductor lie 
between 150 and 250 at this frequency, it Is apparent that using the optimum
value of inductor will yield a gain of about 0.7 dB below the true unilateral 
gain, and an inductor differing by a factor of 3 from the optimum will yield 
a gain of about 0.H dB lower still.
To eliminate the effect of the losses of the inductor in the feedback
. . 3network, the negative-impedance-converter circuit of Figure 10.2.8 was used to
couple a negative resistance into the inductor through a small coupling coil, 
so that its Q-factor could be raised to over 800. The n.i.c. is adjusted with a 
shorting link in place of the transistor, and the matching networks adjusted to 
give maximum output signal. The losses associated with the matching networks 
are about 0.7 dB, but it is possible to adjust the n-.i.c. so as to compensate 
for the losses not only of the feedback inductor but also of the matching 
networks. This technique is perhaps dangerous if used incautiously, but it was 
found in practice that the sum (forward gain + circuit loss) remained practically 
constant provided the circuit loss was adjusted (by means of the n.i.c.) to 
about 1.0 dB or less. The difficulties of theoretically analysing the situation 
are prodigious, and the empirical approach was found to be sufficiently reliable 
for practical purposes.
Typical results at 10 MHz are as follows.
Forward
gain
Reverse
gain
Circuit
loss
Unilateral
gain
Initial readings (without n.i.c.) 30 dB 58 dB - -
Adjusted readings (with n.i.c.). 30.0 75 0.7 dB 30.7 dB
Readjusted readings (with n.i.c.) 30.8 75 0 30.8
The tolerance on the measurements was ± 0.1 dB, and the results indicate 
that the unilateral gain is sensibly independent of the adjustment of the n.i.c. 
circuit, when the circuit losses approach 0 dB.
10.2.5 Coaxial-Line Circuit Realization
At high frequencies, the need to build a circuit as nearly loss-free 
as possible suggests the use of air-dielectric coaxial lines. The lines will 
first be assumed to be lossless,. and the effects of losses discussed later.
If a line of electrical length 0 and characteristic admittance Y^ is 
connected to the output of a two-port with admittance parameters y eta. , then 
it can he shown that the reverse transadmittance of the compound is
V12
Y12 ^  y ' sin 0 - jY cos 022 O
where 0 = 2 u . (line length/wavelength), and is real. The electrical length 0
can always be chosen so that Y (0) is a pure susceptance, unless g22 = 0.
The circuit can now be neutralized by a coaxial-line feedback loop which includes
a shunt stub. If the electrical lengths of the input and output arms of a
coaxial-line tee are 0^ and 0^ , and the (variable) electrical length of a
short-circuit stub arm is 0 , then it can be shown that its transadmittance is
s
cosec 0 . cosec 0
Y (0 } = -iY ~______
12 s o COt 0 + COt 0„ + COt 0
1 2 s
As cot 0^ varies between ± 1^2^ s ) 'takes on all values between ± j°°,
whatever the constant values of 0, and 0„. Therefore a coaxial-line feedback
1 2
loop, with a variable shunt stub can always be adjusted to provide the required 
neutralizing trans-susceptance.
It can be shown that the effect of losses is generally small, except when 
the stub of the feedback transadmittance is near resonance (Rollett, 1965).
order to avoid working near resonance, two shunt stubs are therefore used in
the feedback loop instead of one; the length of the feedback loop and the 
location of the stubs may also be altered.
The r.f. circuit, complete with conjugate matching networks, is shown 
schematically in Figure 10.2.9*
\
10.2.6 Practical Considerations and Results
It is important to determine whether losses in the unilateralization 
network are significantly affecting the measurement of the unilateral gain.
A useful check is to replace the two-port by a short length of line. A measure­
ment of the minimum loss through the system, after matching at input and output,
shows whether there is any excessive loss. The losses were found to he in the
range 0.5 to 0.7 dB, in the frequency range 100 to 900 MHz.
Another method relies on the finesse of the experimenter. If the network 
is effectively lossless, then the final, adjustment of the variable line is 
completely independent of the adjustment of the shunt stubs. This phenomenon, 
or its absence, is easily recognized with a little practice. The reason for the 
independence is as follows. If the admittance parameters of the whole network, 
unmatched, are denoted by Y eta. , and the real admittance of both source and
load is , then the reverse transducer gain G^, is given by
T I (Y + Y )(Y + Y ) - Y Y \2IJ o ' K 22 o' 12 21 ‘
After preliminary adjustment, the only parameter which varies rapidly with 
variation of the unilateralizing components is Yj2 ; further adjustment makes the 
second term in the denominator negligible compared with the first. The reverse 
’gain1 is then directly proportional to the |YJ2 |2 term in the numerator, and 
the gain can be reduced to zero by independently reducing the real and imaginary 
parts of YJ2 . Thus, if the losses associated with the shunt stubs contribute 
significantly to the real part of Y , the adjustment of the variable line will 
not be independent of the adjustment of the stubs.
The practical circuit was built up from General Radio 50 ohm coaxial-line 
elements, including transistor mounts, air lines,-tees, stubs, "trombone” line, 
inner coupling capacitors, and specially constructed outer coupling capacitors 
(Rollett, 1963a). Unilateralization was usually simple, but matching was 
inclined to be tedious. The forward power gain was always repeatable to within 
0.2 dB, and the reverse loss was always in excess of 60 dB. The unilateral gain 
was taken to be the sum (forward power gain) + (circuit loss).
Measurements were made on the same transistors in both common base and 
common emitter connections, and results are shown in Figure 10.2.10. The 
agreement between the two sets of measurements is very close, and provides a 
very stringent check on the quality of the experiment. Additional checks are 
provided by a measurement of the maximum frequency of oscillation, determined
4 .separately , a measurement of the gam at 10 MHz on the apparatus described in 
sections 10.2.3 and ht and a value of gain calculated from measurements of
5h-parameters at 1 kHz, all of which are shown on Figure 10.2.11. It is 
reasonable to conclude that both experimental methods are indeed giving the 
true unilateral gain, to within practical tolerances.
It is interesting to note that the value of U for this transistor is given 
quite closely by the expression
U
u =
1 + U (f/fvf
A value of f^  = 802 ±12 MHz was found by a least-squares fit to the 
measurements.
10.3 The Determination of the Invariant Stability Factor, k
The invariant stability factor k may be determined by measurements of 
certain power-gain functions. From section 9.16 we have
°jm = |a| .[k - /(k -1) ] ...(9.16.1)
% T = lAl/2k ...(9.16.2)
Thus measurements of , Gcr and the same quantities for the reversed two-port,
G*«> ° C T  V h e V e
= Ik * AkJ-l)]/|A| ...(10.3.1)
G'r = l/2k|A| ...(10.3.2)
will yield estimates of k, and also of the invariant |A|, the non-reciprocal 
gain. The expressions relating the power gain functions with k are
■ <„) = k-/(kJ-l) '...(10.3.3)
M ct . G'r) = l/2k ...(10.3.U)
0m /0CT = 2k [k - /(k2-l)J ...(10.3.5)
and the relations with |A| are
'W'C* - °c/Gcr “ lAl* ...(10.3.6)
If the two-port falls in the class (2: r , r , r, , p ) = (2: 2, 2, 2, 2),
D  E  A  A
with k > 1, then the two-port is absolutely stable, and the quantities
G.,,, G*” , G^, gT can all be measured, so that any of the expressions 10.3.3,
M A  M A  Ci C T
U, 5 can be used to determine k. If the two-port is in the class (2: 2, 2, 2, l), 
then the two-port is not absolutely stable, and G,./, G*" do not exist. However,
M A  M A
if 0 < k < 1, and r^ , r22 > 0, it is still possible to measure G , G^ y, so 
that k may be found from expression 10.3.^ ; similarly )A| can still be found as 
indicated in expression 10.3.6.
If the two-port is not covered by the cases just considered, that is if 
k < 0,.or or r22 < 0, then k may still be found indirectly, by adding known 
padding resistances to make the overall two-port absolutely stable. Thus if 
Rfl , are placed successively at one port, and the corresponding positive 
overall stability factors are determined, then the basic stability factor
is given by (Rollett, 1962a)
RK - R K  
a h b a
* - V  - .
The determination of k has been considered by Zawels (1963a, b),
Buckingham (1966), and Medina and Scarlett (1966). The methods described 
involve making measurements of input admittance for a range of different 
susceptances at the output of the two-port. The results are plotted, and simple 
graphical constructions (or calculations) give the value6 of k. Similar methods, 
for determining the function k + /(k2-l) from the same measurements, have been 
given by Wheeler (19^ 9), Mathis (195^ , 1955) and Altschuler (1955), and have 
been reviewed and improved by Singhakowinta (196U). Such methods do not quite
seem to qualify as direct methods, since they rely rather heavily on geometrical
constructions or the equivalent calculations; the distinction is rather hard to 
draw, however. It should be added that provided r^ , r22 > 0, so that k > -1,
these methods always allow k to be determined.
We now consider the determination of k (and also |a |) by the measurement 
of the power-gain functions G, and G , forward and reverse. The most direct
M A  C T
determination of k (compared with the methods referred to above) is that based
on equation 10.3.^ , which gives l/2k as the geometric mean of the forward and
reverse G„„,.
C T
10.3.1 The Measurement of Power-Gain Functions
The maximum available power gain of a two-port, G, . may be found by
M A
conjugately matching the input port to a signal generator, and simultaneously 
conjugately matching the output port to a load impedance. A reference power 
level is established by conjugately matching the generator to the load, and G,,,
M A
is then the ratio of the maximum power delivered to the load by the matched 
two-port to the reference power level. If the source impedance is equal to 
the load impedance and both are real, then G,„ is the insertion gain of the
M A
matched two-port. The conjugate match in each case can be achieved by adjusting 
variable matching networks until the power transferred to the load is a maximum.
The minimum conjugate-termination power gain, Gcr» is found by the sequence 
of operations described in section 9,l6, The first operation is to terminate 
the two-port in a lossless one-port, L, and then conjugately match at the other 
port. It is therefore necessary to have some means of knowing whether the 
conjugate match has been achieved. Since no power is transmitted through the 
two-port, at this stage, the conjugate match can be arranged by monitoring the 
reflected power, which is zero under conjugately matched conditions.
Above about 30 MHz, the reflected power can be conveniently monitored with 
coaxial directional couplers. The measurement method for GCT was therefore 
devised for the frequency range from 30 MHz to perhaps 1.5 GHz.
After conjugately matching at the first port, with a lossless one-port L 
at the second port, the one-port L is removed, and a conjugate match is arranged 
at the second port, thereby destroying the conjugate match originally 
established. The matching network at the first port must not be disturbed, 
however, as the mismatch introduced is essential to the measurement; it is the 
presence of this mismatch which keeps the circuit stable when the two-port is
not absolutely stable. The transducer gain of the half-matched structure is 
defined as G ^ .  It may be measured as before, after determining a reference 
power level in the load; again, if the source and load impedances are real and 
equal, 'G T is the insertion gain of the half-matched structure.
10.3*2 Practical Details and Results
Measurements were made on transistors at 300 MHz, and the circuits
used were built with General Radio 50 ohm coaxial-line components; the
directional couplers used were Narda Microline model 3020A.
It is convenient first to measure G_ , forward and reverse, and then to
C T ’
measure G„ , forward and reverse. The measurement of G is carried out as
M A  C T
follows. The output port of the transistor, in a coaxial-line transistor mount,
is terminated in a short circuit, consisting of a coaxial-line with an open-
circuit a quarter of a wavelength from the transistor, or a short-circuit half
a wavelength away. It is convenient but not essential to use a short circuit
as the lossless termination, since it may be shown that the final system then
has input and output immittances with positive real parts. The input port is
conjugately matched to the signal generator, as shown in Figure 10.3.1(a), with
the help of a directional coupler and a two-stub matching network, adjusted for
a null in the reflected power.
The short circuit is then removed, and a second matching network and
directional coupler, and the load, are connected, as in Figure 10.3.1(b). The
second matching network is adjusted for maximum power transfer to the load,
indicated by the coupler and G.R. detector connected to the load. The transducer*
gain, Gc;r, can now be determined, after establishing a reference level. The 
signal generator and detector are then interchanged, and the reverse gain c£ 
is found.
In order ta measure G, . the input and output ports are simultaneously
M A
conjugately matched by adjusting the matching networks to give maximum output 
signal, with the help of the directional couplers to monitor reflected power.
The generator aasd source are again interchanged to find the reverse gain G* .
M A
The Iosb through the circuit was found approximately by substituting a 
U-link for the transistor mount, and adjusting the matching networks for minimum 
loss. The minimum loss was found to be 1.3 dB, and all the measurements were 
corrected by this amount. The ratio G1#./G__ in relation 10.3.5 can be foundv M A  C T
directly by first measuring GCT» and then re-adjusting both matching networks 
to provide the simultaneous conjugate match required for measuring G NoAL4
corrections for loss are required in this method.
As a check on the measurement of Gcr» it is possible to change the ’lossless 
one-port1 of the first step from a short circuit to a reactance by altering the 
length of line by a few centimetres either way. Usually the resulting structure 
was still stable after carrying out the remaining steps, and the value of GCJ, 
was then found to be the same; thus Gcr is independent of the immittance of the 
lossless one-port, as indicated by the theory.
. . 7The four power-gain functions were measured for a range of collector 
currents from 0.1 mA to 8 mA on a 2N918 transistor in the common base 
configuration, with collector voltage constant at 5v. In the range of currents. 
0.1 to 0.6 mA, the transistor was absolutely stable, and three estimates of k 
were made using relations 10.3.3, l+» 5* The estimates are plotted in 
Figure 10.3.2, with the tolerances indicated. Above 0.6 mA the transistor was 
not absolutely stable, but G G ^  and hence one estimate of k can be found,vi
and the results are shown in Figure 10.3.3. Similarly, two estimates of |a | 
from relations 10.3.6 are available below 0.6 mA, and one above, and results .
are shown on Figures 10.3.1+ and 5*
10.1+ Conclusions
Experimental methods have been described for measuring directly the
algebraic invariants U and k; G^ and jAJ were also measured in the determination
of k. The reason for describing these methods, and for referring to the methods
of Singhakowinta (l96i+) for measuring A, is to show that these algebraic
invariants can indeed be measured directly, without recourse to calculation from 
8matrix parameters , or other intermediate measurements not closely related to the 
invariant. The fact that for all these invariants direct measurement is possible
adds weight to the claim that they are, in some sense, fundamental properties 
of the two-port. The measurement methods all involve finding a particular 
imbedding, among the range of appropriate imbeddings, which permits the measure­
ment of quantities directly related to the invariant to be determined; the 
process is analogous to referring a conic to its principal axes, before 
determining its properties.
It is worth observing that A (both modulus and phase) can be measured by 
a method similar to that described for measuring |A{. The method is suggested 
by equations 9.1T«1 and 2. Measurements of the forward and reverse complex 
voltage ratio enable both the modulus and phase of A to be determined (Rollett, 
1962b). This method is perhaps slightly more direct than the bridge methods 
described by Singhakowinta (I96U)but the distinction is hard to draw.
10.N Notes to Chapter 10
(1) The circuit is given by Hover (1963b), and results are given in several of 
the Quarterly Progress Reports. A brief account omitting circuit details was 
outlined by Hower (1963a).
(2) This fact limits the usefulness of the method when measuring bipolar 
transistors, since they are not absolutely stable over an appreciable part of the 
high-frequency range, in common emitter connection, and over an even larger part 
in common base connection; in the common collector connection they are hardly ever 
absolutely stable. In particular, the stringent test referred to in section 
10.2.6, which requires comparing values of unilateral gain measured in two 
different connections, could only be applied over a very small frequency range,
as the gain is tending towards unity. Confidence in the accuracy of measured 
values is therefore likely to be hard to establish.
(3) For the development of this circuit, the author is indebted to his colleague 
A.J. Booth, who also made the measurements given later in this section.
(k) The circuit used was later reproduced, with permission (but without 
acknowledgment)r by Thornton et at. (1966), Figure 3.17•
(5) The author is also indebted to A.J. Booth for the h-parameter measurements 
shown on Figure 10.2.11.
(6) It has been stated (Medina and Scarlett, 1966) that methods based on 
measuring input immittances are simpler than methods based on measurements of 
power gain. This is true if one considers only the demands made on the 
experimentalist. But measurements of immittance at high frequencies are usually 
associated with system errors which are not negligible, and can easily lie in 
the region of 10^  to 30/S. Measurements of power gain can be made with some 
confidence to within about 2/S, and are likely to give more accurate estimates
of k, if accurate values are needed.
(7) The author is indebted to his colleague N.R. Dyer for making the measurements 
reported here.
(8) It is perhaps not irrelevant to point out that calculations based on 
measured matrix parameters are often subject to large errors, especially when 
they involve subtractions of quantities of comparable value. For example, a 
set of measured matrix parameters with errors of ±10$ can easily lead to 
calculated values of power gains with errors of a factor of up to 2, or ±3 dB.
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B'12
A - i = »Z_A B
Fig. 10.2.1 Shunt-unilateralized three-terminal device.
£
Fig. 10.2.2 Series-unilateralized three-terminal device,
12
Fig. 10.2.3 Shunt and series unilateralization.
256
M
I______ I L_
Fig. 10.2.1+ General circuit, with inductor in series with output .
terminal. fM* indicates lossless matching network.
H
I___
Fig. 10.2.5 Alternative general circuit, with inductor in series 
with input terminal.
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Z lN= - Z / ( n - l )  v 
O D >
RpF
10k
560
56 k
56k
330
VT2
2N9I6
ZN 916
10k 15k
15k
VT1: = VT2: = 2N9l6RNF
0-1
PF
Vcc: = l8v
Fig. 10.2.8 Negative impedance converter circuit.
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LJ
I- J L J
Fig. 10.2.9 Schematic diagram of coaxial-line circuit,
including matching networks, for the measurement
of U.
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2N 7 00  No.2  
6 V 2mA
© C O M M O N  E M I T T E R  
X COMMON BASE 
+  MAX. FREQ. OF OSCILLATION
100 1000200 300
FREQUENCY MHz
8 0 05 0 0
Fig. 10.2.10 Experimental results. The straight line has a slope 
of 6 dB per octave. v
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source
bias tees
null det
Ca)
source
null det
CD)
det.
Fig. 10.3.1, Coaxial-line circuit for determining GC2,; (a) initial
adjustment, (b) final measurement.
26k
(o)
Cb)
lc)
k
0-60-50*40 - 30*2
Fig. 10.3.2 Three estimates of k, derived from measured power-gain
functions and equations 10.3.3, 5: (a) from
G__ . (£+0.2  dB, (h) from G . g' ± 0.2 dB,
C T  C T  M A  M A  ’
(c) from GJit4/Gcr ± 0.1 dB;
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lc mA
Fig. 10.3.^ Two estimates of |a| derived from measured power-gain 
functions and equations 10.3.6: (a) from ^C T /^C T 9 M  
from G /Gr
M A  M A
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
11.1 Introduction
In this concluding chapter we take up certain points from the previous 
chapters that merit discussion, and indicate possible areas for further 
research. We start by considering the three simple questions posed in 
Chapter 1, to which satisfactory answers could not then be given. The 
treatment of these questions brings up the subject of invariance under 
frame transformations, a topic not touched upon since Chapter 2. A general 
principle concerning form invariance is stated, which helps to place it 
in a proper perspective. A review of the rest of the work ends with a 
quotation which underlines the fact that it is written essentially from an 
'operational' point of view.
11.2 Question 1.1
The first question asked in Chapter 1 is repeated in shortened form 
and then discussed.
(l.l) The Llewellyn (1952) criterion for a two-port to be absolutely stable 
looks like the condition for a quadratic form to be positive semi- 
definite; can such a form be found?
We approach this question by way of Corollary 7*1*1» in terms of the 
impedance representation, the matrix'S for two-ports is
SA z z + z* z* q 11 12 11 21 1^ (11.2.1)
V  Z2i Z22 %
q z + q z* 
12 *2 21
(11.2.2)
q z* + q z 12 zl 21 2<h r22
Corollary 7»1*1 states that the two-port is strictly (weakly) abstable if 
and only if there exist some q^ , q2 > 0 such that S is positive definite
absolute stability corresponds to weak absolute stability as defined in 
Chapter 7» Definition 7*5*) Necessary and sufficient conditions for 
to be positive semi-definite are that the principal minors and determinant 
should be positive or zero. It is clearly necessary that
rn ,rM  > 0 ...(11.2.3)
and it remains to find the condition that det.S^ > 0 for some positive 
non-zero values of q , q^  . Now
det. ~ \ % ^ 2 + Vai I* ...(11.2.U)
= q,[ 2ru  r22 - Re(zJ2 Zj )] - |zJ2 |2 - £ Z2,
...(11.2.5)
The condition for this form to be positive or zero for some positive 
non-zero values of q^, q2 is that its discriminant be positive or zero.
[2rj I r22 " R e  {Z12Z2 1 )]2 ~ lZJ2Z2 i |2 ° ... (11-2.6)
which necessitates either
ZTU T22 ~ 'Re{z,2 Z2 1 ) >  *\Z1 2Z2I I ..-.(11.2.7)
or
2lll *22 ~ Ee(Z22 Z2J ) < "lZ/2Z2/ l ...(U.2.8)
Since r1I > T22 secon^ alternative, line 11.2.8, is ruled out,
and the complete condition for-S' to be positive semi-definite for some 
% * S  ^ 0 simply
rji » r22 >  0 ---(11.2.9)
2lU*22 ~ *e(Z12Z21) ~ \Zt2Z2l \ >  ° ...(11.2.10)
which is the Llewellyn criterion, as given in lines 1.2.3»
p =  Hif, ipsA
which is the -met power entering the two-port after cascading it with two 
IAPS's of amplification factors q^ and , at ports 1 and 2. The physical 
interpretation of this approach to the criterion is as follows: if a 
two-port can he made passive or lossless by some appropriate choice of 
the two IAPS's, then it is absolutely stable (i.e. weakly absolutely 
stable, using the precise Definition 7*5)•
Thus it can be seen that the Llewellyn criterion requires not that 
the principal minors and determinant of the matrix of a quadratic form 
be non-negative, but that the principal minors and discriminant of the 
variable matrix of a quadratic form be non-negative. The missing 
quadratic form has therefore now been found.
11.3 Question 1.2
The second, two-port question from Chapter 1 was as follows, in 
abridged form.
(1.2) The stability factor k is invariant under change of one set of 
z, y, h, g matrix parameters for another; is there a range of physical 
imbeddings which leaves k invariant?
This question is fully answered in Chapter 7* The range {M } of 
imbeddings is composed of two members of {m }, the set of two-ports 
generated by tine cascading of an arbitrary IAPS and an arbitrary lossless 
reciprocal two-port. If either or both ports are cascaded with a member 
of {mi, the vslnse of k is preserved.
However, there is another problem hidden in this question, the problem 
of why k remains invariant when one set of z, y, h, g matrix parameters 
is substituted for another set. » It was stated in Chapter 2 that a 
redescription of a physical object may arise either as a result of a change
...(11.2.11)
h parameters, or as a result of a change in the system, for example an 
imbedding, described in the same reference frame. We shall now examine 
this further problem in the light of that statement.
Consider a two-port N cascaded with a gyrator g^  of gyration 
resistance r^  at port 2, to produce a new two-port N* = N * g^. It is 
easy to show, by the method of section 3.6, that the z matrix Z(N’) of 
the new two-port is given by solving the equation
z(w!) = T Z(N)
1 1
...(11.3.1)
where T, the transmission matrix of the four-port corresponding to 
cascading with g^  is
T =
l/r„
...(11.3.2)
The result is
Z(H) = (l/z22) r z 
2 12
r z„, 
2 21
...(11.3.3)
where z etc., and A , are the elements and determinant of Z(N).
11 z
If now we consider the effect of a change of reference frame from the 
impedance frame, with frame vector [ vJ , v^  , i^ , i ]f , to the hybrid frame, 
with frame vector [v^  , i2 , ij > v2 *^ > then from section 3.5 the new 
description of the original two-port is found by solving
H(N)'
1
= C ...(1 1 .3 .^ 0
where C is the frame vector transformation matrix such that
t v  V  V  = C [v2 > V  V  V2]'
c 1 ...(11.3.5)
1
1
1
The result is
H(K) = (l/z„) A
Z
Z
12
...(11.3.6)
z
21 1
It is now apparent that if the gyrator g2 has unit gyration resistance 
i.e. r2 = 19 then the transformation matrices T (physical) and C (between 
reference frames) become identical: thus the z matrix of the new two-port 
N' = N * g^  becomes identical with the h matrix of the original two-port 
N, provided they are regarded as normalized to unit resistance. This may 
be indicated symbolically by
where g2 will be assumed to be a unit gyrator from here on. It is at 
once clear that any physical property invariant under post-cascading with
It may be shown similarly that all the passive, frame transformations 
between z, y, h, g two-port matrix parameters, which have been called 
'immittance substitution’ transformations (Rollett, 1962a), have active, 
system counterparts involving unit gyrators. If cascading with a unit 
gyrator at port 1, port 2 or both ports 1 and 2, is indicated by 
Gf , G2 or Gi2 , then a table of operations may be drawn up, Table 11.1;
E indicates the identity operation.
H(W) = Z(N * s2) ...(11.3.7)
a unit gyrator will have the same mathematical form when expressed in 
z parameters and h parameters.
\ ‘ 1 h G
z E G _ G„ G12 2 l
Y G,„ E G G12 l 2
H G„ G, E G2 l 12
G G, G_ G E
1 2 12
Table 11.1
The symbolic relation of equation 11.3.7 comes from the entry in 
line 3, column 1 of the table; from the same line we have also, for 
example, ■
H(N) = I (gi * N) ...(11.3.8)
H(H) = G(gJ * N * g i) ...(11.3.9)
and from lines 1 and 2 we‘have
z(n) = i (gj * n * g2) ...(11.3.10)
r(n) = Z (gj * N * g 2) ...(11.3.11)
Thus the frame transformation of matrix inversion corresponds (in the 
sense of sections 2.2 and 2.3) to the system transformation of pre- and 
post-cascading by unit gyrators.
The set of system operators forms a group, the unit gyrator group, 
and the group table is shown in Table 11.2.
E G, G2 G,2
E . E Gi G2 GJ2
v; G1 E V °2
v G2 V E
Q,2 G2 G1 E
Table 11.2
1959j P» 63) j ;2a<i the (frame) transformation group is called ’immittance 
substitution’ ((Rollett, 1962a).
The reasosE why k is invariant under the immittance substitution group 
is now apparent. It is because fundamentally k is invariant under (M }
A
imbedding: since gJ » g2 e k invariant under the system
transformations Gj , G2 , Gj2 e and these correspond to the frame
transformations among the four sets of z, y, h, g two-port parameters.
The set of transformations {E, G^ , G^  , &12) forming the immittance 
substitution group is a finite sub-group of {M }.A
It is now also possible to see why k has a different form when 
expressed in chain matrix (a) or scattering (s) parameters. It is simply 
that the frame transformation between say z parameters and ’a1 parameters 
does not correspond to a system transformation which is a member of {M,}. 
However, since matrix inversion is equivalent to G , which is a member 
of {M^ }, it follows at once that k is the same function of ’a' parameters 
as it is of b parameters (the inverse of the ’a’ parameters).
It is perhaps worth recalling from Appendix 9.C that if a generalized 
coordinate frame is used, for instance the implicit, PQ, representation, 
then the whole question of form invariance fades into insignificance.
The expression for k developed there is
Re [A* A, - A* A 1 .
• k = I a^ T  - . . . ( 9 . 0 . 8 ) .
a formulation vhich includes all possible expressions for k in all 
possible explicit representations.
The discussion of related matters is continued in the answer to the 
third question.
The third question posed in Chapter 1 may he restated as follows.
(1.3) Why are some functions, e.g* U, invariant under substitutions among 
z and y parameters, and others, e,g. k, G^ , under substitutions among 
any of the z, y, h and g parameters?
It has been shown that the frame transformation between z and 
y parameters, matrix inversion, corresponds to the system transformation 
Gj2 , pre- and post-cascading with unit gyrators. The invariance of k 
under matrix inversion is explained by the fact that G e {M }, and k12 A
is invariant under {M }; but G is clearly not a member of {M }, theA 12 LR
group of lossless reciprocal imbeddings which leave U invariant.
However, there is another system transformation which corresponds to 
matrix inversion (Mason, 1953, 195*0. This transformation, hi2 , involves 
pre- and post-cascading with two unit resonant sections or quarter- 
wavelength transmission lines, and is lossless and reciprocal, so that 
L.„ e {M, She transmission matrix of L „ is12 LR 12
5
and is simply J times the transmission matrix of G^ , which is
1
1
, 1  . ■ ■
1
It is a peculiarity of matrix inversion, as a frame transformation, that 
out of the (infinite) set of system transformations to which it corresponds, 
two are especially simple; one of these, 9 non-reciprocal and a 
member of {M and the other, LJ2 , is lossless reciprocal and a member of
{E, &j2 } and (E, L^} form finite sub-groups of } and-{M }
respectively.
The fact that the U-function has a different form in z and 
h parameters can now be explained by the fact that the frame transformation 
between the two frame vectors does not correspond to a system trans­
formation which is a member of (M }. It may be inferred at once that ULtR
has the same form in h and g parameters, or in 'a* and b parameters. 
Similarly, the reason for the invariance of G„ under immittanceMA
substitution is that it is invariant under a transformation group, {M }
L2
(see section 9»l6), which contains the unit gyrator group as a sub-group. 
More generally, since a gyrator, unit or otherwise, is lossless, many of 
those two-port power-gain functions which do not involve feedback are 
invariant under immittance substitution; in fact, if unit gyrators can be 
cascaded at either port without changing the power levels whose ratio 
forms the power-gain function, then that function will be invariant under 
immittance substitution. Examples of such functions are available power 
gain, G^, and transducer power gain, G^ , (IRE Standards, 1957) which are
given by:
<LT
RJZ2J f
r22 h i  + Zi I - ^  + Z•)]
|(z + Z )(z + Z ) - z z \2
1 V 11 1 22 2 ' 12 21 '
where ZJ , Z^  are source and load impedances, and R = Re , etc.
Examples of power-gain functions not invariant under immittance 
substitution are insertion power gain, , (IRE Standards, 1957) and 
iterative power gain, , (Lo et at., 1955)# where power levels depend 
on mismatches which are altered when a single gyrator is cascaded at 
input or output. However, it may be seen that if two gyrators (or two 
resonant sections) are used, one at each port, to give the system
consequently these two functions are invariant under matrix inversion. 
They are given iby:
11.5 Form Invariance
The questions considered in the previous two sections "both involve 
form invariance, that is the existence of two or more sets of parameters 
in terms of which a particular property has the same functional expression. 
It is convenient to formulate a general principle which has been implicit 
in the treatment of these two questions.
Theorem 11.1 An invariant, arithmetic or algebraic, under a proper group of 
imbeddings, {M^}, will have the same functional expression in 
two frames of reference with frame vectors [r,s]*, [r',s']V 
if amd only if the (non-singular) frame transformation C, 
defined by
r = C r*
_s_
is espial to c.T, where c is a scalar multiplier, and T is the 
transmission matrix of an imbedding contained in
The presence of the scalar multiplier derives from the 
1proportionaliifcy transformation* of section 3.7* The theorem stated in 
this form is almost self-evident. As a corollary, we may note that form 
invariance will normally indicate the existence of system transformations, 
which may merit investigation. The most commonly encountered form
matrix inversion; it seems rather unlikely that new types of form 
invariance will appear, though not impossible.
In order to dispel the impression (which may perhaps have formed in 
the reader's mind) that all functions which are form-invariant under 
immittance substitution are interesting, or repay further study, we may 
refer back to section 9.1^ » It is shown there that under the group of 
imbeddings {M }, there are six algebraic invariants, including k and (as 
an example of the others) 8, , where
2vn x22 - Im (z z )
i
1 Z  Z  I
1 12 21 1
These six invariants are all form-invariant under immittance substitution
(so that y, h, or g parameters can be substituted immediately for
z parameters in the expression for-A without altering its value). This
form invariance is a consequence of the fact that the unit gyrator group
is a sub-group of the group { M }. However, apart from k, which is of£>
course a proper invariant of a larger group, {M }, none of these 
invariants have any physical significance, as far as is known at present. 
It would therefore be quite wrong to suppose that the accident of form 
invariance (for example, under immittance substitution) automatically 
confers a physically significant status upon a function.
11.6 Activity and Passivity
The chief result of Chapter k is that if the usual definition of the 
spectrum of properties activity-losslessness-passivity (under sinusoidal 
excitation) is replaced (or rather supplemented) by the definition as the 
class of n-port properties invariant under inverse-possessing lossless 
imbedding, then a set of invariants (n: r , pr) emerges. The question1» L
naturally arises whether such a change of viewpoint is interesting or 
worthwhile. It is perhaps justified by the unexpectedness of the result. 
The usual definition creates three classes, each containing n-ports for 
all values of n. The decision to focus attention on n-ports with a
classes, i,e. active, lossless and passive n-ports. In fact the number 
of distinct classes'* turns out to be §(n + l)(n + 2).
The invariants can be interpreted through the canonical equivalent 
form, and equivalent circuits are composed of (r - p ) negativeLd Id
resistances, or ideal amplifiers, or nullors, together with p positivela
resistances and (n - r ) open circuits.Id
Perhaps the most important aspect of the treatment is that it 
indicates that no continuous scale of activity can be found. A new notion 
of the equivalence of active n-ports might, indeed, lead to such a 
continuous scale. But such a notion of equivalence would either have to 
abandon the simple ideas of a real natural frequency and an n-port with 
arbitrary lossless feedback, or add to these ideas some more sophisticated 
concept, such as feedback of a more specific kind, or degree of stability, 
or sensitivity, or no feedback at all..
If non-pathological circuits are excluded from consideration, then 
the treatment seems complete, with no outstanding problems. However 
Youla's treatment (196U) extended to pathological circuits, and a 
verification or simplification of his proof of sufficiency might be worth 
attention, if Tellegen's views (1966) on. pathological circuits are 
discounted.
11.7 Reciprocity and Non-reciprocity
The situation here is very similar to the situation described in the 
previous section regarding ALP properties. Again the change of viewpoint 
may be justified by the unexpectedness of the results, the set of 
invariants (n: gD) containing the integer g_, where 2gn < n, whichR R R
indicates the minimum number of gyrators, or ideal amplifiers, or nullors 
required in the equivalent circuit.
V A i  W b W U X U  u u u \ # v «  u x a v x  X A
0 -1 1
1 0 - 1  
_-l 1 0_
only requires one gyrator (Carlin, 195*0 9 in principle, as indicated in 
Figure 11.2(a), although practical realizations employing three gyrators 
(Newcomb, 1968), or three operational amplifiers (Rollett and Greenaway, 
1968) have been given, shown in Figures 11.2(b), (c).
Similarly, it appears that no continuous scale of non-reciprocity 
can exist. There do not seen to be any outstanding problems in this field.
11.8 Generalized Transfer Activity
In Chapter 6 we define generalized transfer activity in terms of the 
class of properties which remains invariant under arbitrary non-singular 
lossless reciprocal imbedding; no change of viewpoint is involved since 
there is no prior accepted definition. This class of imbeddings is 
particularly interesting, if only because many common elements of the 
electronic art may be assembled to form its members, e*g, capacitors, 
inductors, transformers, transmission lines, etc.
However, numerous problems arise throughout the chapter, most of 
which stem from the still unsolved problem of. the general equivalence of 
n-ports under lossless reciprocal imbedding, the ’classical unsolved 
problem of single-frequency circuit theory’ (section l.-U). Although the 
problem has now been solved for the special case of n = 2, even here the 
problem seems to call for more powerful mathematical tools than those used. 
If more arithmetic invariants exist, for n > 2, beyond the set found here 
(n: r , p., g_, r ), then even the four theorems 6.3 to 6.6 will not
I* ■ Lt R  I
suffice to delimit the number of possible discrete classes, so that (for 
example) the number of discrete classes for n = 3 may well be less than Ul.
A possible avenue of approach is indicated in section 6.6, and investigation 
of the set of matrices {D} might prove fruitful.
algebraic invariants which have been found, for example W for n = 3, **
I Li
etc* or W for n = U, 6 etc. It may be presumed that Wrr should form aRJ JL
basis for ordering non-reciprocal three-ports, and it is interesting to 
speculate on whether such an ordering has any correlation with any 
engineering problem, for example in the design of three-port circulators, 
or of tunnel-diode amplifiers employing circulators.
11.9 Absolute Stability
The change of viewpoint required for the application of the PMI is 
especially interesting in the case of absolute stability. In this field 
only the notion of form-invariance had been employed before (Rollett, 
i960, 1962a; Venkateswaran, 1961). The discovery of the appropriate class 
of physical imbedding networks, {M }, shows that this field is amenable 
to just the same techniques as those already discussed. The set of 
absolute stability arithmetic invariants (n: r , p ) is analogous to the
A  A
set of ALP invariants (n: r , p. ), although the complete set of arithmetic
Lt Li
invariants corresponding to {M> imbedding is (n: r , r , r , p ), and
A  D  E  A  A
the directionality invariants r , r_ (described in sections 8.15 and 9.11)
Z/ E
indicate an essentially more complex situation.
The invariant absolute stability factor k for two-ports is placed on 
as firm a foundation, by this treatment, as the invariant unilateral 
gain U,in the field of transfer activity. For n > 2, the number of 
algebraic invariants increases rather rapidly; an attempt to determine 
them for n = 3 was not successful. Once again one is faced squarely with
the problem of their interpretation for n > 3.
The problem of the general equivalence of n-ports under {M } imbedding, 
for n > 2, has not been attempted.
11.10 Further Equivalence Classes
Numerous problems are suggested through Chapter 8. Perhaps the most 
important of these is the physical significance of the arithmetic 
invariant r . It may possibly indicate the minimum number of independent
section 8.3; perhaps it simply indicates the rank of the matrix of the 
canonical equivalent circuit, in which case it is of less interest. The 
problem is undoubtedly worth tackling, because this hitherto unknown 
invariant is also preserved under lossless reciprocal imbedding. The 
discovery of a canonical equivalent circuit under imaginary imbedding 
would therefore be of great interest.
The other problems indicated in Chapter 8 are probably of minor 
importance, from an engineering viewpoint.
11.11 The Two-port
The most important results of applying the general techniques of 
this work to the two-port lie in the fields of transfer activity 
(sections 9*5 to 9.7) and absolute stability (sections 9*12 and 9*13). In 
the case of transfer activity, there are four arithmetic invariants, 
i.e. (r , pr , g_, r ); yet only the first three are used as a basis forLt Li R I
the canonical equivalent form, equations 9*6.1 to U, so that the fourth 
remains latent. This procedure seems somewhat arbitrary, and suggests at 
least that other forms may be found with just as valid a claim to the 
adjective ’canonical’; a necessary precondition is the solving of the 
problem of the previous section, 11.10. The word ’canonical’ is not easy 
to define in a situation where so many invariants fight for recognition. 
Nevertheless, the two equivalent circuits discussed, called ’canonical* 
and ’unilateral’, provide a valuable insight into the significance of the 
transfer activity of two-ports.
In the case of absolute stability, a certain complexity becomes 
apparent in the treatment, which necessitates the creation of an important 
special case discussed immediately after line 9*13*2. It is possible 
that an alternative definition of r , p would lead to the elimination of
A  A
the anomaly, though of course the information conveyed would remain the 
same; the result desired is that, after paragraph (f) of section 9*139 
one would be able to say 'the arithmetic invariants r , p are revealed
so it has been overlooked. The equivalent circuits given are interesting 
but not perhaps so illuminating as in the case of transfer activity.
Some of the other fields treated only in outline may repay further 
study, but it is rather unlikely that points of engineering interest 
will emerge.
11.12 General Comments
The main concern of this work has been the physical properties of 
n-ports. The investigation has revealed that certain abstract mathematical 
relationships are relevant to the proper classification of such 
properties. It seems likely that a study at a deeper level of these 
mathematical structures might yield results with further interesting 
applications. For example, there are certain general theorems (e.g. 
Gordan’s Theorem, Hilbert’s Basis Theorem, Turnbull, i960, p. 23*+) which 
suggest that the problems of the number of invariants and even their 
determination, in various fields, may be amenable to more powerful 
methods. Again, many continuous groups of transformations have been 
defined in this work, and the theory of Lie groups shows that such groups
have infinitesimal generators; these infinitesimal generators may have
. . . . .  2interesting physical interpretations .
The general results of Chapters *+ to 8 have been applied to two-ports 
in Chapter 9* It may be interesting to treat three-ports and perhaps 
four-ports in a similar manner, at least in a few restricted cases, as 
for example lossless three-ports (e.g. Penfield, 1962).
The technique of imbedding has been applied in fields other than 
those treated here, notably to noisy n-ports (Haus and Adler, 1959 eto.% 
Prabhu, 1966), and to two-state networks (Kawakami, 1966). The 
systematic method of the present work may perhaps be usefully applied 
in these two areas.
certain commonly-used terms such as 'activity* (Chapters *+ and 6, 
note 9*N.l) and 'absolute stability' (Chapter 7 and section 9*12). Other 
ideas which might be illuminated by the PMI are those of 'internal loop 
gain' (e.g. Venkateswaran, 1961) and 'return difference' (Bode’ 19*+5» 
Rollett 1962b).
This thesis has demonstrated that the invariance method outlined in 
Chapter 2 is a powerful technique for examining in depth the implications 
of certain familiar concepts. The spirit animating the whole work is that 
described by Bridgman (1936), in a concluding quotation.
It must not be understood that we are maintaining that as a 
necessity of thought we must always demand that physical concepts 
be defined in terms of physical operations; we are merely 
stating that if by convention we agree to use only those 
concepts in describing physical situations to which we can give 
a meaning in terms of physical operations, then we are sure 
that we shall not have to retract. Other sorts of concept may 
be applicable, but such always require justification, and we 
cannot be sure that the justification will be forthcoming until 
we have made the experiment. The convention that physical 
concepts be defined in terms of physical operations is such an 
obviously useful one that it is coming to be accepted by 
physicists and demanded tacitly.
(1) Thus if we fix our attention on the class of all n-ports with n less 
than or equal to m, then we may regard this class as partitioned into 
three sub-classes by the usual definitions of activity - losslessness - 
passivity. If this class is sliced into m slices, each containing n-ports 
with distinct values of n, we would expect to obtain 3m sub-classes. In • 
fact the number of sub-classes we obtain is
m
I i(n + l)(n + 2) = (m + l)(m + 2)(m + 3)/6
1
An unexpected fine-structure is revealed.
(2) Mason (1953, 195*0 indicates that (four-port) lossless reciprocal 
imbeddings‘are generated by three basic operations, i.e. reactance padding, 
real transformation (using transformers or reactance networks), and 
inversion (see section 11.*+). Only the first two of these operations 
have infinitesimal generators. Meadows and Dasher (1957) in a similar 
treatment of n-ports employ four basic operations, of which again only
two are infinitesimal.
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Fig. 11.1 Three lossless system transformations corresponding to 
the frame transformation of matrix inversion; (a) non- 
reciprocal, ("b), (c) reciprocal, L12.
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Fig. 11.2 Theoretical and practical realizations of 
a three-port circulator.
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